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any way be related thereto.
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER

This document may have problems that one or more of the following disclaimer
statements refer to:

t

This document has been reproduced from the best copy furnished by the

sponsoring agency. It is being released in the interest of making

available as much information as possible.

This document may contain data which exceeds the sheet parameters. It

was furnished in this condition by the sponsoring agency and is the best

copy available.

• This document may contain tone-on-tone or color graphs, charts and/or

pictures which have been reproduced in black and white.

• The document is paginated as submitted by the original source.

Portions of this document are not fully legible due to the historical nature

of some of the material. However, it is the best reproduction available

from the original submission.
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PREFACE

This Handbook of Recommended Practices for the Determination

of Liquid Monopropellant Rocket Engine P_rfbrmance has the objective of

promoting a uniformity of methodology throughout the monopropellant com-

munity as regards to pulse mode and steady state thruster testing and

data reduction. The program was conceived within a Joint Army-Navy-

NASA-Air Force (JANNAF) monopropellant working group, consisting also

of representatives from industry and academia, to fill what was felt

to be a universal need for such standardization of practices among

the manufacturers and users of monopropellant rocket engines.

The JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance Working Group has

devoted considerable effort toward the development of a consistent

methodology for determining rocket engine performance. However, the

publications of the JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance Working Group

are directed primarily toward bipropellant engines operating at steady

state conditions and are, therefore, not directly applicable to the

performance determination of monopropellant engines which may operate

primarily in the pulse mode. However, the Handbook of Recommended

Practices of Measurement of Liquid Propellant Rocket Engine Parameters,

Chemical Propulsion Information Agency (CPIA) Publication No. 179,

and Rocket Engine Performance Test Data Acquisition and Interpretation

Manual, CPIA Publication No. 245, both published by the JANNAF Rocket

Engine Performance Working Group, have served as excellent guides

for the development of the current document.

This handbook is intended to serve the experienced test

engineer in the design, installation, and operation of systems which

include the determination, by direct measurement, of rocket engine

thrust and impulse, propellant mass flow, pressure, temperature, and

exhaust gas composition. The algorithms and defining relations for

reducing these measurements to performance parameters are also given.

This document is not intended to serve as a primer for the inexperienced

engineer, as the depth required for such a publ_cation is clearly beyond

the scope of this or any other single document.. Specific design guideline_

are, however, offered for the critical components of each system.

This handbook is divided into six relatively discrete sections.

These sections are presented in the following order:

• Force and Impulse Measurement

• Propellant Mass Usage and Flow Measurement

Pressure Measurement

• Temperature Measurement

• Exhaust Gas Composition Measurement

• Data Reduction and Performance Determination

iv
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Each of the sections includes a table of contents, glossary, references,

and appendixes as necessary.

To achieve the uniformity of data acquisition and interpreta-

tion which is the goal of the handbook, it is recommended that the proce-

dures and practices outlined herein be required for all RFQ's and contracts.

This recommendation implic_tly includes also adherence to CPIA Publication

No. 180, _RPG Handboo_ for Estimating _he Uncertainty in Measurements

Made With Licuid Pro_ellant Rocket Engine SYstems. Deviations from these

procedures should be specifically negotiated.

This handbook has been formatted for reprint as a CPIA publi-

cation. It is probable that its use by the monopropellant community will

result in recommendations for additions or revisions. These comments are

welcomed and may be addressed to the authors at JPL, the program sponsors

at AFRPL and NASA/OAST, Qr_ in the case of the CPIA version, to:

Chemical Propulsion Information Agency

Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory

8621 Georgia Avenue

Silver Springs, Maryland 20910

V
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SECTION I

FORCE AND IMPULSE MEASUREMENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recommended practices are outlined for the design, instal-

lation, checkout, calibration, and operation of a thrust measurement

system to be used during tests of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine.

Three appendixes are included: I-A, Thrust Measurement System Elemental

Uncertainties; I-B, Short- and Long-Term Thrust Measurement System

Uncertainty; and I-C, Shunt Calibration of Force Transducers.

2.0 SCOPE

This section has been written to serve as a guide for the

experienced engineer in the design, installation, and operation of a

measurement system for measuring the thrust and impulse produced by a

liquid monopropellant rocket engine. No attempt has been made to specify

the detailed configuration for any portion of the measurement system,

but rather specific design guidelines are provided for the critical com-

ponents of each portion of the system. These guidelines, used in con-

juction with current, state-of-the-art, commercially available equipment

and good engineering practices, will provide a measurement system which

meets the performance criteria specified.

2. I OBJECTIVE

The thrust to be measured is derived from the catalytic

decomposition of monopropellant hydrazine in the reaction chamber of a

rocket engine at pressures ranging from 69 to 3450 kN/m 2 (10 to 500 psia).

These engine tests are normally conducted in a vacuum chamber where

simulated altitudes of 30 km (100,000 ft) or higher can be maintained.

The recommended practices contained in this section are directed

specifically to measurements of thrust and impulse having the following

uncertainties.

Thrust Range

0.044 to 44 N

(0.01 to 10 ibf)

44 to 4400 N

(I0 to 1000 ibf)

Mode of Operation

Steady state

Pulsed mode, 5 ms

min. on time

Steady state

Pulse mode, 50 ms

min. on time

Uncertainty in Measurement

+_0.5% Thrust

+_5.0% Impulse

+_0.25% Thrust

±2.0% Impulse

I-I



2.2 LIMITATIONS

The recommended practices in this section are limited to

thrust measurements of a single monopropellant hydrazine rocket engine.

There is ho fundamental reason why these practices would not be applicable

to other types of monopropellant thrusters or even bipropellant rocket

engines if certain environmental factors peculiar to the specified

propellant(s) are accommodated. Additional limitations are listed below:

(1) Only those thrust systems that infer a force from a

bonded metallic strain gage transducer are considered

in this section. Specialized applications requiring

higher transducer electrical output, extehded high-

frequency response, miniature size and/or weight or

some combination of these characteristics may necessitate

other transduction techniques. For the vast majority

of force measurements related to monopropellant rocket

engines, however, the bonded metallic strain gage

transduction element is the recommended choice.

(2) Test Cell simulated altitude pressure should be maintained

at a level which assures design exhaust nozzle flow

characteristics.

(3) Temperature conditioning should be limited to a practical

operating range as determined for the specified spacecraft

environment designed to use monopropellant hydrazine.

(4) The minimum pulsed thrust duration is limited by the

propellant control Valve operating time. For low

thrust, below 44 N (10 ibf), this could be as short

as 5 ms; however, at higher thrust, above 44 N (10 Ibf),

a more practical limit is about 50 ms.

3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design of a thrust measuring system requires consideration

of certain key mechanical, electrical, and electronic components which must

be incorporated. Mechanical components include the thrust stand, a measure-
ment force transducer and the force calibration equipment. Electrical and

electronic components include electrical calibration, signal conditioning,

recording, visual display and data processing equipment.

3.1 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

A typical arrangement of the major mechanical components

in a vertical, single element, axial thrust measuring stand is shown

in Figure I-I. These components are identified as follows:

_(I) Thrust frame into which the rocket engine assembly

is mounted.

I-2
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(2) Measurement force transducer with mechanical linkages
and flexures.

(3) Seismic mass with vibration isolators attached to the

ground plane.

(q) Thrust frame restraints and flexures attached to

the seismic mass.

(5) In-place static force calibrator of either the multiple

dead weight type or the working standard force transducer

with force generator type,

(6) Dynamic force calibrator which is normally removed

during engine testing.

A horizontally oriented thrust measuring stand will have

the same basic components. Additional flexural supports would normally

be required for the thrust frame.

As shown in Figure I-I, the measurement force transducer

is normally linked mechanically between the thrust frame and the seismic
mass with -flexures. An alternate method for the optimum high-response

pulsed thrust stand would be to eliminate the flexures and use hard

mounting on both ends of a ruggedized force measurement transducer.

The rocket engine thrust frame assembly is restrained by struts containing

pa_rs of flexures so that movement along only the thrust axis is permitted.

The geometric centerline of the axisymmetrical engine is shown to coincide

with the thrust measurement axis. Forces-applied by the static calibrator

should also coincide with the thrust measurement axis. The interaction

of the thrust system components that takes place during engine testing

should be faithfully duplicated by in-place calibration techniques.

"7.

3.1.I Thrust Stand

The following considerations are of primary interest in

the design of a thrust measuring stand:

(1) The thrust stand should be designed to have a large

seismic mass to engine-thrust frame mass ratio (ms/me).

Experience has indicated that this ratio should be

greater than 20:1 with values around 500:I desirable.

(2) The seismic mass should be well isolated from vibration

by the test chamber and ground plane. :

(3) Transverse restraints used to counteract forces and

moments generated by the engine should be designed
to limit their axlal restraint to less than 0.15%

of the axial force applied.

(4) Transverse restraints should be installed perpendicular
to the main axis of thrust.

I-4
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(g)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Transverse restraints should be designed to withstand

at least 20% of the axial force because forces of this

magnitude may be developed during the start transients

or during engine failures.

Transverse restraints should be attached between

the thrust frame and the seismic mass so that engine

changes can be made without disturbing the thrust
stand alignment.

Propellant and purge lines should be installed so

that they serve as elastic pivots.

Propellant and purge lines should be installed nominally

perpendicular to the main thrust axis to balance forces

and moments, and to minimize the effect of fluid flow,

temperature, and pressure variations on thrust measure-

ments. Flexible propellant lines should be avoided

unless it can be demonstrated, through calibration

procedures, that the effects of system pressurization

are negligible.

The thrust frame structure should be designed to deflec-

tion limits rather than stress limits. A very stiff

lightweight structure will have a natural frequency high

enough to ensure accurate response to pulsed thrust inputs

and oscillations that will not influence steady state

thrust measurement. A na.tural frequency in excess of 200

Hz is attainable. Environmental changes which may affect

the alignment and restraint should be thoroughly evaluated.

Safety stops should be used to limit engine motion

if a thrust frame member fails during a test because of

fatigue, overload, or other hardware failures.

Safety stops should be set for a clearance of at least

4 times the rated deflection.

The measurement force transducer must be protected from

inadvertent overloads during installation and removal of

the test engine assembly by suitable mechanical

stops.. If this is not practical the force transducer

should be removed during these operations.

Lost motion in the axial load column should be eliminated.

Clearance must exist between fixed and movable parts

of the thrust frame over the range of interest of

system deflection.

Targets should be installed for alignment purposes.

Locating Jigs and indexes should be built into the

stand to facilitate proper alignment.

I-5



(17) Thermal load on the thrust stand should be minimized

through the use of radiation shields, conductive

insulators, or thermal compensating elements.

3.1.2 Measurement Force Transducer

These recommended practices are limited to thrust systems

that measure force with a bonded metallic strain gage force transducer,

commonly referred to as a load cell. The load-carrying structure of

the force transducer is normally machined from a single piece of heat-
treated metal. The elastic deformation of this structure=is sensed

by attached strain gage elements. These strain gages are electrically

connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit which can be balanced at no

load. The application of a force to the load structure produces resist-

ance changes in the strain gages, thus unbalancing the bridge circuit.

The resultant output signal is directly proportional to the applied

force and the excitation voltage. Standard design specifications for

strain gage force transducers are given in ISA-$37.8, Reference I-1.

The following is a summary of these basic design considerations as

they apply to a thrust stand force transducer.

3.1.2.1 Mechanical Design

(1) The type of force transducer is determined by the

direction of the applied load as tension, compression,

or universal, combining both tension and compression.

The universal type would normally be used in thrust

stands. Where preloading is used a compression type

could be employed.

(2) The physical dimensions, type of mounting, mounting

dimensions, and type of force connection will vary

with manufacturer, but all transducers can generally

be adapted for thrust stand installation.

(3)

(4)

The load-line linkage from the thrust frame to the

force transducer should be designed such that only

axial loads are transmitted. When using a directly

connected load line, flexural linkages are normally
used on both ends of the transducer. Preloaded instal-

lations use a hard mount on the fixed end and point
contact on the active end to eliminate off-axis loads.

A series installation of force transducers for redundant

thrust measurement is not recommended.

(5) A parallel installation of force transducers is not

recommended for single-component axial thrust measurement.

This arrangement reduces the output signal sensitivity

and compounds inaccuracies and nonreliabi!ity.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(1o)

(11)

(12)

The electrical connections can be either multipin

standard connectors mounted on the transducer outer

case or a flexible cable providing the required conductors
and shielding for each bridge circuit.

Load range selection should be made such that the

transducer is normally operating over the 75 to 90%

portion of its full scale range. An overload of

150% of full scale range should produce no degradation

in specifications. The ultimate rating for structural

failure should be 300% of capacity or greater.

Derated (downranged) force transducers are used to

increase overload capability, increase thrust system

stiffness and therefore dynamic measurement response,

or extend the static force measurement range to lower

values. If derated by a factor of 10:1 or more, the

force transducer will probably have to be specially

selected and thermally compensated to obtain the

desired accuracy.

Deflection of the force transducer's strain element must

be minimized to keep the thrust stand total deflection

low and dynamic response high. Total deflection over the

full scale load of 0.044 to 4400 N (10 to 1000 ibf)

varies from 0.0013 to 0.013 cm (0.0005 to 0.005 in.)

depending on the type of strain element used.

The natural frequency of the transducer should be several

times greater than the thrust stand resonant frequency;

a value of 1000 Hz or higher is recommended.

A safe operating temperature range that is compatible

with the test cell environment and that will not

cause permanent calibration shift or permanent change

in any of its characteristics should be specified for

the force transducer. Normal compensated temperature

range should be around 0° to 66°C (32 ° to 150°F).

Maximum operating and storage temperature range should

be around -54 ° to +93°C (-65 ° to ÷200°F). Extended

temperature ranges are possible with special design

provisions. Due to the highly transient nature of

the operating temperature that can exist in a test

cell, it is recommended that an independent tempera-

ture controlled environment be provided for the force

transducer. Experience has shown that thermal drift

can prove to be the highest single source of error

in thrust measurements.

Barometric pressure decrease from ambient to complete

test cell vacuum should not cause any change in
transducer characteristics.
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(13)

(14)

Material selection for all transducer components should

acknowledge possible contact with hydrazine decomposition

products. Metal parts which experience temperatures above

93°C (200°F) while exposed to ammonia may be nitrided

(Reference I-2). Also, stress corrosion cracking is

accelerated under these conditions. An inert gas purge

of the transducer case or the surrounding environment

will prevent these effects.

Vibration and acceleration along the load axis resulting
from rough engine operations should be considered

separately from the static overload requirements. The

strain gage mounting and electrical connections are the

transducer elements which are most susceptible to these

effects. Bonded strain gages with well-designed terminal

pads and supported lead wires are recommended.

Electrical Design

(I) The type of s_rain _a_e should be bonded metallic foil.

(2) The number of active strain ga_e bridge arms should

be four for a single bridge and eight for a double

bridge. A double bridge is recommended for load ranges
of 222 N (50 Ibf) and above.

(3) Recommended excitation should be a regulated voltage

of 5 to 28 V dc. Maximum excitation voltage which

will not permanently damage the transducer should

be 20% or greater than the rated voltage.

(4) InDu_ and output resistance for dc excitation is specified

in ohms at a specific temperature in °C (OF). Normal

values range from 120 to 350 ohms.

(5) Electrical connectiQn_ for each bridge circuit should

conform to pin designation shown in the wiring schematic

diagram (Figure I-2). The output polarities indicated

on the wiring diagram apply when an increasing force

is applied to the transducer.

(6) Insulation resistance is specified in megaohms at a

specific voltage and temperature between all terminals

or leads connected in parallel and the transducer case.

A value of 5000 megohms or greater is recommended.

(7) Shunt calibration resistance should be specified

in ohms for a nominal percentage of full scale output

at _ specific temperature. The terminal across which

the resistor is to be placed shall be specified.
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A

B

D

E

F I
___jJ

CONNECTOR

(+) EXCITATION

(+) OUTPUT

(-) EXCITATION

(-) OUTPUT

SHUNT CALIBRATION RESISTOR

NOTES:

1 . THE OUTPUT POLARITIES INDICATED ON THE WIRING DIAGRAM APPLY
WHEN AN INCREASING ABSOLUTE PRESSURE iS APPLIED TO THE PRES-
SURE PORT (SENSING END) OF AN ABSOLUTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER.
FO R DIFFERENTIAL AND GAGE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS, THE INDICATED
POLARITIES APPLY WHEN THE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT MEASURAND
PORT IS GREATER THAN THE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE REFERENCE
PRESSURE PORT.

2. THE BRIDGE ELEMENTS SHALL BE ARRANGED SO THAT FUNCTIONS
PRODUCING POSITIVE OUTPUT WILL CAUSE INCREASING RESISTANCE
IN ARMS 1 AND 3 OF THE BRIDGE.

3. POSITION OF ANY INTERNAL COMPENSATION NETWORK SHOULD BE
INDICATED. SEE APPENDIX III-C.

Figure I-2. Conventional 6-Wire Strain Gage Bridge Transducer

3.1.2.3 performance Chgracteristics. The basic performance parameters

of measurement force transducers are listed below. Unless otherwise

specified, they apply at the following ambient conditions: temperature

23 ±2°C (73.4 +__.6°F); relative humidity 90% maximum; barometric

pressure 98 ±10 kN/m 2 (29 +__3 in. Hg).

(I) Range is usually expressed in newton (pounds force)

compression or tension or both.

(2) End points are expressed as millivolts per volt of ex-

citation or millivolts at specified volts of excitation.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Full scale output (FSO) is expressed as millivolts per volt

excitation or millivolts at specified volts of excitation.

Zero-measured output is expressed as percent of full scale

output at fuI1 rated excitation and no applied load force.

Stability refers to the ability of a transducer to retain

its performance throughout its specified operating

and storage life.

L_nearitv is expressed as percent of full scale output

in direct!on(s) of applied loading.

Hysteresis is expressed as percent of full scale output

upon application of ascending and descending applied

forces including rated force.

Combined hysteresis and linearity are expressed as percent

of full scale output upon application of ascending

and descending forces including rated force.

Repeatability is expressed as percent of full scale output

over a specified time period with a specified number

of cycles of load application.

Static error band is the combined linearity, hysteresis

and repeatability expressed as percent of full scale

output as referred to a defined type of straight line.

Creep at load is expressed as percent of full scale

output with the transducer subjected to rated force

for a specified time period.

Creep recovery is expressed as percent of full scale

output measured at no load and over a specified time

period immediately following removal of rated force,

that force having been applied for the same period

of time as specified above.

Warm-up period is that time period, starting with

the application of excitation, required to assure

that subsequent shifts in sensitivity and zero will

not exceed the specified percent of full scale output.

Static sprin_ 90nstant is expressed in newtons per meter

(pounds force per inch) as determined experimentally

or analytically from the dynamic response of a simplified
spring mass system representing the force transducer.

_qNivalent dynamic masses are expressed in kilograms
(pounds mass) for both ends of the transducer in the

system described above.
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(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(2O)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Internal mechanical damping is expressed in newtons per

meter/second relative velocity (pounds force per inch/

second relative velocity) between ends at a specified

frequency in hertz and a specified dynamic load in newtons
'(pounds force).

Safe overload rating is expressed as an applied force in
newtons (pounds force) for a specified time period in

minutes which will not cause permanent changes in trans-

ducer performance beyond specified static error band.

Rated forc_ of the transducer is the maximum designed

axial force in newtons (pounds force). The rated

force may be in compression, tension, or both.

Thermal sensitivity shift is expressed as percent of

sensitivity per specified °C (OF) temperature change

over the compensated temperature range in °C (OF).

Thermal zero shift is expressed as percent of full

scale output per specified °C (OF) temperature change

over the compensated temperature range in °C (OF).

Temperature error b_nd is expressed as output values

within a specified percent of full scale output

from the straight line establishing the static error

band over the compensated temperature range in °C (OF).

Tem.Perature gradient error is expressed as less than a

specified percent of full scale output while at zero load

and subjected to a step function temperature change over

a specified range in °C (OF) lasting'for a specific time

period in minutes and applied to a specific part of the
transducer.

Cycling l_fe is expressed as a number of full scale

cycles over which the transducer shall operate without

change in characteristics beyond its specified tolerance.

Other environmental CQn_t_ons which should not change

transducer performance beyond specified limits should

be listed, such as:

(a) Shock, triaxial

(b) High-level acoustic excitation

(c) Humidity

(d) Corrosive spray

(e) Corrosive gases
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(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(f) Electromagnetic fields

(g) Magnetic fields

is expressed as a specific time period

(days, months, years) thetransducer can be stored

in a specified environment without changing specific

performance characteristics beyond their specifi@d

tolerances.

Concentric angular load effect is expressed as percent

of full scale output difference from true output (axially

loaded output multiplied by cosine of angle) resulting

from a load applied concentric with the primary axis

at the point of application and at a specified angle

in degrees with respect to the primary axfs.

Eccentric an_ular load effect is expressed as percent of

full scale output difference from true output (axially

loaded output multiplied by cosine of angle) resulting

from a load applied eccentric with the primary axis and

at a specified angle in degrees with respect to the

primary axis.

Eccentric load effect is expressed as percent of full

scale output to difference from axially loaded output

resulting from a load parallel to but displaced a

specific distance in millimeters (inches) from concen-

tricity with the primary axis.

AI_bient pressure effects are expressed as the change

in sensitivity and the change in zero measurand output

due to subjecting the transducer to a specified ambient

pressure change above or below atmospheric.

3.1.3 Calibration Equipment

Calibration equipment for the thrust measuring system is

separated into three types. The in-place static calibrator and the

dynamic calibrator are used on the thrust stand in the test cell. A

third type involves the laboratory calibration of the force transducer.

3.1.3.1 _j]m_ce _atic Calibrator. It is essential that the thrust

measuring system be provided with in-place static calibration equipment

that can produce the same axial deflection on all critical restraints

as will be present during the actual engine test. This equipment should

be capable of remote operation within the test cell under both pretest

and posttest conditions of simulated altitude (vacuum) and temperature

and in the presence of all contributing forces including mechanical

line and flexure effects, pressurized propellant supply lines, and

the dynamic influence of all supporting systems.
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The following items should be included in the design of the in-place
static calibrator:

(i)

(2)

(3)

The calibrator should be either a multipoint dead

weight type or a working standard force transducer

with a variable force generator.

The calibration range should be from 0 to 120%

of the highest anticipated normal load with values

established at three or more intermediate steps.

The application of the calibration loads should be

in both ascending and descending steps that are repeatable

in either a preprogrammed or selective manner, so that

the transition from one force to the next is accomplished

without creating a hysteresis error in the measurement
due to overshoot.

(4) The maximum inaccuracy of the force calibrator should

not be more than one half the permissible tolerance
of the measurement force transducer.

(5) Traceability (not more than twice removed) to the

National Bureau of Standards should be established

for the force calibrator.

(6) The calibration force should be applied coincident with

the thrust axis of the test engine and in the same

direction as the deflection produced by engine operation.

(7) The calibrator support structure should be independently

mounted on the seismic mass, separate from the fixed

structure of the measurement force transducer.

(8) The calibrator force linkage should include a disconnect

coupling that will isolate the calibrator from the
thrust frame when not in use.

(9)

(lO)

Provisions for adjustment, alignment and verification

of the calibration force must be given the same emphasis

as the measurement force.

Protection against damage from shock, vibration,

radiation or corrosion caused by the test cell

environment should be provided for the calibrator.

3.1.3.2 Dynamic Calibrator. The dynamic response of a thrust stand

depends on the stiffness and mass distribution throughout the entire active

system. The response characteristic can best be determined by experimentally

applying a suitable time-varying force to the complete sxstem and measuring

the output versus time response of the measurement force transdu6er. The

time-varying force can be supplied by an electromagnetic forcing coil capable
of producing _inusoidal forces or step function forces. A simpler method is
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to use a single instantaneous force change of sufficient magnitude to

cause the thrust stand to ring. In either case, data can be developed

which provide a measure of thrust stand sensitivity, resonant frequency,

and damping factor. The dynamic calibrator should be capable of remote

operation with the thrust stand and test cell at simulated engine

Operating conditions.

The following items should be included in the design of the

dynamic force calibrator:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The dynamic force should be applied to the thrust frame

coincident with the measurement thrust axis and in the

same direction as the deflection produced=by engine

operation.

The dynamic force calibrator should be independent of

the static force calibrator so as not to dause any

damage to the sensitive equipment.

Due to the added weight and complexity, the dynamic

calibrator should be disconnected from the active mass

of the thrust frame. It may even be removed from the

thrust stand completely and only installed when

required.

Magnetic forcing coils should be thoroughly characterized

using simulated engine and thrust frame mass before being

employed on the thrust stand. The generated force input

should be tailored to match the anticipated operating

characteristics of test engine thrust pulse whenever

possible.

The application of an instantaneous force change using

falling weights, swinging hammer, frangible preloaded

linkage, electric solenoid hammer (pinger), etc.,

should be thoroughly evaluated for causing possible

shock overloads to the test engine assembly or the
measurement force transducer.

3.1.3.3 Laboratory Calibration. Acceptance and qualification tests

should be performed on the strain gage force transducer in a calibration

laboratory before the transducer is installed into the thrust stand.

The basic equipment consists of a force calibrator, a source of electrical

excitation for the strain gage, and a device which measures.the electrical

output of the transducer. The error or uncertainties of the laboratory

calibration system should be less than one third of the permissible toler-

ance of the measurement force transducer. Traceability (not more than
twice removed) to the National Bureau of Standards should be established

for the laboratory equipment.

The following is a summary of the design considerations for

a laboratory force calibration system as given in Reference I-I:
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(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The force calibrator should have a maximum uncertainty
of no more than one fifth of that permissible for the

measurement force transducer. Typical values for

three types of force calibrators in either tension

or compression are:

(a) Dead weight: maximum error ±0.01% test load

(b) Proving ring: maximum error +_0.1% full scale

(c) Reference standard force transducer: maximum

error ÷-0.1% full scale.

The range of the instrument supplying or monitoring

the calibration force should provide the necessary
accuracy to 125% of full scale range of the transducer.

A stable source of electrical excitation of accurately

known amplitude is required for the strain gage bridge

circuit. DC excitation is normally provided by electron-

ically regulated power supplies utilizing line power.

The maximum uncertainty for these excitation power

sources should be ±0.02% of reading or better.

A digital electronic voltmeter with preamplifier is

normally used to measure the electrical output signal

of the force transducer. The maximum uncertainty for

this type of instrument is (a) for 0 to 10 mV range with

I _V sensitivity maximum error ±0.02% of reading or +_2 _V,

whichever is greater or (b) 0 to 100 mV with 10 wV

sensitivity maximum error +_0.01% of reading or ±10 _V,
whichever is greater.

3.2 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The major electrical and electronic components to be considered

in the design of a thrust measurement system include (I) signal conditioning

equipment, (2) electrical calibration equipment, (3) recording equipment, (4)

visual display equipment, and (5) data processing equipment. These components

are shown in the thrust measurement system block diagram, Figure I-3. In

general all of these components are commercially available, off-the-shelf
items. Most of the items are available from more than one manufacturer. The

major concern in the selection of these components must be the evaluation of

the various manufacturers' general specifications in relation to the specialized

force measurement requirement. A subsequent verification that the equipment

finally selected conforms to the manufacturers' specifications is essential.

3.2.1 Signal Conditioning Equipment

Signal conditioning equipment includes the following functional

devices: power supplies, amplifiers, electrical cabling, shielding, signal

d£stribution and switching network, and filters. The regulation and stability
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of this equipment should be ±0.05% or better, wherever applicable. The
design of these devices varies widely depending on system philosophy and

economics; however, certain design principles are universally recommended

as follows:

(1) PoweY Supplies. Constant voltage excitation is the

primary type used with hlgh-accuracy thrust measurement

systems. Power supplies can be individually rack-mounted

units or miniature (several in one card) devices integral

with other signal conditioning equipment. Generally,

there are provisions for voltage adjustments, less often

for zero balance. Ripple should be less than 100 MV peak

to peak.

(2) Amplifiers. The use of high-quality differential

amplifiers is now almost universal. With a transducer

full scale output of 20 to 40 mV, an amplifier gain of

50 to 500 is sufficient for most conventional analog-to-

digital conversion and recording systems. It should be

verified that peak common mode voltages do not exceed

the rejection limits of the amplifier.

(3) Electrical Cablin_ and Shielding. Electrical noise can

be minimized by the use of proper shielding and grounding

techniques (Reference I-3). Transmission cables between

the transducer and the recording system usually consist

of multiple pairs of twisted, shielded, splice-free

conductors. A total of 6 conductors should be used for

each transducer.

The wire gage and corresponding resistance of the
excitation and calibration leads should be taken

into account when developing calibration techniques

and other system design considerations.

Each transducer cable should be individually shielded,

with continuity of shield to the operational amplifier.

The shield grounding connection should be in accordance

with the amplifier manufacturer's recommendations.

Multichannel cables consisting of inner cable shielding,

and overall shielding of the large cable are recommended

for long transmission runs. The outer shield of the

multiconductor cable should also be terminated at a

single point ground. The outer shield and all inner
shields should be insulated from each other.

(4) Other signal conditioning eauipment includes such

items as filters, distribution and switching units,

and impedance matching devices. The design of these
and related devices varies depending on system philosophy,

but should in all cases be high-quality equipment

providing stability (both with time and temperature),

line voltage regulation, and linearity. Thermally
induced errors should be minimized in all circuits.
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3.2.2 Electrical Calibration Equipment

Some form of electrical simulation of the transducer response

to force should be provided. This simulation should track any change in

the system sensitivity that is caused by changes in the environmental

conditions. The two most commonly used electrical calibration systems

that are readily adaptable to automated periodic tests are discussed below.

The first of these techniques includes the transducer in the calibration

and is thus quasi end to end. The other involves only the:electrical and

electronic equipment. The advantages (convenience, technical, or economic)

of each system will largely depend upon the user's existing transducers,

signal conditioning equipment, cabling, etc.

(i) Shunt calibration with a constant voltage system requires

a 6-wire system to the transducer if an external signal

shunt resistor is used: 2 wires are used for excitation,

2 for output, and 2 for shunt simulation; The technique

for using a 6-wire shunt resistor calibration method is

presented in Appendix III-C.

'(2) Voltage substitution techniques can be used to calibrate

the electronics system (amplifier, recorder, etc.) in

addition to, or in lieu of, any transducer electrical or

end-to-end calibration. This method requires that the

transducer be electrically disconnected (usually by a

switching network) and a known voltage substituted.

Such a calibration technique will not necessarily

provide any information about changes in ambient output

nor will it even reveal if thetransducer has been dis-

connected. It should therefore not be the only type of

electrical calibration employed.

3.2.3 Recording Equipment

•The four commonly used recording systems for recording thrust

measurement, data are (I) digital system, (2) graphic recorders, (3)

oscillograph and (4) analog magnetic tape recorders. Two or more of these

systems may: be combined to provide high accuracy, high-frequency response,

and quick readout.

3.2.4 Visual'Display Equipment

A visual display of real time measured data in engineering

units along with other critical operating parameters is required for both

pretest and posttest calibrations and for monitoring during the engine

test. This alphanumeric data can be presented in either hard copy

(printed) or non-hard-copy (no record) form or both. The non-hard-copy

is usually displayed on some type of cathode ray tube (CRT) device

through a selective preprogrammed format.
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3.2.5 Data Processing Equipment

The data processing equipment is not generally dedicated

exclusively to the thrust measurement system, but is used to process

many other parameters also. This equipment should be chosen and used

with care so that the uncertainty of the data is not increased during

processing.

4.0 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES

4.1 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION

All the critical components of the thrust measurement system

should be certified for compliance with design specifications before

installation. This is best accomplished by precision inspection plus

standard laboratory test and evaluation. Components so certified

should include the following items:

(i)

(e)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Thrust measurement force transducer

Calibrator working-standard force transducer

Calibrator dead weights

Thrust stand flexures

Thrust stand restraints

Dynamic force calibrator

4.1 .I Force Transducer

The thrust measurement force transducer and the calibrator

working-standard force transducer, if one is to be used, should be certi-

fied by performing the acceptance and qualification tests and recording

all data as given in ISA-$37.8, Reference I-I. (Where the quantity of

transducers used makes justification of qualification testing difficult,

such tests may be waived provided the manufacturer is able to certify

compliance from previous testing on similar units.) The working-standard

force transducer should be certified to an uncertainty of not more than

one half the permissiSle tolerance of the measurement force transducer.

4.1.1.1 Acceptance Test. Individual acceptance tests are performed

to evaluate those characteristics which are a function of transducer piece

parts, assembly, or adjustment, and might vary considerably from one unit
to the next.

The acceptance tests for the force transducer from Reference

I-I are summarized as follows:
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(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Inspect the transducer for mechanical defects, poor

finish and improper identification markings.

Install the transducer into the force calibrator

with axial alignment as specified by the manufacturer.
Connect the excitation source and readout instrumenta-

tion to the transducer and turn on for the specified

warm-up period. Prior to calibration, it is desirable

to exercise the force transducer by applying rated

load and returning to zero load for several cycles.

Conduct two or more calibration cycles in succession,

including five to eleven points in both ascending

and descending directions while monitoring excitation

amplitude and recording output signal. From the

data obtained in these tests the following transducer

characteristics should be determined:

(a) End points

(b) Full scale output

(c) Zero unbalance

(d) Linearity

(e) Hysteresis

(f) Hysteresis and linearity combined

(g) Repeatability

(h) Static error band

Repeat the calibration cycles over a specffied period

of time after warm-up. This data establishes the

following characteristics for that period of time:

(a) Zero drift

(b) Sensitivity drift

Apply the rated force to the transducer during a

specified short period of time. The measurement

of changes in output at constant excitation during

the time period should establish:

Creep at load

At zero load, measure output and sensitivity over

a period of time, up to one hour, starting with the

application of excitation to the transducer. The
observed time to stabilize should determine the

following characteristic:
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B (7)

(8)

(9)

Warm-up period

Apply the specified rated overload for the specified

number of times in the specified direction of tension

or compression, followed by one complete calibration

cycle to establish that the transducer performance

characteristics are still within specification. This

should verify:

Safe overload rating

Measure the insulation resistance between all terminals,

or leads connected in parallel, and the case of the

transducer with a megohm-meter using a potential

of 50 V, unless otherwise specified, at room

temperature. This should establish:

Insulation resistance

A Wheatstone bridge (for dc) or an impedance bridge

(for ac) should be used to measure and establish the

following:

(a) Input impedance

(b) Output impedance

4.1.1.2 Qualification Test. Qualification tests are performed to eval-

uate those characteristics which are a function of transducer design. They

thus would not be expected to vary appreciably from one unit to another for

a particular transducer model. The performance of a representative sample

of units should represent the performance of an entire lot.

The qualification tests for the force transducer (Reference

I-I) are summarized as follows:

(I) The force transducer, while still installed in the force

calibrator, should be placed in a suitable temperature-

controlled chamber. After stabilizing the chamber and

transducer at a specified temperature, one or more

calibration cycles should be performed within the

chamber. The procedure should be repeated at an adequate

number of selected temperatures within the specified

operating range of the transducer, and finally after

return to room temperature and stabilization. From

these tests the following characteristics should .be
determined:

(a)

(b)

Thermal sensitivity shift

Thermal zero shift

(c) Temperature error band
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(2)

(3)

(4)

With the force transducer at room temperature within

the controlled chamber, and with no applied load,

it should be subjected to a specified thermal transient

above or below room temperature. The observed output

over a specified period of time establishes:

Temperature transient error

Install the force transducer into a suitable test

fixture with the axial alignment as specified. Attach

an electromagnetic forcing coil which is capable of

producing an axial load which is 20% of the force

transducer rated 10ad or higher. Connect the excitation

source, readout instrumentation, and recorder and turn

on for the specified warm-up period. Apply a sinusoidal

force at a specified load and sweep the frequency from

zero until the first resonant peak output is reached.
This should establish transducer:

(a) Natural resonant frequency

(b) Frequency response

Apply a step function force at a specified load and

time period. The recorded output should establish:

(a) Natural resonant frequency

(b) Static spring constant

(c) Damping factor

(d) Equivalent dynamic masses

After completion of the above test, remove the transducer

from the test fixture and reinstall it into the force

calibrator. Perform one complete calibration cycle

to verify the ability of the transducer to perform

satisfactorily.

Install the force transducer into a suitable vacuum

chamber with the axial alignment as specified. Connect

the excitation source and readout instrumentation to

the transducer and turn on for the specified warm-up

period. With the transducer at room temperature and

no applied load, reduce the barometric pressure within

the test chamber in a controlled manner to a specified

level below atmospheric and hold. Observe the output

over a specified time period to establish:

Ambient pressure effects

After completion of two or more cycles of the above

test, remove the transducer from the vacuum chamber
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

and reinstall into the force calibrator. Perform

one complete calibration cycle to verify ability

of the transducer to perform satisfactorily.

Install the force transducer into a suitable test

fixture with the axial alignment as specified. Mount

this test assembly onto a vibration and/or shock test

machine in the axial loading direction as specified.
Connect the excitation source and readout instrumen-

tation to the transducer and turn on for a specified

warm-up period. With the transducer at room temperature

and zero initial applied load, subject the transducer

to a specified series of vibration and/or shock tests

at prescribed frequency and g loading. Observe the

output during each of the specification tests to
establish:

Vibration and/or shock effects

After completion of the above test, remove the transducer

from the test fixture and reinstall into the force

calibrator. Perform one complete calibration cycle to

verify ability of the transducer to perform satisfactorily.

To determine the effects of concentric angular loading

(and side loading), insert wedge blocks above and

below the force transducer installed in the force

calibrator as shown in Figure I-4a. The angle subtended

by the two larger surface areas (b) of each block

should be equivalent to the specified angle of interest

and should result in the specified side load. Apply

rated load and as soon as stabilized, read output

and remove the load. A comparison of pretest and

posttest zero measurand should establish:

Concentric angular loading effects I

To determine the effects of eccentric angular loading,

remove the upper wedge block as shown in Figure I-4b.

Apply rated load and as soon as stabilized, read output

and remove the load. A comparison of pretest and

posttest zero measurand should establish:

Eccentric angular loading effects I

To determine the effect of eccentric loading, remove both

wedge blocks, install a flat load button into the transducer,

IThe effects of the various types of loading related to axial loading

conditions can be determined in accordance with the expressions included

in Figure I-4.
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(9)

(10)

and adjust eccentricity specified through placement

of the force transducer under the convex loading

ram surface, Figure I-4c. Apply rated load and,

as soon as stabilized, read the output and remove

the load. A comparison of the measured pretest and

posttest zero should establish:

Eccentric loading effects 2

Application of force to the transducer for the specified

minimum number of cycles, over the specified range of

force, will establish:

Cycling life

The transducer should be subjected to a final complete

individual acceptance test to verify that qualification

testing has not caused the transducer to exceed specified
tolerances.

4.1.2 Calibrator Dead Weights

For a thrust stand using a dead weight calibrator, the actual

value of weights should be certified by a standard laboratory weighing
which is traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. Correction

factors for determining actual weight at the test site should include

local gravity and air buoyancy.

4.1.3 Thrust Stand Flexures and Restraints

The thrust stand flexures and restraints should be certified

by laboratory test for elastic deformation at 1.5 times design load

capability. Cyclic tests at rated loads should be performed whenever

work hardening or fatigue are principal modes of failure.

4.1.4 Dynamic Force Calibrator

The dynamic force calibrator should be certified by laboratory

test te verify input versus output characteristics. Electromagnetic

forcing coils should be certified using the same power supplies and

waveform generators specified for the test cell operations.

2The effects of the various types of loading related to axial loading

conditions can be determined in accordance with the expressions included

in Figure I-4.
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4.2 SYSTEMCERTIFICATION

The total thrust measurementsystem, including the'thrust
frame containing a simulated engine mass, the force measurementsystem,
and the static and the dynamiccalibration equipment, must 6e certified
for Conformanceto design specifications upo n completion of.construction.

In addition, the linearity, hysteresis, deflection, and response character-
istics must be determined and certified to be within design specifications.

This certification should be performed after any major stand modification,
after any significant engine malfunction, or after replacement of the

measurement force transducer: Systematic, although less comprehensive,

Checks should be performed after any change in the thrust stand hardware.

4.3 ENGINE INSTALLATION

After the initial installation of an engine in the thrust

system and with all plumbing attached, the following checks must be
made at ambient test condition:

(I) Confirm coincidence of eenterline of rocket engine

exhaust nozzle with centerline of thrust measurement

system.

(2) Confirm coincidence of calibration force vector with

expected rocket engine thrust vector.

(3)

(4)

Confirm that the maximum limits specified for nonlinearity

and hysteresis have not been exceeded. Static thrust

system calibration data should be used in this initial
evaluation to check for changes in system characteristics.

Confirm that the specifications for dynamic response,

natural frequency, and damping factor h%ve been satisfied.

Dynamic thrust system calibration data should be

used in this initial evaluation to check for changes

in system characteristics.

5.1

5.0 CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

'STATIC CALIBRATION

_ecause of the stringent accuracy requirement for thrust meas-

urement, maximum care and attention to detail must be provided both in prep-

aration and implementation of the calibration and verification procedures.
Particular considerations for the two recommended static calibration methods

and some general procedures are summarized as follows and apply to both the

calibration and verification of the thrust measurement system.
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5.1.1 DeadweightCalibrator Method

i

(i) Inspect weights before each calibration to establish

conformance to design and cleanliness requirements.

(2)

(3)

Confirm freedom of movement of force transmission

and decoupling system.

Determine that weights are suspended and floating

at each loading step.

(4) If multiplier leverage systems are used, calibrate

in place at regular intervals. Use a reference standard

force transducer directly traceable (not more than

twice removed) to the National Bureau of Standards

in place of the normal measurement force transducer.

This calibration should be repeated with and without

a simulated engine mass on the thrust frame to establish

the effects of varying engine mass.

5.1.2 Working Standard Force Transducer Calibration Method

(i) The working standard force transducer system should

be selected so that its uncertainty is less than

one half the uncertainty required of the measurement

force transducer system. Because it is decoupled

from the thrust frame during engine testing, it may

be designed to be less rugged and have greater deflection

which results in higher output signal level.

(2) Calibrate the working standard force transducer and

its associated excitation source and readout equipment

so as to be directly traceable (not more than twice

removed) to the National Bureau of Standards per
Reference I-I and as summarized in Section 4.1.1.

(3) With the thrust frame and _he measurement force transducer

decoupled or removed and replaced by a solid load

bearing member, use the in-place force generator

to document the linearity, hysteresis, repeatability

and stability of the working standard force transducer

system.

(4) With the thrust frame and measurement force transducer

system reinstalled, complete one or more calibration

cycles with and without a simulated engine mass on

the thrust frame. Record the outputs of the calibration

and measurement force systems simultaneously to document

the characteristics of these combined systems and

configurations. This data may be used to define

the thrust frame characteristics and for diagnostic

purposes.
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5.1.3 General Calibration Procedures

(1) Inspect the connections of all thrust system components

(Figures 1-I and I-3) for conformity to the configuration

that will be used for test data acquisition.

(2)

(3)

Inspect the points of connection of all engine system

components, propellant and purge lines, and attached
instrumentation.

Verify that all required test facility systems are

ready for full simulation of actual test conditions.

(4)

(5)

Verify that instrumentation and data recording systems

are ready for thrust stand calibration.
C

Activate facility systems to obtain desired test

conditions and allow time for stabilization.

(6) Verify that test cell pressure and temperature conditions

are stable.

(7) Verify that propellant feed system pressdre and temperature

conditions up to the engine valve are stable.

(8) Impose on the thrust stand during calibration and

verification any additional forces which will be

present during operation.

(g) Calibrate the thrust measurement system without removing

or otherwise disturbing the measurement force transducer,

flexures, linkages, or other components that could
affect the calibration.

(lO) Record electrical calibration signals to determine

scaling factors for data reduction and to check ranges

of recording equipment. These electrical simulation

signals should be of the same magnitude as the electrical

signals produced by the calibration forces.

(11)

(12)

Exercise the mechanical and electrical systems to

at least 120% of anticipated operating level.

Apply calibration loads carefully without overshoot

in increasing steps from 0 to at least 120% of antic-

ipated operating level and in decreasing steps to O.

(13) Visually verify, record and reduce all calibraticn

data using the same systems that will be employed

during the actual rocket engine test.

(14) Calibrate the thrust measurement system in place

prior to each test. Verification should be performed

prior to and after each run. This procedure should
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be followed until sufficient data are acquired to
justify statistically that calibrations are not required
at this frequency.

5.1.4 General Verification Procedures

After completing the pretest thrust calibration tests summarized
aboveperform the following verification tests just prior to engine
hot firing and immediately after engine shutdown:

(i) Apply, by means of the force calibration system, a

known force equal to the nominal expected for the actual

engine test.

(2)

(3)

Record the data at a sampling rate and for a period

which is normal for steady state engine conditions.

Also record the applied force as indicated by the

working standard if one is used.

Repeat the applied nominal load test I0 or more times.

(_)

(5)

Visually verify, record and reduce all verification

data using the same systems that will be employed

during the actual engine test.

Record an electrical calibration signal of the same

magnitude as that produced by the applied load from

the force calibration system.

(6) Ensure that the mechanical portion of the calibration

system is decoupled from the thrust measurement system

following these verification tests and before any

actual engine tests.

5.2 DYNAMIC CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION

The dynamic calibration and verification of' the thrust stand

requires the same care and attention to details as the static calibration

and verification. Both can be performed in sequence at the same test

assembly providing the dynamic calibration system does not reduce the

accuracy of the static calibration system. The same procedural steps

may be performed up to the decoupling of the static force system and

application of the dynamic force system. Some of the recommended general

procedures for dynamic force calibration and verification for both pretest

and posttest are as follows:

(I) Verify the operation of _ny special high-response instru-
mentation and recorders used to obtain transient data.

(2) Apply dynamic calibration force in increasing steps

from 0 to 120% of anticipated operating level and

in decreasing steps uo O.
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"(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Visually verify, record, and reduce dynamic calibration

data using the same systems that will be employed

during actual engine test.

In, place dynamic calibration of the thrust measurement

system should be performed prior to the first test of an

engine assembly and need not be repeated unless there

is a major modification to the engine assembly, thrust
measurement system, or replacement of the measurement

force transducer.

Dynamic verification of the thrust measurement system

is accomplished by applying a dynamic force equal

to the nominal expected for the actual engine test.

Dynamic verification test is repeated 10 or more times.

Visually verify, record, and reduce dynamic verification

data using the same system that will be employed

during the actual engine test.

Dynamic verification tests should be performed just

prior to engine hot firing and immediately after

engine shutdown.

Ensure that the mechanical portion of the dynamic

calibration system is decoupled from the thrust measure-

ment system before any actual engine tests.

6.0 OPERATING PROCEDURES

To ensure that maximum quality thrust measurement data

late produced during each test run, certain inspections and verifications

must be made. Some of the recommended procedures are show n below for

both the pretest and the posttest periods.

6.1 PRETEST PROCEDURES

(i)

(2)

Visually inspect the thrust stand for bindingt mis-

alignment, etc.

i

Set up and verify the data acquisition system.

(3) Close up the test cell and establish the desired

pressure and temperature test conditions.

(4) Record verification and/or electrical simulation data,

and check these data for conformance with predicted

standards for the measurement system.

(5) Establish the run zero reference, and record this value.
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6.2 POSTTEST PROCEDURES

(I) Record the zero reference.

(2) Record verification and/or electrical simulation data, and

check these data for conformance with predicted standards.

(3) Back fill the test cell and establish a safe ambient

environment inside before opening and allowing access.

(4) Visually inspect the thrust stand for binding, misalign-

ment, etc.

7.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Many generalized standard techniques must be applied in the acqui-

sition and processing of the calibration, verification, and run data even

though a wide range of equipment types and handling techniques will be used

for handling these thrust measurement data. Certainly no attempt is made

in this handbook to specify the detailed techniques which are appropriate

to the various items of equipment supplied by different manufacturers.

7.1 CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing of
calibration and verification thrust measurement data are as follows:

(I) Calibration and verification data should be recorded on

the same equipment as run data.

(2) Initial system calibration data must be used to determine

whether the thrust system design requirements (e.g.,

limits on deflection, hysteresis, and nonlinearity,

if applicable) have been met. Several sets of data

should be obtained and plotted.

(3) After the initial calibration of the thrust system, the

system should be verified a number of times to determine

the short-term uncertainty. For each verification, a

factor for use in determining uncertainty should be cal-

culated. This factor will be a function of the applied

force (approximately equal to the nominal force prcduced

by the engine at the test operating conditions), the net

electrical output from the force transducer producea by

this force, and the net output of the electrical simula-

tion signal. A discussion of a method of short- and long-

term uncertainty analysis is found in Appendix I-B.

(4) Verification data are used to compute the measurement un-

certainty of the system, to compute a period of predicted

satisfactory performance, and to check the system for
trend_ and excursions.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

If the calculated uncertainty of the system exceeds the

allowable limit, the system should be improved until such

time as the allowable limit is not exceeded. The total

uncertainty of the thrust measurements produced by a system

designed in accordance with the practices outlined in this

handbook is obtained by combining all the elemental uncertain-

ties (Appendix I-A). The accepted method for the calculation

of total uncertainty is presented in Reference I-4.

Posttest verifications should be carefully examined

for any deviation from pretest calibrations and/or

verifications. If such deviations are outside acceptable

limits, corrective action should be taken immediately

and the validity of the test data should be questioned.

A periodic (e.g., at least once a month or before

each test, whichever is longer) reevaluation, consisting

of verification of the thrust measurement system

and computation of system uncertainty, must be made

as long as the thrust stand is in use.

Calibration and verification records should contain

at least the following data:

(a) Test stand identification

(b) Parameter identification

(c) Recording system identification

(d) Date, time, and ambient temperature

(e) Identification of the force standard used

(f) Identification of the measurement force transducer

(g) Range of the force transducer

(h) Calibration range of the system

(i) Run number (where applicable)

i

(j) Propellant conditioned temperature

(k) Test cell conditioned temperature

(l) Test cell ambient pressure (altitude simulation

level)

(m) Test engine identification

(n) Identification of the operators
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7.2 RUN DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing

of run thrust measurement data are as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Engine test data should be accumulated with this

thrust measurement system only after the uncertainty

requirements have been met.

Data reduction for each run should be based on the

average factor as determined from the pretest and

posttest verifications.

Run data should be examined to identify gross malfunctions

such as failure to record, intermittent connections,

dropouts, and other equipment malfunctions.

(4) The period of observation for data reduction must

be chosen such that the system meets the requirements

for the specified test conditions.

(5)

(6)

Data reduction using a predetermined procedure should

be done as quickly as possible after completion of

a test so that, in the event of data discrepancy,

troubleshooting will be expedited.

Final reduced data should be tabulated for convenient

comparison with user specifications.

(7) All calibration, verification, calculated uncertainty,

and engine test data should be retained until a data

release is dictated by the program requirements.

In general, this includes all information related

tothe interpretation of the measured thrust.

(8) In the event of equipment malfunction, all data associated

with that equipment should be examined for validity.

This process will be simplified if all equipment used

is appropriately identified and the identification is

made a part of the permanent test records.

p-
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8.0 GLOSSARY

Accuracy. The closeness or agreement between a measured value and

a standard or true value.

Ambient Condition_. The conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.) of

the medium surrounding the case of the transducer.

_xial Thrust. The single component of the total thrust vector that

acts along the geometrical centerline of an axisymmetric engine.

i.... Best Straight _ine. A line midway between two parallel straight lines

closest together and enclosing the calibration curve.

Bonded. Permanently attached over the length and width of the active

element.

Calibration. A test during which known values of measurand are applied

to the transducer and corresponding output readings are recorded under

specified conditions. (Only during a calibration may adjustments be

made so that a relationship convenient for data reduction purposes

can be established.)

Calibration Traceability. The relation of a transducer calibration,

through a specified step-by-step process, to an accepted national standard,

usually maintained by the National Bureau of Standards.

_. A change in output occurring over a specific time period while

the force and all environmental conditions are held constant.

Damping. The energy dissipating characteristic which, together with

natural frequency, determines the upper limit of frequency response

and the response-time characteristics of a transducer.

Drift. An undesired change in output over a period of time, which

..... is not a funqtion of force.

_. °The outputs at the specified upper and lower limits of

the force change.

Error. The indicated value minus the true or ideal value.

Error Band. The band of maximum deviations of output values from a

specified re{erence line or curve due to those causes attributable

to the transducer, as measured over two consecutive calibration cycles

unless otherwise specified.

_. TThe external electrical voltage and/or current applied

• to a transducer for its proper operation.

Freauencv Response _AmDiitude). The change with frequency of the

output/input-amplitude ratio (and c,f the phase aifference between output

and input), for a sinusoidally varying force applied to the transducer.
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Full Scale Output (FSO). The algebraic difference between the outputs

at the end points.

Hysteresis. The maximum difference in output, at any force within

the specified range, when the value is approached first with increasing
and then with decreasing force.

Input Impedance. The impedance (presented to the excitation source)

measured across the excitation terminals of a transducer.

Life Cvc_in¢. The specified minimum number of full range excursions

or specified partial range excursions over which a transducer will

operate without changing its performance beyond specified tolerances.

Linearitv. The closeness of a calibration curve to a specified straight

line (such as the line between end points). (Nonlinearity is expressed

as the maximum deviation of any calibration point from the specified

straight line, during any one calibration cycle. It is expressed as

"less than + % of full scale output.")

Heasurand. A physical quantity, property or condition which is measured
(such as force).

Output. The electrical quantity which is produced by the transducer
as a function of the applied force.

Output Impedance. The impedance across the output terminals of a trans-

ducer presented by the transducer to the associated external circuitry.

Pulse Mode Operation. For the purpose of this section, pulse mode

operation is defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is

commanded closed prior to the attainment of 95% of the steady state

catalyst bed temperature as measured at the outer wall surface, or

(b) the performance of the thruster is to be monitcred over a time

period which includes both the start-up and shut-down transients, and

during which time the transient portions of any measurement are signifi-
cant with respect to any steady state measurements.

Reference Standard. An instrument which is calibrated in a laboratory

against an interlab standard and is used as a standard in calibrating
a working standard.

_. The ability of a transducer to reproduce output readings

when the same force is applied to it repeatedly, under the same conditions,

and in the same direction. (Nonrepeatability is expressed as the maximum

difference between output readings; it is expressed as "less than___%

of full scale output.")

J_g_%9._. The least discernible output change which reflects a change

in force (expressed in % of FSO).

Resonant F_equencY_ Th_ frequency at which a transducer responds with

maximum output amplitude.
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Response Time. The length of time required for the output of a transducer

to rise to a specified percentage of its final value as a result of

a step change of force.

-_. 'The length of time for the output of a transducer to rise

from a small specified percentage of its final value to a large specified

percentage of its final value.

Sensin_ Element. That part of the transducer which responds directly to
force.

$_nsitivity.' The ratio of the change in transducer output to a change in

the force,

Stability. The ability of a transducer to retain its performance

throughout its specified operating llfe and storage llfe.

Static Calibr_tiQn. A calibration performed under stated environmental

conditions by application of the measurand to the transducer in discrete

amplitude intervals, in the absence of any vibration, shock, or
acceleration_

Steady State Operation. For the purpose of this section, steady state

operation is defined as that portion of a test after which the tempera-

ture at the outer surface of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 95%

of its equable asymptotic value, but prior to the time at which the

propellant valve is commanded closed. Steady state measurements should

be made only after the attainment of this condition.

Strain. The mechanical deflection of a structural element in the context

used in Hooke's law which states that the modulus of elasticity is equal

to the stress divided by the strain.

T_mDerature Compensation. Provision of a supplemental device, circuit, or

special materials to counteract known sources of temperature errors.

Temperature Range. Compensated. The range of ambient temperatures, given

by their extremes, within which the transducer is intended to operate within

specified tolerances; within this range of ambient temperature error band,

temperature gradient error, thermal zero shift and thermal sensitivity

shift are applicable.

Temperature Range. Operating. The temperature range in which a transducer

may be operated without damage,.

Thermal Sensitivity Shift. The sensitivity shift due to changes of the

ambient temperature within the compensated temperature range.

Thermal Zero Shifty The change in output at zero appliea force, when

the transducer is subjected to changes of ambient temperature within the

compensated tem[_rature range.

Threshold. The smallest change in force that will result in a measurable

change in transducer output.

_].
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Total Error Band. The band of maximum deviations of calibration output

values from a specified reference line or curve due to those causes

attributable to the transducer.

Transducer. A device which provides a usable output in response to

a specified measurand.

Unbonded. Stretched and unsupported between ends (usually refers to

strain-sensitive wire).

Uncertainty. Measurement. The collective term meaning the difference

between the true value and the measured value. Includes both bias

and random error. Implies small measurement error and small uncertainty.

(See Reference I-4.)

Verification. A verification confirms an established relationship to

a standard. (Confirmation implies that no adjustments have been made

since the last calibration because an adjustment might void the statistical

history of the system.) Verification data are also used to compute

the measurement uncertainty of the system, to compute a period of predicted

satisfactory performance and to check the system for trends and excursions.

Vibration and AcceleratiQn Error. The maximum change in output, at

any force within the specified range, while vibration or acceleration

levels of specified amplitude and range of frequencies are applied

to the transducer along a specified axis at room conditions.

_orkin_ Standard. An instrument which is calibrated in a laboratory

against an interlab or reference standard and is used as a standard

in calibrating measuring instruments in place on the test stand.

Zero Shift. Any change in output at zero applied force.

NOTE: Definitions and nomenclature used in the

glossary and throughout this handbook

conform to the Instrument Society of

America Standard for Electrical Transducer

Nomenclature and Technology (Reference I-5)

wherever applicable.
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APPENDIX I-A

THRUST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ELEMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

The following identifiable elemental uncertainties must

be quantified in order to ascertain the overall uncertainty in the

reported thrust measurement. The reference document for the calculation

of this uncertainty is the ICRPG Handbook for Estimating the Uncertainty

in Measurements Made With Liquid Propellant Rocket EnFine Systems,
Reference I-4.

I. STANDARDS CALIBRATION SYSTEM

A. National Bureau of Standards

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision.

B. Interlab Standard

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision.

C. Reference Standards

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision.

D. Working Standards

I. Residual bias from curve fit.

2. Variance of the data about the data curve.

II. THRUST STAND

A. Stand Calibrator

I. Residual bias from curve fit.

2. Variance of the data about the data curve.

B. Thrust Frame

I. Residual bia_ from thrust stand restraints.

2. Bias caused by propellant line pressure change.

3. Bias caused by propellant line temperature

change.

4. Bias caused by propellant flow.

5. Bias caused by engine weight change.

C. Measurement Force Transducer

I. Residual bia_ from curve fit.

2. Variance of the data about the data curve.

3. Bias caused b_ pressure change.
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IV.

V.

VI.

5.
Bias caused by temperature change.

Bias caused by misalignment.

'ELECTRICAL CALIBRATIQ N EQUIPMENT

_. Force Transduc#r Shunt Calibration Resistance

I. Uncertainty in value.

2. StabilSty.

B. Electrical Simu!at!on

I. Uncertainty in electrical signal.
2. Stability.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

A. Power Supply

Drift

B. Amplifier

I. Gain stability.

2. NonlinearSty.

RECORDINO EQUIPMENT

A. Nonlinearity

5. Stability

C. Resolution

DATA PRQcEssING EQUIPMENT

_esolution
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APPENDIXI-B

SHORT-ANDLONG-TERMTHRUSTMEASUREMENTSYSTEMUNCERTAINTY

Short-term thrust measurementsystem uncertainty is determined

from verification data taken at frequent intervals. The elapsed time

between these verifications must be at least equal to the anticipated

elapsed time between the pretest and posttest verifications. Long-term

uncertainty uses data from verifications taken at least 48 hours apart.

The data must be analyzed to determine the thrust measurement system

uncertainty. If the required uncertainty limits are met using the
data from the long-term verifications, the test data are to be reduced

based on the long-term average data reducing factor. If the limits

cannot be met, then the test data may be reduced based on the short-

term average data reduction factor.

New verifications are added to the statistical history

of the system on a periodic basis. Ideally, this period should be

a function of the ratio of the maximum allowable uncertainty to the

observed uncertainty, the average time elapsed between verifications,

and the number of verifications being used in the current evaluation.

After each addition is made, the system should be analyzed to check

for compliance to the uncertainty limits, and a new average data reduction

factor is generated. Testing should be allowed to continue as long

as the uncertainty limit is not exceeded. Once the uncertainty limit

is exceeded, engine testing should be stopped, and the system should

be improved. Subsequent to the improvement, a new statistical history
should be started.

The following additional requirements should be placed

on the verification data used in the analysis of the thrust measurement

system.

(I) Only verifications made since the latest calibration

should be used.

(2) Only the most recent verifications should be used.

(It is recommended that this be limited to the last

ten samples. A sample size of 10 is large enough

to obtain a good statistical average for the data

reduction factor but 3mall enough so that trends
can be detected.)

(3) Verifications resulting from erroneous procedures

or faulty verification equipment should be excluded

after proper documentation,

(4) All valid v_rifications meeting these r-equirements

are to be included in the statistical history of
the system.

It is also recommended that a chart be kept for each verifi-

ca%ion showing: (I) the _imulated data level (in newto::s or pounds

12-1



force), (2) the l_vel of the simulation signal (in millivolts), (3)

the system sensitivity or data reduction factor (in newtons per millivolts

or pounds force per• millivolts), (4) the system unbalance at zero load

(in millivolts). With this chart, potential system problems can be spotted.

The successive simulated data levels and system unbalances should remain

constant, whereas the values of simulation signal and system sensitivity

may vary in opposite directions as shown in Figure I-B-I.

The relationship between calibration and verification data

as well as the relationship between short-term and long-term uncertainty

is shown in the block diagram in Figure I-B-2. The typical paths for

corrective action that can be taken when the system requirements are

not met are also shown in Figure I-B-2.

++
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APPENDIX I-C

SHUNT CALIBRATION OF FORCE TRANSDUCERS

f

O

It is beyond the scope of this document to provide an In-

depth mathematical analysis of all possible configurations, techniques

and sources of error associated with shunt calibration. Instead, dis-

cussion will be confined to a 6-wire measurement system and a single

method of applying the calibration resistor. For a discussion of the

effects and possible sources of error from several circuit and procedure

variables, see Section III- Pressure Measurement, Reference 3-9, A

Guide for the Static Calibration of Pressure Transducers.

CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION

Figure I-C-I shows a 4-arm bridge circuit with balancing

network and shunt calibration resistor. The 6 wires that make up the

transmission lines are of equal size and thus have approximately equal
resistance (R line). The values of the balance and limiter resistors

are typical for this configuration. The shunt calibration resistor

shown in Figure I-C-I produces a positive signal output when the cali-
bration switch is closed.

DETERMINATION OF CALIBRATION RESISTANCE VALUE

The values of the calibrating resistors (Rc) used will vary
according to the preferences of the user. In some instances standard

values of Rc are chosen to fairly close tolerance and the shunt-to-force

correlation values are allowed to vary from transducer to transducer.

This results in uneven correlation values, a situation of no consequence

so long as the precise values for tne individual transducers are used.

In other applications the preference is to trim the bridge resistance

and transducer sensitivity so that a constant value of Rc will produce

the same percent of full scale output in all similar _ransducers. Either

technique will work so long as a consistent procedure is fo]lcwed and

the measurement techniques are understood by those involved.

The sensitivity adjustment resistor R s is no_mally split

equally between the two excitation leads. In this case _ = 0.5. Also,

under this condition the effects of all other resistances except R,

the bridge resistance itself, or Rcalibrat e (Rc) are zero or negligible.

Rc can be determined by:

R R
Rc =

4KS 2

where Rc is the calibration resistance value, R the bridge resistance,

K the percentage of full scale output desired (10, 25, 50%, etc._ and

S the full scale sensitivity of the transducer in volts output/volts

excitation (C.002, 0.003, etc.) For a transducer with a 350-ohm bridge

and 3 mV/V _ensitivity, the following R c values an_ percent of full scale
output values correspond:
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Figure I-C-I.

BRIDGE RESISTANCE (350_)

BRIDGE 6AI,,ANCE ADJUSTMENT RESISTOR

SHUNT CALIBRATION RESISTOR (DEPENDS ON
% FS DESIRED)

LINE RESISTANCE (VARIES WITH WIRE GAGE
AND LENGTH)

270K_

IOK_

THERMAL ZERO ADJUSI'MENT RESISTOR

SENSIT._qTY (BI_IDGE AND. THERMAL) ADJUSTMEN t
RESISTOR, SPLIT BY THE RATIO/3

Shunt Calibration Circuit Configuration
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%FS Rc (ohms)

10 291 .5 K

25 116.5 K

5O 58.2 K

80 36.3 K

100 29.0 K

In the foregoing example, bridge resistance and sensitivity

are nominal values and will vary from one transducer to another. Sensi-

tivity can be standardized with adjustment of Rs. Variations in bridge

resistance will result in changes in K for a given R c. Transducers
are sometimes standardized for output due to shunt calibration by varying

_, the ratio of the split in Rs between the two excitation leads.
_'he computation however becomes more complex:

R c =

R(R + 2_R s) - RKS(2R + 3Rs) - a_KS(I -_ )R2
S

4KS(R + Rs)

The third term in the numerator has negligible effect on the

result, so that a simplified expression for _, when Rc and S are standard-
ized, becomes:

4RcKS(R + Rs) + RKS(2R + 3R s) - R2

i

2RR s

Standardizaticn of output due to shunt calibration adds complex-

ity and cost to the measurement process and has no advantage in modern auto-

mated data reduction. It is therefore not recommended. Standard Rc values

should be used and the resultant K, % FS, allowed the small variations from

one transducer to another. Rs should be split equally in each excitation
lead.

MEASURING AND COMPUTING SHUNT-TO-FORCE CORRELATION

Shunt-to-force correlations are usually determined under lab-
oratory conditions as part of the routine transducer calibration. When such

is the case the transducer outputs at various loads are recorded and upon

return to zero load the desireo calibration resistor(s) are applied and the
corresponding output(s) recorded. Data taken in this manner has the advan-

tage of containing little, if any, time dependent variations.

To calculate the _hunt-to-force correlation in engineering units

for a particular Rc, the 3ollowing formula may be used:

E r

Rc (equival_.nt) --_ x F

Ef
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WhereEr is the output produced by application of Re , and Ef is the

output produced by a particular force F. For instance, where Er = 15.535

and Ef = 15.123 at 500.000 N the shunt-to-force correlation or equivalent

value of Re would be 513.622 N.

Then, in a measurement application, if the same value Re

produces an output of 14.926 and the measurand produces an output of
16.204 the value of the measurand (M) can be determined by:

S m

M (N) : -- x Rc (equivalent)

Er

16.204

14.926

x 513.622

Measurand : 557.600 N

Generally, if there is a choice of more than one Rc to use

during a test, the one nearest the expected value of the measurand will

provide data with the minimum of uncertainty.
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SECTION II

PROPELLANT MASS USAGE AND FLOW MEASUREMENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recommended practices are outlined for the design,

installation, checkout, calibration, and operation of a flow measuring

system to be used during tests of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine.

One appendix is included: Appendix II-A, Flow Measurement System Elemental

Uncertainties.

2.0 SCOPE

This section has been written to serve as a guide fcr the

experienced engineer in the design, installation, and operation of a flow

measurement system for measuring propellant flow in a liquid monopropellant

rocket engine, Design guidelines rather than detailed specifications are

provided for the critical components of each portion of the system. These

guidelines, used in conjunction with current state-of-the-art, commercially

available equipment and good engineering practices, will provide a flow

measurement system which meets the performance criteria specified.

2.1 OBJECTIVE

Measurements of propellant flow are extremely important in

Qetermining performance of a rocket engine since these measurements are

used directly in t!_e calculation of engine specific impulse and charac-

teristic velocity. The recommendations in this section are directed

toward measurement uncertainty goals as follows:

Flow Ran_

-_ -2 kg/s2.3 x 10 _ to 2.3 x 19
(5 x 10 -_ tc 5 x 10"_ ibm/s)

2.3 x 10-2 to 2 3 kg/s

(5 x 10"2 to 5 Ibm/s)

Mode of Operation

Steady state

Pulse mode (5 ms min.)

Steady ,3tate

Pulse mode (50 ms rain.)

Uncertainty

in Measurement

±0.25%

_I.0C%

2.2 LIE !TAT IONS

Normally, prop_llant mass flow determinations are made by

use of individual measurements of volumetric flow, propellant temperature

and pressure. The latter two measurements are used to obtain the p,opel-

lant density in order to convert the volumetric flow to a mass flew.

Recommended practices for propellant pressure and temperature measurements

are covered in Sections III and IV. rnis section is limited to recommende&

practices for" the measuren:en'c of :tolumetric propellant flow by the use



of turbine flowmeters for steady state test operations and positive

displacement flowmeters for pulse mode or short steady state operations.

Although most of this information was developed from experience with

monopropellant hydrazine, it is equally applicable to other liquid

monopropellants such as hydrogen peroxide.

3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design of the flow measuring systems requires considera-

tion of the type of flowmeters, the piping system, the measured fluid,

and the support measurements (temperature and pressure). Because of the

unknown effects of the piping system, it is recommended that measurement

systems be designed with in-place calibration capability so that these

effects are essentially calibrated out. This is not always possible,

however, and many systems include calibration of the flowmeter off site

on similar piping configurations using a substitute liquid 'such as water.

Since both in-place and laboratory calibrations are in prevalent use,

the following recommendations are categorized into the two groups as

applicable.

3.1 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

In designing the flow measuring system, the following mechan-

ical components are of primary importance:

3.1.1 Piping System (see Figure 2-1)

(i) The system should be designed to include an in-place

flowmeter calibration and verification system.

_(2) Return flow and tanking should be accompl_sh_d through

plumbing other than that containing flowmeters being
calibrated.

(3)

i

(4)

Materials selected for the tankage, piping, and relat-

ed components should be selected to be compatible

with the monopropellant over a long exposure time

at the maximum temperature and pressure s@ecifi_d

for normal test operations. (Hydrazine compatibility

design and handling criteria are given in Reference 2-I.)

The system should be designed for long-term thermal

conditioning (0° to 80°C, or 32° to 175°F, for hydrazine)

from the propellant supply tank to the test engine

interface.

(5) The piping system should provide for two or more tur-

bine flowmeters in series. These should be installed

per the recommended practices given in ISA-RP31.'I,
Reference 2-2.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(1o)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

The positive displacement flowmeter should be installed

as close to the test engine interface as practical and

should be capable of operation independent of the
turbine flowmeters.

The propellant piping upstream should contain a filter

(or filters) to guard against foreign partfcles reach-

ing the flowmeter. An additional filter or screen

should be installed downstream to prevent damaged

flowmeter parts from reaching the engine. The degree

of filtration required is a function of meter size and

typically ranges from 10 to 50 _m.

Flow straighteners should be installed at or near

the entrance of the turbine flowmeter (Figure 2-2).

These may be part of the flowmeter itself.

The propellant piping upstream and downstream of the

turbine flowmeter should be constant diameter straight

sections at least 20 pipe diameters upstream and 5

diameters downstream from the flowmeter.

Interconnection piping of the flowmeters should be of

the same size or the transition should be smooth to

avoid introducing inlet/outlet disturbances. The

transition angle should be no greater than seven

degrees.

Adequate taps, installed per ISA recommended practices

(Reference 2-2), should be fitted in the propellant pip-

ing system to accept temperature and pressure transduc-

ers downstream of the flowmeter. A pressure tap

should also be installed upstream of the flowmeter to

permit the measurement of the pressure drop across the

flowmeter. These measurements of temperature and

pressure should represent conditions at the flowmeter
and should have a minimum effect on the flowmeter

output.

Turbine flowmeter overspeeding should be minimized by

operating techniques and/or devices and the turbine

flowmeter ehould be ieolated from pulsed flow conditions.

Flow throttlii_g should be accomp!ished downstream

of the flowmeter.

Care should be taken to guard against two-phase flow,

which may occur during engine start and shutdo_

transients.

The pLping from the tank to the engine should not

include sections in which gas can be trapped.
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Figure 2-2. Typical Flow Straightener (Reference 2-3)

(16) The flow piping system should have venting capability

at its highest point(s) and draining capability at

its lowest point(s) with respect to gravity.

(17_ Vent and drain lines should be accessible for either

visual or instrument monitoring for leakage.

(18) Adequate installation and removal equipment should be

provided for handling of large flowmeters.

(19) Flowmeters should be well isolated from the shock

and vibration caused Dy engine and facility equipment

operation.

3.1.2 Turbine Flowmeter

The turbine flowmeter with an electrical output is an in-line

flow measuring aevice in which the action of the entire fluid stream in

the containing line turns a multibladed turbine at a rotational sp_ed

nominally proportional to the fluid volumetric flow. The turbine

blades, combined with a transduction coil, generate or modulate an

electrical output signal at a frequency proportional to the turbine

rotational speed. The major design considerations for a turbine flow-

meter are given in ISA-RP31.1 (_eference 2-2) and are summarized below:

(i) Material selection for the wetted parts is determined

by compatibility with the propellant (for hydrazine,

see Reference 2-I).

(2) Type of end connections and nominal size (flare tube,

pipe threads or flar_ged).

(3) Type of mounting, dimensional size and location,

including any lifting provisions.
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(4) The maximum and minimum operating temperatures of

the propellant and of the surrounding environment.

(5) Maximum operating pressure of the propellant.

(6) Maximum allowable output frequency.

(7) Excitation for modulating types expressed as volts

ac/dc at rated frequency.

(8) Output voltage expressed as minimum volts peak to peak

within the operating flow range.

"(9) Output frequency at maximum rated flow.

(10)

(11)

Normal operating flow range and the extended operat-

ing flow range.

Linear operating flow range.

(12) Normal sensitivity (K factor) over normal operating range

or average _ensitivity [K = (Kma x + Kmin)/2)] over a spec-

ified flow range expressed as frequency _er unit volume.

(13) Linearity of the flow vs frequency curve expressed

as percentage of average sensitivity (K factor).

Turbine flowmeters used in very low flow application

generally do not have acceptable linear sensitivity

(constant K factor). However, there are models available

which do have acceptable repeatability of better

than ±0.25% of reading. In this instance, a nonlinear

polynomial expression for sensitivity resulting from

the best curve fit of calibration data is justified.

(14) Pressure drop across the flowmeter at maximum rated

flow for specified propellant.

3.1.3' Positive Displacement Flowmeter

A positive displacement flowmeter with an electrical output

is a flow measuring device in which the incremental volume of fluid

expelled under pressure from a confining vessel is continuously monitor-

ed by a displacement transducer. The transducer generates an electrical

signal prop_rtionai to the displaced volume. The integrated change in

volume per unit time is the measured volumetric flow. Various types of

expulsion devices are in use inciuding a piston tank_ metal bellows tank,

or direct reading servomanometer. The types of displacement trahsducers

include linear potentiometer, linear va"iable differential transformer

(LVDT) and 1.inear variable reluctance transformer (LVF_T).

In monopropellant rocket engine testing the time interval

for volume displacement is measured between the opening and closing of

the engine propellant valve, utilizing either the valve voltage or current
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signal. In pulse mode engine testing, where valve on-times are very

short, the displaced volume is often totalized for a series of pulses

(pulse train) and then proportioned mathematically for each pulse.

The major design considerations for a positive displacement

flowmeter are listed below:

(I) Material selection for wetted parts is determined

by compatibility with the propellant (for hydrazine,

see Reference 2-I).

(2) Type and size of liquid end connection.

(3) Type, size, and method of expulsion.

(4) Type, size, and location of mountings.

(5) Maximum volume of propellant required.

(6) Minimum resolution of incremental volume required

for pulse mode operation.

(7) Normal operating flow range for steady state operation.

(8) Maximum operating pressure.

(9) Provisions for priming, bleeding, and purging.

(10) Maximum and minimum operating temperature of propellant

and surrounding environment.

(11) Linearity of expelled volume expressed as percentage

of total volume.

(12) Excitation requirements of displacement transducer.

_13) Resistance or impedance of transduction element.

(14) Output signal type and range.

(15) Output signal impedance.

(16) Normal ser_sitivity (K factor) over nor_al operating

range or average sensitivity [(K = (Kma x + Kmin)/2]

over a specified flow range expressed as output

signal quantity per unit volume of fluid displaced.

(I?) Linearity of output _ignal versus volume curve expresse_

as percentage of average sensitivity.

(18) Response expressed as rise time an_ tracking abiliby

fo_ transient flows.
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(19)

(20)

Instability resulting from thermal or electrical

changes.

Vibration and shock sensitivity.

3.1.4 Calibration System

The flowmeter calibration system should utilize gravimetric,

volumetric, or comparison methods of calibration. These thr'ee methods

are described in detail in Reference 2-2.

if the gravimetric method is used with a calibration fluid

other than the propellant to be measured, an accurate determination

Of the calibration fluid density must be made for converting weight

to volume. The effect of gas in a closed, weighed tank must also be

considered. The volumetric and comparison methods, on the other hand,

yield the displaced volume or volumetric flow directly.

Calibration system_ may be further classified a_ static

or dynamic with reference to the flow of the calibration fl_id. Zhe

static method requires that the weight or volume of displaced fluid

be measured in discrete steps at no-flow conditions, i.e._ the liquid

is not flowing into or out of the measurement vessel during the measure-
ment_ It Js recommended that positive displacement flowmeters be cali-

brated using _he static method for pulse flow and short steady state

_flow applications.

In the dynamic calibration method, the calibration fluid

is flowing through the flowmeter which is being calibrated and may be

flowing into a measurement vessel or through a reference flowmeter. It

is recommended that turbine flowmeters be calibrated using the dynamic

method.

3.1.4.1 Ix-place Calibration. The following are recommended design

considerations for the in-place flowmeter calibration system:

_I) It ehould be an integral part of the flow measuring

system (Figure 2-I).

(2)

!

It should be capable of measuring the monopropella_t

flow at the nominal test temperature and pressure

conditions.

i3) Calibration flow should range above and below nominal

test flow.

(4)

i5)

Calibration should _e possible during an engine hot

firing or at least with the test cell at operating

conditions.

Sensitiw_ calibrating instruments should be protected

from vibration and shock caused by normal test operations.

I
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(6')

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lO)

(1!)

(12).

Working standard flowmeters should be included for

pretest and posttest verification by the method of

comparison.

The monopropellant used for calibration and verification
should be collected in a receiver tank for later return

directly into the test supply tank without reverse

flow through the flow measuring system.

Flow control valves must be located in the calibration

branch line to maintain the desired flow and back pressure.

Separate branch lines should be used for steady state

flow calibration and pulse mode calibration to prevent

damage to the working standard turbine flowmeter.

Dynamic flow characteristics of the pulse mode calibra-

tion system should simulate the test engine/valve

assembly. A flow control (solenoid) valve should

have opening and closing response times similar to

the engine injector valve. Also, a flow restrictor

orifice should be included which is sized to produce

the injector/engine system pressure drop.

Pressure and temperature measurements should be made at
both the measurement flowmeters and the flow calibration

device.

All calibration system weights and measures should

be certified by reference standards traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards.

3.1.4.2 Laboratory _alibr_tion. The following are some recommended

design considerations for the laboratory flowmeter calibration system:

(i) Water is normally used as the substitute liquid because

Zt has a kinematic viscosity and specific gravity within

10% of most monopropellants; also, it has similar lu_ricity.

(2) Flo_aeter installation should include the same type of

flow straightener, straight length of line, line size,

and location of pressure and temperature transducers

as used in the test cell configuratzon.

:3) The flowmeter and electrical transduction element should

have the same orientation as the test configuration.

(4) The line system between the flowmeter and the measurement

vessel should be short and contain a small volume compared

to the measured _olume.

(5) A flow control valve must be located downstream of the

flowmeter to maintain desired flow and back pressul'e.
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(6)

(8)

(9)

(lO)

(II)

A filter (I0 to 50 Mm) Should be included ahead of

the flowmeters to prevent contamination or damage.

There should be provisions for priming and bleeding

the line system and to assure that all the Calibrating

water passing through the flowmeter is measured without

any leakage.

The system should be Capable of flowing water at the

simulated test temperature and pressure conditions.

Pressure and temperature should be measured at both

the measurement flowmeter and at the calibration

device.

Calibration flows should encompass the entire range

of interest for the flowmeter.

All laboratory weights and measures shoUld be certi-

fied by interlab standards directly traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards.

3.2 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS

in designing a test flow measuring system the following

electrical and electronic components are of primary importance. They

are shown as a block diagram in Figure 2-3.

i

3.2.i
t

Signal Detection and Transmission

!1) The flow measurem.ant system signal-to-n_ise ratio
must be a minimum of 10:1

(2) The flow transducer and cabling should be'isolated
f_om extraneohs magnetic fields.

i3) Some form of electrical simuiation of transducer

output signal Should be provided. The transduction

coil of self-generating turbine flow_:eters can be

verified by using an electromagnetically induced

signal. An alternate method would be to use frequency

substitution by connecting an oscillator in parallel

with the transduction coal. The linear position

transducer of a positive displacement flowmeter can

5e simdiated using voltage substitution by Connecting

a power source in parallel with the transducer.

3 .'2.2 signal Conditioning

Most electronic and electrical equipment used in conjunction

with test stand operations is available from more than one manufacturer.
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Figure 2-3. Test Flow Measurement S::stem Block Diagra_

The main concern with component selection will be in evaluating the
various manufacturers' specifications in relation to the particular
flow measuring requirements. A suoplementai verificatlon that the

equipment complies with the manufacturer's specification is essential.
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_ighal conditioning equipment includes the following function-

ai devices: power supplies, amplifiers_ electrical Cabling, shielding,

signal distrib_hi_ and switching network, and filters. The regulation

and stability of this equipment should be ±0.05%_ or better, wherever

applicable..:The design of these devices varies Wideiy depending %h

system philosophy ahd economics; howe_b_, certain design princip!es

are universally recommended as follows:

(I) Minimize thermally induced errors in all circuits

• when applicable.

(2)

L

Suppress through filtering all signal components that

adversely affect the quality of r_corded data. The re-

cording s_stem chos_h shoul_ have a high eh_ugh frequency

respoh3e to faithfully recOr_ all frequencies of interest.

(3) Minimize electrical noise by the use Of proper shieloing

and grounding techniques (ReferenCe 2-4).

(.4)

L

(5)

The fioWmeter/signal conditioning Circuit Should provide

open circuit indicaticn.

Utilize high-q_ality equipment providing stabilitY, (beth

with time and temperature), line voltage regulation,

linearity, and common mode rejection.

L . • •

•"3.2.3 Recording

It is recommended that primary data from a turbine flowmeter

be recorded on a digital and oscillographic system or on an "analog F/M

tape. The pEeferred digital system includes a digital counter with

digital recoqding and Visual readout. An alternate recording system

Utilizes frequency-to-voltage conversion, then analog voltage-to-digital

format for data reduction, i

The output signai from a positive displacement flowmeter

can be recorded on a digital, graphic, and oscillographic s_Stem.

The preferred digital system should include a Visu_l _eadout.

A timing signal and a cbrrelation sighal should ]be recorded

simultaneou3iy on the same recording media as the flow transduce_ _ signal

to correlate all other transducer signals, including the engine valve

voltage and current data to determine Valve on-time.

_.0 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES

coMPONENT CERTIFICATION

Ail critical Components of the flow measuring system should

be Certified_for compiiance With design specifications before instaiia-

tion. This is best accompl_shed b!_ p_ecision inspectlon plus standard
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4#

laboratory test and evaluation as appropriate. These components should

include the following items:

(I) Measurement turbine flowmeter

(2) Measurement positive displacement flowmeter

(3) Working standard flowmeters

(4) In-place measuring vessel

(5) Pressure measurement transducers

(6) Temperature measurement transducers

Pressure measurement transducers and temperature measurement

transducers are covered in Sections III and IV respectively in this
handbooK.

4.1.1 Measurement Flowmeters, General

Certification tests should be performed on all newly acquir..

ed or rebuilt flowmeters to establish a data base upon which to build

the experimenta_ measurement error or uncertainty and to enter the

flowmeter into the record keeping system.

4.1.1.1 Visual Inspection. The flowmeter should be visually inspected

with the following information recorded:

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(1!)

(12)

Type of flowmeter

Manufacturer

Model

Serial number

Identification number (in-house system)

_eneral condition (neck, used, or rebuilt)

Configuration and dimensions

Mounting configuration and dimensions

Dry weight

Normal operating flow range

Maxim_n operating pressure

Normal operating temperature range
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(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Materials of Construction (may require detailed inspec-

tion if information is not available from the manufacturer)

Normal operating fluids

Electrical excitation requirements

Electrical output signal

Manufacturer's calibration date and data

4.1.1.2 Weight. The flowmeter shall be weigheo on an appropriate

balance to establish compliances with any weight specification,

4.1.1.3 • _Initial Performance Calibration Test. An initial performance

calibration-should be made on the flowmeter in the laboratory calibration

flow system Using water at room conditions as defined in ISA-$37.1
(Reference 2-5) unless otherwise specified. A minimum of 5 individual

tests should be conducted using both increasing and decreasing steps of

O, 20, 40, _0, 80, ana 100% of normal range. This data is'to be used

as an acceptance test to confirm the manufacturer's calibration data. •
r

4.1.1.4 Temperature Tes_. The flowmeter should be tested in a

suitable temperature-controlled laboratory chamber to establish compl ance

with the minimum and maximum specified operating temperature by conducting

a minimum of 2 flow calibration cycles at each combination of fluid

temperature limits and environmental temperature limits.

4.1.1.5 ,Press_Jre Test. During the temperature test stated above

at maximum measured fluid temperature, the fluiQ pressure should be

raised to the specified pressure limit.

4.1.2 Turbine Flowmeter

I

In addition to the general flowmeter certification tests

described above, a turb3ne flowmeter should be subjected to the follow-

ing specified tests for acceptance,

4.1.2.1 Pg_L_. The turbine flowmeter should be run in

for a period of at least 5 minutes at a midrange flo_ prio_ to the

initial calibration test.

4.1.2.2 :Output Voltage Test. Following the run-in period, the

peak voltag_ shoul_ be measured and.recorded at minimum and maximum i
rated flow.. The wave shape of the output s_gnal sho,Jld also be observed

on a cathode ray oscilloscope to check for transducer characteristics

or malfunctions.
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4.1.2.3 Rotor Speed Test. Following the initial performance calibra-

tion test, the flowmeter should be operated briefly at a flow which pro-
duces the maximum rotor speed specified. This test should be followed

by at least one complete calibration cycle to verify that the flowmeter

performance characteristics have not changed.

4.1.3 Positive Displacement Flowmeter

Tests have to be performed on the positive displacement

flowmeter to certify its capability of measuring the small incremental

flow volume associated with a single pulse mode engine operation and/or

of totalizing a specified flow volume associated with a finite train

of repetitive pulse mode engine firings. Included are tests used to

certify the displacement transducer performance. All these tests are

conducted at room temperature conditions as defined in ISA-$37.1 (Ref-

erence 2-5) and using water as the measurement fluid unless otherwise

specified.

4.1.3.1 _[_xim_m Volume Test. The maximum expelled volume of the

flowmeter should be measured using either volumetric or gravimetric
methods. A minimum of three individual tests at both minimum and maximum

rated flow should be recorded.

4.1.3.2 Line_r_ty of ExDelied Volume Test. The linearity of expelled

volume cf the flowmeter should be measured using either volumetric or

gravimetric methods. A _,inimum of 5 individual tests should be recorded

fro_ 0 to 100% of expelled volume in 10% or smaller incremental steps.

4.1.3.3 DisDlacement Transducer Performance Test. The displacement

transducer performance characteristics should be certified independently

of the expulsion device, if this is practical, since this measurement

instrument may be used in more than one application. The tests for

potentiometric displacement transducers are given in detail in ISA-37.12

(Reference 2-6). Similar tests wo_id apply to linear variable differential
transformers (LVDT) or linear variable reluctance transformers (LVRT).

The following is a summary of the type of information and acceptance
test data that should be recorded:

(I)

(2)

Type of displacement sensed

Type of transduction

(3) Manufacturer, model and serial number

(4) Identification number (iN-house system_

(5) Configuration, dimensions, mounting and displacement
connection

(6) Weight
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(7)

_(8)

(9)

CI0)

(11)

(_2)

(13)

(i4)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

Case material and case sealing (if appropriate)

Excitation requirements

Resistance or impedance of transduction element

Electrical connections

Insulation resistance

Dielectric strength

Range

End points

Full scale output

Linearity

Hysteresis

Combined !inearity and hysteresis

Repeatability

Static error band

4.1.4 Working Standard Flowmeter

The working standard flowmeter which is used for calibration

and verification of the measurement flowmeter could be either a turbine

flowmeter or a positive displacemen_ flowmeter that would be certified

using the same tests indicated above. Since this flowmeter is one

step up in the hierarchy of calibration, it should be certified by a

reference standard flowmeter directly traceable to the National Bureau

of Standax'ds to an uncertainty of not more than one half the permissible

tolerance of the measurement flowmeter.

4.1.5 In-place Measuring Vessel

The in-place measuring vessel used in either the gravimetric

or volumetric method of calibration would be classified as a working

standard because it is permanently located on the test stand. As such,

it should be certCfied, by a reference standard fiowmeter which is

directly traceable to the National Bureau of Standards, to an uncertainty

of not more than one half the per_Cssible tolerance of the measurement

flowmeter, i
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4.2 FLOW SYSTEM

o

(I) The flow system should be cleaned prior to flowmeter

installation. Proof pressure, leakage, and flow

tests of new tank/line systems should be performed

without the flowmeters in place in order to avoid

damage by debris.

(2) The system should be leak checked at a pressure equal

to the maximum working pressure.

(3) Install flow transducers with flow direction indica-

tors properly aligned.

(4) Care should be exercised in installing the flowmeters

to keep from overstressing the end connections.

(5) There should be no unsupported lines or components

that could cause undue stress on the flow system.

(6) A vacuum purge to remove all gases from a complex

flow system is recommended before priming.

(7) The flow system should be primed and bled at low

pressure and in progressive stages beginning at the

supply t_nk. This will help to prevent overspeeding

of turbine flowmetera and soft response of positive

aisplacement flowmeter due to trapped gases.

(8) The flow system and temperature conditioning equipment

should be carefully checked out for uniformlty of

temperature. Special attention should be given to

excessive heating caused by direct solenoid operated

valves in stagnant or low flow lines.

4.3 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

(I)

(2)

A rotor spin check, using ce_e not to overspeed,

should be performed upon installation of the turbine

_flowmeter to verify operation of associated electrical

circuitry and readout equipment.

A manual or oneumatically induced translation of

the positive displacement transducer shoul6 be performed

upon the installation of the positive displacement

flowmeter to verify operation of its associated electrical

circuitr2 and readout equipment

(3) Electrical connector-s should be sealed to eliminate

oroblems from water and other contaminants.

(4) Transducer cables should be checked for proper shielding

and single ooint grounding. Magnetic fields in clo3e
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proximity to the flowmeter or transmission cable
mayintroduce erroneous signals. Powercables and
instrumentation cables must be run in separate conduits.

(5)

(6)

5.0

Transduction coil or similar transducer elements

may be damaged by excessive torque or clamping loads.

The transduc_ion coil, asspciated circuitry, and

_eadout equipment pf a turbine flowmeter may be checked

bY an induced signal from an external coil and power
source or an psc_!lator connected in par_llel with

the transduction coil.

CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

The calibratiop and verification procedures will vary consider-

ably depending on which calibration method is used for the ;flow measuring

system. Both specific and general recommended proceGures are presented

below for the in-place and laboratory calibration of turbine flowmeters

and positive displacement flowmeters.

.5.1 IN-PLACE CALIBRATION

(I) The flow measuring system should be calibrated any

time one of Dhe following situations occurs:

(a) Initial installa_ion of major flow system

component,

(b) A flowmeter is replaced,

(c) A malfunction or a change is made that may

influence the flowmeter calibration, or

(2) '

(d) Calibration void date is approached_ or exceeded.

Replicate measurements should be made to._rovide

increased reliability, diagnostic informa:tion, and

reduced uncertainty in the measured value.

(3; Temperature and pressure of the propellant should

be measured at the f!owmeter and at tne calibration

device.

_(4)

(5)

The calibration of the flowmeter should include sufficient

flow data to define the sensitivity over _ne anticipated

range of operation.

The calibration should be performed with the propellant

at the specified test operating temperatures and

pressures
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5.2 LABORATORYCALIBRATION

(i) A flowmeter should be calibrated at the following times:

(a)

(b)

(c}

Prior to installation in test stand,

When the void date is approached or exceeded, or

At the occurrence of a malfunction or change in

the flow system that could affect the flcwmeter
calibration.

(2) The flowmeter should be Znspected visually for appli-

cable mechanical specifications including:

(a) Identification'

(b) Type of flowmeter

(c) Manufacture, model, and serial number

(d)

(e)

General condition (new, used, rebuilt, etc.)

Indicated flow direction

(3) The flowmeter calibration assembly should include

the ss_e or identical inlet and exit piping, flow

straighteners, and instrumentation taps used in actusl

test assembly.

(4)

(5)

The flowmeter should be oriented in the same attitude

as during actual testing.

Prior to a calibration, the flow system must be _rimed

and bled to remove entrapped gas.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Bypass lines should be checked for zero leakage.

Connect the reqrire_ electrical leads and associated

circuitry and turn on equipment for specified warm-up
period.

Apply the electrical simulation of the transducer

and record the output signal.

New or r_built flowmeters should be run in at a nominal

flow for a period long enough (approximately 5 minutes)
to stabilize the calibration factor.

(I0) During the run-in period, the voltage output si:ould
be measured and recorded at rated minimum and maximum

flow. The transducer out_ut s_.gnal should be observed

on an oscilloscope to determine signal characteristics
and noise-to-signal ratio.
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Yi'"

(11)

(12)

(13)

The number of calibration points should not be less

than 5 and should include the minimum and maximum

flow as specified for the test conditions. The number

of runs at each calibration point should not be less

than 2 and Should be taken with both increasing and

decreasing flow. The sensitivity, linearity, and

linear range for the flowmeter are determined from

this data.

All gravimetric calibration methods requirelan accu-
rate basis for converting mass to volume. The density

of the liquid at the flowmeter temperature and pressure

should be determined to an error of 0.05% or less.

The effects of air buoyancy must also be considered.

To correlate the flow calibration system with the

National Bureau of Standards for certification purposes,

water would normally be used in a hydrazine monopropellant

flow measuring system. For this operation a Master
Flowmeter wculd be used as an interlaboratory standard.

TURBINE FLOWMETER

(I) Turbine flo_meters are normally used and calibrated

in a horizontal position with the transduction element

in the vertical position unless specified otherwise

by the manufacturer.

(2) Pressure and temperature measurement taps are normally

installed 4 line diameters downstream of the turbine

meter exit.

(3) If upstream pressure or temperature taps are to be

used, they should be installed one diameter ahead

of the flow straightening vanes.

(4) A sensitive differential pressure measurement across

the turbine flowmeter is a good diagnostic parameter for

performance evaluation. The pressure drop _hould

be within 5% of the actual test value when calibrating

with liquid at normal pressures where compressibility
is not a factor.

(5) A total cycle count accumulated for a measured volun_e

(or mass) is the method normally used to calibrate

a turbine flowmeter. This method does not require

that the flow be maintained absolutely constant through

the run period. A variation of 4% is accep,table

in the calibration region in which the cal_:bration

sensitivity (K factor) is essentially constant.

However, in the laminar and transition regions, where
the _alibration sensitivity is not constant, the

flow should be maintained constant to I% or better.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

Alternatively, the duration of the calibration run,

as well as the total cycle count, should be measured

so that an exact average frequency during the run
can be determined.

The total number of cycles accumulated for each calibra-

tion point is dictated by the flow measurement accuracy
requirement. Since the electronic counter has an

inherent error of ±I cycle, a sufficient number

of cycles should be accumulated to make this error

negligible.

The comparison method of calibration reouires the

minimum amount of equipment and is convenient for

routine calioration or verification of turbine flowme-

ters. In operation, a working standard turbine

fiowmeter is installed in series, in a return line

(see Figure 2-1), with the measurement flowmeter.

The flow calibration points are set by the frequency

output of the working standard flowmeter and _re

held constant by using a frequency meter c.- electronic

counter. The number of cycles per unit volume is

used as the basis for the comparison. The time base

of the two frequency counters should be synchronized.

Two measurement turbine flowmeters of similar design

plumbed together in a series with the required flow

straightening sections can provide greater reliability

than one meter alone. Better precision can be _chieved

by using the method of frequency ratio calibration°

These two flowmeters are calibrated simultaneously usin E

one of the primary methods. During thi& calibration,

the ratio of the frequency of the two flowmeters is

noted for each flow. When these flowmeters are used

in test measurements, if this ratio remains the same,

it can be assumed that their calibrations have not

changed. The same method can be used to pair two
working standard flowmeters to calibrate one measure-

ment flowmeter, or two master flowmeters can be paired

and used as an interlaboratory transfer standar4

to certify the calibration facility.

0

PCSITIVE DISPLACEMENT FLOWMETER

(i) A positive displacement flowmeter should be used

and calibrated in an orientaticn that assures expul-

sion of trapped gas. The system should be provided

with high-point vent ports that allow trapped gas

to be removed during priming and bleeding operations.

(2) Pressure and temperature measurement taps should] be

installed just aownstream (4 line diameters) of
the meter exit.
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(3)

,(4)

'(5)

(6)

A sensitive differential pressure measurement across

the head of a pneumatic or hydraulic expulsion device

is a good diagnostic parameter for performance evaluation.

The calibration of positive displacement flowmeters

should cover the specified range of engine operating

duty cycles. Flow control valve start and stop signals

should be provided by the same valve driver and timing

circuit used in the actual engine test.

The static method of calibration with standing starts

and stops is the most reliable way to measure small

incremental flow volume or mass accurately. The

ability to measure a single pulse flow will be deter-

mined by the flow and duration of the pulse and the

sensitivity and resolution of the calibration device.

For very short pulses, the most practical method is

to measure the total quantity of liquid collected for

a finite number of identical pulses and mathematically

proportion the flow tc each pulse.

The comparison method of calibration using two positive

displacement f!owmeters of similar design and capacity
connected in series through the simulated'engine

flow control valve assembly is most convenient for

routine calibration and verification. In operation

the measurement flowmeter will expel fluid which

is collected by the working standard flowmeter.

The simultaneous recording of output signals from

both flowmeter displacement traesducers on the same
time base will provide data for flow calibration

and dynamic response characteristics.

5.5 VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

After completing the pretest calibration procedures and :certi-

fying that the flow measurement system is within specification, the following

are recommended procedures for the verification tests to be performed just

prior to a hot engine firing and immediately after engine shutdown:

(I) Apply and record the electrical calibration.

(2) Provide, through tne in-place calib_-ation system, a

propellant which is equal to the expected test_condition.

(3) Record the data at a sampling rate and for a period which

is normal for establishing eeuilibrium 'zest conditions.

(4) Repeat the propellant flow test 10 or more times.

(5) Reduce all verzfication test data using the same systems

and equipment that will be employed during the actual

engine test.
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(6) Ensure that the calibration system is isolated from the

flow measurement system following the verification tests

and before any actual engine test.

6.0 OPERATING PROCEDURES

To ensure that maximum quality flow measurement data are

produced during each test run, certain inspections and verifications

must be made. Recommended operating procedures for both the pretest

and the posttest periods are given below.

6.1 PRETEST PROCEDURES

(I) Perform visual inspection of the flow system for

plumbing leaks, test configuration, electrical, and
instrumentation connections.

(2) Determine and record propellant level.

(3) Set up and verify data acquisition systems.

(4)

(5)

Close up the test cell and establish the desired

pressure and temperature test conditions.

Record verification and/or electrical simulation

data, and check these data for conformance to predicted

standards for the measurement system.

(6) Establish the run zero reference, and record this value.

In general, electrical zero and spans should not be

adjusted unless it is necessary to brin_ them within

the recording acquisition system operating range.

6.2 POSTTEST PROCEDURES

(I) Record zero reference.

(2) Recora verification and/or electrical simulation

data and check for conformance to predicted values.

(3) Vent up the test cell and establish a safe ambient

environment before allowing access to the test area

for inspection of the flow measurement system.

(4) Determine and record propellant level.

o
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7.0 DATAACQUISITIONANDPROCESSINGTECHNIQUES

Manygeneralized standard techniques must be applied in
the acquisition and processing Of the calibration, verification, and
run flow measurmentdata even though a wide range of equipment types
and processing techniques will be used for, handling these data°
N6 attempt is madein this section to specify the detailed techniques
which are appropriate to the various items of equipment supp<liedby
different manufacturers. For additional details, see Reference 2-7.

7.1 CALIBRATIONANDVERIFICATIONDATA
E

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing

of calibration and Verification data for flowmeters are as follows:

(I) Calidration and verification data should be recorded

on the same equipment as run data.

(2) Initial system calibration data must be used to determine

•whether the flow system design requirements (e.g., range_

sensitivity, and linearity, if applicable) have been met.

(3) After the initial calibration of the flow system,

the system should be verified a number of times to

determine the short-term uncertainty of the system.

For each Verification, a factor for use in determining

uncertainty should be calculated.

(4)

J

(6)

Verification da_a are used to compute the measurement

uncertainty of the system, to compute a period of

predicted satisfactory performance, and to check

the system for trends and excursions_

If the calculated uncertainty of the system exceeds the

allowable limit, the system should be improved until such
time as the allowable limit is not exceeded. The total

uncertainty of the flow measurement produced by a system

designed in accordance with the practices Outlined in

this handbook is obtained by combining all the _lemental

uncertainties (Appendix II-A). The accepted method for

the calculation of total vncertainty is presented in
Reference 2-8.

Posttest verifications should be carefully _xamined

for any deviation from pretest calibration and/or

verification_ If such deviations are outside acceptable

limits, corrective action _hould be taken immed[ateJy

and the Validity Of the test data should be questiored.
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(7)

(8)

Periodic (e.g., at least once a month or before each

test, whichever is shorter) reevaluations consisting of

a calibration of the flow measurement system and

computation of system uncertainty must be made as long
as the flow system is in use.

Calibration and verification records should contain at

least the following data:

(a) Flowmeter identification number

(b) Calibration fluid or propellant

(c) Temperature of calibrating fluid at flo_meter

(d) Fluid pressure at flowmeter

(e) Range of transducer

(f) Recording system iaentification

(g) Calibration run number

(h) Identification of calibration equipment not

normally part of the calibration system, i.e.,

operating standards

(i) Specific gravity and temperature of fluid

sample(s)

(j) Date

(k) Identification of 0pe_-ators

7.2 RUN DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing

of flow measurement run data are as follows:

(I) Engine flow test data shall beaccumulated only after

uncertainty'requirements have been met (Reference 2-8).

(2) Engine flow test data should be acc_mulatea in accordance

with Paragraph 3.2.3.

(3) Data reduction fcr each test point is to be based

on the transducer averag_ output signal as determined

during the specified interval, and the application cf
calibraticn factors

(4) Fluid temperature and pressure measurements wLich are

representative of flowmeter conditions should be
recorded.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Run data should be examined to identify gross mal-

functions such as failure to record, intermittent

connections, dropouts, and other equipmen_ malfunctions.

Final reduced data should be tabulated in _ such a way

as to make possible convenient comparisons with user

specifications.

All calibration, verification, calculated uncertainty

and engine test data should be retained until a data

release is dictated by the program requirements.

In general, this includes all informationirelated

to the interpretation of the measured flow.

In the event of equipment malfunction, all data asso-

ciated with that equipment should be examined for

validity. This process will be simplified if all

equipment used is appropriately identifies and the

identification is made e part of the permanent test

records.

8.0 GLOSSARY

Air Buoyancy. The lifting effect or buoyancy of the ambient air which

acts during a "weighing" procedure with open gravimetric calibrations.

This is caused by displacement of air from the measuring vessel during

the calibration run. The standard air (dry) for correcting the weights

in vacuum has a density of 1.2250 kg/m 3 at 288.15 K and 10.13 250 N/m 2.

When weighings are made against weights, the buoyancy fcrce on these must

also be considered. For brass weights the net effect of ai_ buoyancy in

air at standard conditions is about 0.015%. Exact values can be determined

by procedures outlined in Paragraphs 3059 and 3060 of API Standard 1101,

1960 Edition, and NBS Handbook 77, Volume III, pages 671-682.

Back Pressure. The absolute pressure level as measured 4 pipe diameters

downstream from'the turbine flowmeter under operating conditions, expressed

in N/m 2 .

calibration. A test during which known, value_ of measurand:,are applied

to the transducer and corresPonding outpJ: readings are recorded under

specified conditions. (Only during a calibration may adjustments be

made so that a relationship convenient for data reduction purposes

can be established.)

Calibration System. A complete system coneisting of liquid.storage; pumps;

filters; flow, pressure, and ,temperature controls; the quantity measuring

apparatus; and the electronic instruments used to calibrate.flo_eters.

Calibration Void Date. A aate which marks the end of a preestablished

time interval &ince a flowmeter was last calibPated and placed in service.

Beyond this void date, the,calibration is considered questionable, and

a new calibration should be performed prior to use of: the flowmeter.
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Correlation Check. A procedure whereby the performance and accuracy

of a calibration system are checked against a higher order calibration

system using master flowmeters as the transfer standard.

Density. The mass per unit volume of a liquid at a specified temperature°

The units Shall be stated, such as kilograms per cubic meter. The for_ of

expression shall be: density______kg/m 3 at kelvin.

Dynamic Calibration A calibration procedure in which the quantity of liquid

is measured while liquid is flowing into or out of the measuring vessel.

Electronic Counter and Timer. An electronic device with automatic

on and off actuation used to count and indicate the total number of

cycles generated by the turbine flow transducer during the calibration

interval or to indicate the time period of the calibration interval.

Also, used as a frequency meter to count total cycles generated during

preselected time intervals such as one second.

Flo______w._he rate of flow of a l±quid expressed in volume units per unit

of time. Example: cubic meters/second (m3/s).

Flowmeter or Flow Transdvcer. An electrical device used to transmit

quantitative information on the rate of fluid flow.

Flow Straightener. A supplementary length of straight pipe or tube, con-

taining atraightening vanes or the equivalent, which is installed directly

upstream of the turbine flowmeter for the purpose of eliminating swirl

from, and giving a uniform velocity distribution to, the fluid entering

the flowmeter.

Frecuencv. Refers to the frequency of the output signal generated

directly by the spinning rotor of a turtine flowmeter. This frequency
is nominally proportional to volume flow.

Gravimetric A descriptive term used to designate an instrument or proce-

dure in which gravitational forces are u:ilized.

In-place Calibration. Calibration of a flowmeter while it is physically

in the engine propellant flow measuring system.

Linearity of a Flowm_ter. The maximum percentage deviation from the

average sensitivity (K) across the linear range.

Linear Range of % Flowmeter. The flow range over which the output sigl_al

is propcrtional to flow wJ.thin the limits of linearity specified.

Master Flowm_ter. Flowmeter used as an interlab6ratory standard in

correlation checks of calibration systems.

Measurand. A physical quantity property or condition which is measured
(such as flow).
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MeasurlngVessel. The container in which the liquid metered by the flow-

meter during _he calibration interval is collected and measured. In a\

direct-gravimetriccalibration system, this is a tank on a weight scale

and the exact dimensions are not significant. In indirect gravimetric

systems and volumetric systems the cross-sectional area or actual volume,

respectivelyg, must be known to a precision compatible with the desired

accuracy of calibration, r

Positive Disnlacement Flowmeter With an Electrical Outout. _A flow measur-

ing device in Which an incremental volume of fluid expelled under pressure

from a confining vessel is continuously monitored by a displacement trans-

ducer that generates an electrical signal propOrtional to the displaced

volume. The indicated change in volume per unit time is the measured

volumetric flow.

pressure Droo. The differential pressure across a flowmeter as measured

between 4 pipe diameters upstream and 4 pipe diameters downstream from

its ends, using a specified fluid, and using pipe size matching the

fittings provided.

Propellant Comoatibilitv. A measure of the reactivity between a given

propellant and a structural or seal material used to cortain the propellant.

A_propellant and a material are compatible when neither is physically

or chemically changed due tc contact with the other.

Pul_ Mode Ooeration. For the purpose of this section, pulse mode

operation is defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is

commanded closed prior to the attainment of 95% of the steady state

catalyst bed temperature as measured at the outer wall surface, or

(b) the performance of' the thruster is to be monitored over a time

period which' iqcludes both the start-up and shut-down transients, and

during which_time the transient portion_ of any measurement, are significant

with respect to any steady state measurements..

i

Reference Standard Flowmeter. Flowmeter used as a transfer_standard

for in-system and comparison calibrations of working standard flowmetere.

_/I_J_J_YJ_.! The ratio of output quantity to measured volume of a flowmeter,

designated by the letter K, usually expressed in cycles per cubic meter for

a turbine flowmeter and voltage per cubic meter for. positive displacement

flowmeter with the following conditions specified:

(I) Calibration Fluid

(a) Density (kg/m3)

c

(b) Viscosity (m2/s)

(c) Downstream temperature (K)

[

(d) Back pressure (N/m 2 abs)

(e) Flow (m3/s)
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.@
(2) Line Configuration (for turbine flowmeters only)

(a) Length of straight line upstream

(b) Length of straight line downstream

(c) Ccnfiguration of flow straightener

Static Calibration. A calibration procedure during which the quantity

of liquid is measured while the liquid is not flowing into or out of

the measuring vessel.

Steady State Ooeration. For the purpose of this section, steady state

operation is defined as that portion of a test after which the temperature

at the outer surface of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 95% of its

equable asymptotic value, but prior to the time at which the propellant

valve is commanded closed. Steady state measurements should be made

only after the attainment of _his condition.

Transition An_le. The angle between the axial centerline and one wall of

a tapered section of piping which is used to Join two pipes of different

diameters having a common centerline.

Turbine.. Flowmeter W_th an Electrical Owtout. A flow measuring device in
which the action of the entire fluid stream turns a bladed turbine at a

speed nominally proportional to the volume flow, and which generates or

modulates an output signal at a frequency proportional to the turbine speed.

Vapor Pressqreo Reid. The vapor pressure of a liquid at 311K (100°F)

a_ determined by ASTM Designation D 323-58, Standard Method.of Test

for Vapor Pre_sur_ of Petrqleum ProduCt_ (Re_d Method).

_. A verification confirms an established relationship to a

standard. (Confirmation implies that no adjustments have bee_ made

since the last calibration because an adjustment might void the statistical

history of the _ystem.) Verification data are also used to compute the

measurement uncertainty of the _ystem, to compute a period of predicted

satisfactory performance, and to check the system for trends and excursions.

Viscosity. Absolute. The property by which a fluid in motion offers

resistance to shear. Usu_lly expressed in N-s/m 2.

Viscosity. KinematiC. The ratio of absolute viscosity to density,

expressed in m2/s.

Volumetric Flow. Rate of flow expressed as volume per unit time (as
m3/s, etc.), same as flow.

_ei_bt. The force with which a body is attracted by gravity.

Weights. Reference units of force such as counterpoise weights used

with lever balances and dead weights Jsed in calibrating balance_,

scales, and pressure gages.
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Working Stahdard Flowmeter. An in-place flowmeter used in'the calibration

of a measur_ement flowmeter in the flow measurement system.

2--I.

2--2.

2--3.

2--4.

2--5.

2--6.

2--7.

2--8.
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APPENDIX II-A

0
FLOWMETER MEASUREMENT ELEMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

To calculate the overall uncertainty in the measurement

of propellant flowrate or usage, it is necessary to consider each of

the elemental uncertainties which contribute tc the overall uncertainty.

Figure II-A-I gives a breakdown of those elements or components which

should be considered in the measurement uncertainty model. The reference

document for the calculation of uncertainty is the ICRPG Handbook for

Estimating the Uncertainty in Measurements Made With Liquid Propellant

Rock_ Engine Systems (Reference 2-8).
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SECTION III

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

8

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recommended practices are outlined for the design, installa-

tion, checkout, calibration, and operation of a pressure measuring system

to be used during tests of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine. Five

appendixes are included: III-A, Pressure Measurement System Elemental

Uncertainties; III-B, Short- and Long-Term Pressure Measurement System

Uncertainty; III-C, Shunt Calibration of Pressure Transducers; III-D,

Special Considerations for Vacuum Measurement; and III-E, Methods of

Determining the Dynamic Characteristics of Pressure Transducers.

2.0 SCOPE

This section has been written to serve as a guide for the

experienced engineer in the design, installation, and operation of a

pressure measurement system for measuring the pressures related to per-

formance evaluation of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine. Design

guidelines rather than detailed specifications are provided for the

critical components of each portion of the system. These gcidelines,

used in conjunction with current state-of-the-art, commercially available

equipment and good engineering practices, will provide a pressure measure-

ment system which meets the performance criteria specified.

m

2. I OBJECTIVE

Pressure measurements are made at a number of locations in

a monopropellant rocket engine test system, including: thrust chamber,

thruster propellant inlet, propellant flowmeter lines, propellant storage

tank, and vacuum chamber. The measurements with which engine performance

is primarily cohcerned are thrust chamber pressure and propellant tank

pressure. Chamber pressure is produced by the catalytic decomposition

of monopropellant hydrazine in the reaction chamber of a rocket engine

at pressures ranging from 69 to 3450 kN/m 2 (10 to 500 psia). These

engine tests are normally conducted in an altitude simulation chamber

w_ere simulated altitudes of 30 km (]OC,O00 ft) or higher ca_ be main-

tained. The recommended practices contained in this handbook are intended

to yield thrust chamber and propellant tank measurements over the range

from 0 to 3450 kN/m 2 (0 to 500 psia) with un.certainties (related to

pulse duration) as follows:

s
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Minimum Pulse Duration (second)

(incneasin_ to steady state)

Uncertainty in Measurement I

(_ of rea_in_)

0.005 +_5.0

0.050 +--2.0

Steady state +_0.25

The importance attached to other pressure measurements

will depend on the user's interest and the purpose of the tests.

2.2 5IMITATIONS

When concerned with thrust chamber and propellan't storage

measurements (those parameters where minimum uncertainty is required)_

these practices are restricted to systems that infer a pressure from

a bonded metallic strain gage measurement.

As used in this section, the term 9ressure refers to that

state property as it appears at the last interface of the measurement

system with the monitored environment. Thus, if the probe entrance is
a tap into a wall which is parallel to a fluid flow having a substantial

lateral _elocity (relative to the tap), the measurement becomes a static

pressure measurement. If the interface between environment and measure-

ment system is normal to the fluid velocity, the measurement is a total

pressure measurement. In view of the complexity of separating these
components with a single interface, the recommendations contained herein

will be restricted to situations where only one or the other component

ispresumed to exist. Probe design recommendations must necessarily
be derived from other sources,

3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A pressure measuring system capable of obtaining accurate

data requires that careful consideration be given to selecting and

assembling the transducer 2 and supporting electrical and electronic

equipment. When selecting the transducer, one should consider the

electrical and mechanical characteristics of the device, the manner

in which it is connected to the pressure source, and the influence

of the anticipated environmental conditions. Electrical and electronic

•components include signal conditioning, 31ectrical calibration, recording,

visual display, and data processing equipment. They are shown as a

block diagram in Figure 3-%.

IMeasurement.uncertainty values are for the minimum pulse duration.

They will generally decrease as pulse durations approach steady state,

2Transducer and sensor can be synonymous words describin_ devices which

convert physical phenomena into measurable electrical signals.
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Pressure Measurement System Block Diagram

3.1 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

In order to achieve the desired uncertainty requirements

(Section 2.1), bonded metalllc strain gage transducers should be used for

all steady state or slowly varying (up to 100 Hz) engine pressure measure-

ments. These recommended practices will also make mention of other types:

of transduction which might be required in such special measurement

applications as vacuum, high-frequency pressure variations, etc.

a

3.1.1 Performance Characteristics

The transducer performance characteristics(sometimes referred

to as properties - Reference 3-I) which are of greatest interest to the

user are listed below. A brief commentary and suggested specifications

are included where applicable. Unless otherwise specified theYoapply at
the following ambient conditions: temperature 25 Z10 C (77 Z18 F); relatlve

humidity 90% maximum; barometric pressure 73 +_7 cm Hg (29±2.8 in. Hg).

3.1.1.1 Transduction Ele_ent. Most pressure trensducers sense the

pressure to be measured by a mechanical sensing element such as relatively

thin-walled elastic members, plates, shells, or tubes which deflect when
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pressure is applied. This elastic element is Coupled to a transduction

element which produces an electrical output by such techniques as variable

resistance (bonded metallic or semiconductor strain gages), variable

capacitance or reluctance, magnetic coupling, and so forth.

Transducers which use transduction techniques other than bonded

metallic strain gages may have advantages in some areas such as size, cost,

compatibility with existing equipment, frequency response capabilities, or

special measurement applications. For maximum overall accuracy of measure-

ment, however, in the environment likely to be encountered during monopro-

pellant testing, the bonded metallic strain gage is the recommended standard.

3.1.1.2 P,a_p_. Range selection should be made such that the transducer

is nominally operating at 75 to 90% of its full range. Exceptione may

occur when transients are expected, depending on the type of transducer

used. In those instances where transducers are operated outside the

75 to 90% of full range special consideration should be given to the

calibration technique employed.

3.1.1.3 Sensitivity. Transducer output compatibility with data acqui-

sition/recording devices is a prime consideration inselection. In systems

with good operational amplifiers, a low-sensitivity transducer is sufficient.

Most bonded metallic strain gage transducers are standardized somewhere in

the range of 2 to 4 mV output/V excitation. With 10 V excitation this

provides a full scale output of 20 to 40 mV, sufficient to be amplified

by conventional electronics to drive most standard recording devices.

Transducers with other types of transduction, as well as those

with integral electronics, often have higher full scale outputs, generally

in the range of 5 te 10 V.

3.1.].4 Linearity, Hysteresis. and Repeatability. Overall measurement

uncertainty ie more dependent on the mechanical aspects of the transduction

process than any other single portion of the measurement system.. That this

is true may be seen by comparing the relatively large error (0.I to 0.5%)

introduced by the process of converting a physical stimulus_to the electrical

analog of that stimulus with the small error (0.05 to 0.1%)iintroduced by

the signal conditioning and recording equipment. Correction can be made for

transducer nonlinearity, although it is difficult at best (especially for

individual transducers) and is not usually done. Corrections cannot be made

for hysteresis and nonrepeatability.

A combined effect (nonlinearity, hysteresis, and repeatability)

of less than ±0.25% of full scale deviation from an ideal straight line between

end points can be achieved rather easily. Transducers with combined effects

of less than 0.10% are available.

3.1.1,5 Dynamic Response. Even _hen the intent is to determine a steady

state pressure, the frequency response of the transducer must be sufficiently

high to follow the transient pressure signal which precedes.the steady state
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portion. In other words, the electrical analog of the pressure transducer

achieves steady state only after its transient excursion has been completed.

Hence, the period of time required for that excursion must be sufficiently

short so as not to interfere with the steady state portion of interest.

For additional discussion of dynamic response characteristic_

including such items as natural frequency, rise time, cavity volume_ etc.,
see Section 4.3, Dynamic Calibration.

3.1.1.6 Environmental Effects. In addition to the inaccuracies in-

herent in the mechanical/electrical transduction process are those which

arise due to unfavorable environmental conditions. Major contributions

are listed below. If either (I) some sort of protection, e.g., temperature

control, vibration isolation, etc., is not provided or (2) a transducer

with low sensitivity to such effects is not selected, considerable error

can enter from this source. Paragraph 3.1.3.3 gives specific techniques

that can be used to minimize these effects regardless of the basic trans-

ducer sensitivity.

(i)

(2)

(3)

Thermal Sensitivity Shift. Temperature compensation

should be provided over a temperature range, known as

the compensated temperature range, sothat sensitivity

shift will not be more than ±0.25% of full scale per

38°C (100°F) over this range. Errors from this source

are difficult to compensate for. A typical compensated

temperature range is 0° to 66°C (32 ° to 150°F).

Thermal Zero Shift. Zero shouldnot shift more than

±0.75% of full scale per 38°C (100°F) over the compensated

temperature range. In many cases shift of this type can

be compensated for in data reduction if the transducer

characteristics are precisely known.

Acceleration Sensitivity. Should be less than 0.02%

of full scale per g in any direction.

3.1.1.:7 Supplemental P@rformance Characteristics. Performance

characteristics which are generally of less interest (but should still

be considered) are listed below:

(i)

(2)

Creed is the change in output occurring over a specific

time period while the pressure and all environmental
conditions are held constant.

Environmental conditions which should not change

transducer performance beyond specified limits include:

(a) Triaxial shock

(b) High-level acoustic excitation

(c) Humidity
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(d) Corrosive spray

(e) Corrosive gases

(f) Electromagnetic fields

(g) Magnetic fields

Cvclin_ life is the minimum number of full range

cycles or specified partial range cycles over which
the transducer will operate without changing its

performance beyond specified tolerances.

Overload ratine is the maximum pressure which can

be applied to a transducer without causing a change

in performance beyond a specified tolerance.

is the ability of a transducer to retain

its performance characteristics for a relatively

long period of time. Specifically, it is the ability

of a transducer to reproduce output readings obtained

during its original calibration for a specified period

of time (usually months). Stability is expressed

as a percent of full scale output.

StBtic _rror band is the combined linearity, hysteresis

and repeatability, expressed as a percent of full scale

output, referred to a straight line between the

end points.

Storage life is the time period the transducer can

be stored in a specified environment without changing

performance characteristics beyond their specified

tolerances. !

T_mperature _radient error is the transient deviation

in output at constant pressure caused by a rapid

change in ambient or fluid temperature. It is usually

determined at atmospheric pressure by subjecting

the transducer to.a step function temperature change- o o
over a specified range in C (F) lasting for _ specific

time period, and applied to a specific part of the

transducer.

Warm-up period is that time period, starting with

the application of excitation, which is requ±red

to assure that subsequent shifts in sensitivity and

zero will not exceed the specified percent of full

scale output.

Zero pr@ssure output is the output of a transducer

at atmospheric pressure (unless otherwisespecified),

with nominal excitation.
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3.1.2 Electrical Design

I

The following electrical design characteristics are recommended

where bonded metallic strain gage pressure transducers are used. Most

of them do n___ apply to transducers which employ other types of transduction

techniques.

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

The type of strain _a_e used should be bonded metallic.

The strain gage bridge should have 4 active arms.

Recommended excitation should be a regulated voltage

of 5 to 28 V dc. Maximum excitation voltage which

will not permanently damage the transducer should

be 20% or greater than the rated voltage.

InPUt and cutout resistance for dc excitation is spe-

cified in ohms at a specific temperature in °C (°F).

Common values are 120 and 350 ohms.

The electrical connections for each bridge circuit should

conform to the pin designation shown in Figure 3-2. The

output polarities indicated on the wiring diagram apply

when an increasing pressure is applied to the transducer.

The electrical connections can be either multipin

standard connectors mounted on the outer case or

a flexible cable providing the required connectors

and shield for each bridge circuit.

Insulation resistance is specified in megaohms at

a specific voltage and temperature between all terminals

or leads connected in parallel and the transducer

case. A value of 5000 megohms or greater is recommended.

Shunt calibration resistanQe should be specified

in ohms for a nominal percentage of full scale output
at a specific temperature. The terminals across

which the resistor is placed shall be specified.

The modulu_ (or sensitivity adjustment) resistance

must be split equally between each input (excitation)

lead internal to the transducer. See Appendix III-C.

3.1.3 Mechanical Considerations

Of primary interest are items related to the transducer

'itself, the manner in which it is connected to the pressure source,

and the techniques used to reduce the effects of adverse environmental

conditions.
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A

D

E

C

F

CONNECTOR

(+) EXCITATION

f'_ OUTPUT

(-) EXCITATION

'(-) OUTPUT

SHUNT CALIBRATION RESISTOR

NOTES:

1. THE OUTPUT POLARITIES INDICATED ON THE WIRING DIAGRAM APPLY
WHEN AN INCREASING ABSOLUTE PRESSURE IS APPLIED TO THE PRES-
SURE PORT (SENSING END) OF AN ABSOLUTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER.
FOR DIFFERENTIAL AND GAGE PRESSURE TRAN_)DUCEI_S, THE INDICATED
POLARITIES APPLY WHEN THE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT MEASURAND
PORT IS GREATER THAN THE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE REFERENCE
PRESSURE PORT.

2. THE MEASURAND (PRESSURE] PORT OF DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
SHALL BE MARKED "'_" OR OPTIONALLY "HIGH" OR "MEAS" WHILE THE
REFERENCE (PRESSURE) PORT SHALL BE MARKED "-" OR OPTIONALLY

LOW" OR "REF. _'

3. THE BRIDGE ELEMENTS SHALL BE ARRANGED SO THAT FUNCTIONS
PRODUCING POSITIVE OUTPUT WILL CAUSE INCREASING RESISTANCE
IN ARMS 1 AND 3 OF THE BRIDGE.

4. POSITION OF ANY INTERNAL COMPENSATION NEI"WORK SHOULD BE
INDICATED. SEE APPENDIXIII-C.

Figure 3-2. Conventional 6-Wire Strain Gage Bridge Transducer
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3.1.3.1 Transducer

O

e

l

(I) Transducer construction materials must be compatible

with any corrosive fluids which might be encountered

during tests. Material selection for all transducer

components should acknowledge possible contact with

liquid hydrazine or hydrazine decomposition products

(Reference 3-2). Metal parts which experience temper-

atures above 94°C (200°F) w_ile exposed to ammonia

may be nitrided. Stress corrosion cracking is also
accelerated under these ccnditions.

(2) Mounting force or torque must be known, if variations

in it will affect transducer performance.

(B)

(4)

The s_ze and weight of the transducers are not usually

critical items in static test firings. They should be

considered, however, if shock mounts are necessary to

reduce vibration effects or if physical dimensions prevent

close mounting of the transducer to the pressure source

(because of mechanical interference) and thus reduce

frequency response by requiring longer connecting lines.

The natur_ freauency of the transducer should be 5

times the highest frequency cf interest. (See also

Reference 3-3.)

(5) A maximum operating temperature range that is compatible

with the test cell environment should be specified for the

pressure transducer in addition to the compensated tempera-

ture range. There should be no permanent calibration shift

or permanent change in any of the transducer characteris-

tics over this specified operating temperature range.

Maximum operating and storage temperature range should be

at least -54 ° to +94°C (-65 ° to +200°F).

(6) ' Transducer proof pressure is the maximum pressure

that can be applied to the sensing port without causing

a permanent shift in calibration. Proof pressure

should be at least 1.5 times the full range pressure.

(7) Transducer burst pressure is the maximum pressure

that can be applied to the sensing port without causing

rupture, although the transducer is usually permanently

damaged. Burst pressure should be at least 4 times

the full range pressure.

(8)

(9)

A maximum leakage rate for the sensing port should

applywhen the port is pressurized to proof pressure.

A minimum cvclin_ life should be specified for the number

of full scale (or specified range such as 20 to 80% of

full scale) pressure cycles that can be applied without

changing transducer performance beyond specified tolerances.
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3.1.3.2 donnecting Lines, Pressure Ports, Cavities, etc.

(I) Insofar as practical, the transducer diaphragm should

be flush mounted to the wall of the container in which

the pressure is being measured. There are two obvious

advantages of such an installation:

(a) It minimizes the increase in the volume containing

the pressure to be measured. This iS especially

important where the chamber pressure of small

thrusters or propellant pressures in lines or

systems is to be determined without significantly

changing the dynamic characteristics _of those

systems.

(2)

(b) Frequency response suffers greatly as connecting

line length increases. If connecting tubing must

be used, keep the tubing as short as possible

and as large in diameter as practical.

The connecting line should be completely filled with the

same medium being measured, i.e., a gas filled line for

chamber pressure, and a liquid filled line for propellant
manifolds, fuel tanks, etc. Combinations bf gas and

liquid, especially gas bubbles entrapped in a liquid

filled line, result in unpredictable and sometimes trans-

ducer-damaging response characteristics. Entrapped gas

can best be avoided by filling the transducer cavity

and connecting line with liquid under vacuum conditions.

A liquid filled line should be used only when measuring

the pressure of liquid. In measuring gas pressure, an
oil filled line is detrimental to response,, is difficult

to use, and is probably unnecessary for heat insulation.

(3) The pressure port, the fittings, the transducer cavity

itself, and the connecting line should exhibit as few

discontinuities as possible to prevent reflections.

These reflections, when they do occur, res.ult in

(usually) small disturbances which appear as noise.

(4) A non-flush-mounted transducer should have: as small a

cavity or dead volume as possible. The change in this

volume due to the application of pressure should be

known. A transducer with a very flexible diaphragm

generally has a greater volume change, a lower natural

frequency, and a correspondingly lower frequency response.

(5) When a coupling line is utilized, it is essential that

the dynamic effects on observed mean pressure be minimized.

Starting transients, combustion noise, and systematic

perturbations can drive spurious oscillations within such

a line that precludes steady state measurements. The

incorporation of a damoing mechanism to control these

acoustic phenomena is desirable. An orifice at the

L'.
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(6)

transducer end of the tubing will add damping to what

would otherwise probably be a lightly damped system.

Figure 3-3 is an example of a system that has good

damping and response over a specific frequency range.

For information on how to determine the frequency

response of a system which uses a connecting line,

cavity, etc., see Appendix III-E.

3.1.3.3 Environmental Pr9%ec_ion

(i) Vibration and Acceleration. A transducer which attaches

to the pressure source by a portion of the case should

be checked for output sensitivity due to mounting torque.

Any effect on transducer characteristics should be account-

ed for. The transducer should be mounted from fixtures

or brackets that transmit no deleterious forces to the

transducer sensing element. It should be mounted so that

the most sensitive plane is parallel to the vector of the

largest acceleration on the engine. Mounting brackets

should be designed to eliminate vibration modes and fre-

quencies which are detrimental to the transducer output

signal. The following items should also be considered:

(a) If'vibration effects are to be eliminated they

must be prevented from becoming mixed with the

pressure signal. Once the two have been combined,

they are almost impossible to separate.

1.85 "--'_ I el-- 0"437 DIA

T..---_ _ r CAVITY (INCLUDING
I=_ TRANSDUCER)GAS

I _ FILLED

12i7 _ 0.635-DIA

_L L_=_ SS FLEX LINE

CA ,,yORDEAD 

VOLUME - I.3 cm

'" _-- SENSING AREA
TRANSDUCER

• RINGING FREQUENCY:

• DAMPING RATIO:

• FREQUENCY FOR
RESPONSE "_2%: 65 Hz

• FREQUENCY FC_
RESPONSE +10%: 125 Hz

OVERDAMPED, NATURAL FREQUENCY
(CALCULATED} 380 Hz

__1.o

ALL DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS

Figure 3-3. Chamber Pressure Measurement Coupling Line Configuration
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

An indication of the effect of acceleration on the

output of a pressure transducer may be obtained by

closing off the pressure inlet to an otherwise normally

operating transducer and observing its output during

a firing.

A short length of flexible tubing Will usually

imprOv_ Vibration isolation between the transducer

and the engine.

Shock mounts to support the t_ahsducer away

from the engine will reduce Vibratfon transmission

through the case.

In most Cases where vibration isolati0n isnot

practical, the desigh and constrhct'ion features
Of the transducer become even more _impOrtant.

A bonded strain gage transducer is _eneraily

less SensitiVe to vibration than an unbonded one.

(2) Thermai ¢oBd_¢tion and Radiatio_. Although temperature

changes can affect such basic transducer tcha_acteristics

as linearity .and hysteresis, it is thermai sensitivity

and thermal zero shift that are of the most concerh_

As discussed in Paragraph 3_i.I.6, Environmental E_fects,

they cab be a _ignificant source of erDor and, if at all

possibiei should be prevented from entering the data, since

once mixed they are difficult to separate. By Selecting

a transducer with low thermal sensitivity and observing

tBe applicabie suggestions iisted below, the detrimental

effects can be significantly reduced or eliminated entirely:

(a)

(b)

Conduction and radiation effects can be reduced

by remote locationi i.e., by using a cohnecting

line of sufficient length. The required isolation

length of a particular type of tubing as a function

of t_e thermal source temperature and an assumed

transducer temperature is shown in Figure 3-4.

Where close coupling to a combdStion chamber is

required for frequency response or Other reasons

it may be advantageous to cool the transducer body

by an external jacket of air Or water. Transducer

diaphragm protection may include water or gas

_ooling. various types of ablative Coatings are

Usef_l for protecting the transducer diaphragm

during Short duration teStS (References 3-4_

3_5i and 3-6).

(o) Wherever possibie, localized hot spots SSould

be avoided as locations for mounting temperature

t_ansdude_s.
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i-

TUBING LENGTH, in.

I 2 3 4 5

I _ I I !

CURVES FOR DETERMINING TUalNG LENGTH

_ NECESSARY TO ISOLATE TRANSDUCERS FROM
THERMALLY DAMAGING PRESSURE SOURCE.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AT TRANSDUCER

LOCATION ASSUMED 38°C (10g°F).
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ALLOWABLE

T R_NSDU,,CER T EMPER,_TURE, ASSUMED

93_C (200_F) AND -18"C (0-F)
RESPECTIVELY.

STAINLESS STEEL 0.1250.D., 0.020

STAINLESS STEEL 0.2500.D., 0.035 WALL

STAINLESS STEEL 0.5000.D., 0.035WALL

(STANDARD TUBING SIZES IN INCHES)

6 7 8

BRASS

(70% COPPER, 30% ZINC)

0.250 O.D., 0.

9
2'o0o

t1600

o
'400

TUBING LENGTH, c,m

Figure 3-4. Thermal Conduction Along Transducer Connecting Lines

(d)

(e)

(f)

A sun shade, asbestos wrap, etc., should be used

for thermal isolation from temperature changes or

gradients.

In some instances small, well-regulated heaters

might be used, in conjunction with insulating

wrap, to maintain a constant, elevated temperature.

Internal electrical compensation or mechanical pro-

tection techniques should always be analyzed to see

if they affect other transducer characteristics such
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(g)

(h)

as frequency response, linearity and hysteresis,

electrical calibration, excitation requirements,

etc.

As part of the selection process, a transducer

should be checked for sensitivity toltherma!

gradients as well as rapid changes in the tem-

perature of the medium being measured, e.g.,

combustion gases (Reference 3-7).

In those instances where thermal effects cannot

be prevented from affecting the transducer output,

correction for such effects must be made during

the data reduction process:

3.2 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The major electrical and electronic components to be con-

sidered in the _design of a pressure measurement system include (I) signal

conditioning equipment, (2) electrical calibration equipment, (3) recording

equipment, (4) visual display equipment, and (5) data processing equipment.
These componehts are shown in the pressure measurement system block

diagram, Figure 3-I. In general all of these components are commercially

available , off-the-shelf items. Most of the items are available from

more than one manufacturer_. The major concern in the selectiQn of these

components must be the evaluation of the various manufacturers ' general

specifications in relation to the specialized pressure measurement re-

uirement. A subsequent verification that the equipment finally selected

conforms to the manufacturer's specifications is essential.

3.2.1 Signal Conditioning Equipment

Signal conditioning equipment includes the following functional

devices: power supplies, amplifiers, electrical cabling, shielding,

signal distribution and switching network, and filters. The_regulation

and stability of this equipment should be ±0.05%, or better. The designs

for these devices vary widely depending on system philosophy and economics.

Certain design principles, however, are universally recommended as

follows:

(i)

(2)

Power SuDDlies. Constant voltage excitation is the

primarY type used with high-accuracy pressure measurement

system s . Power supplies can be individual rack mounted

units o_ mSniature (several on one card) devices

integral with other signal conditionSng equipment.

Generally, there are provisions for voltage adjustments,

less often for zer ° balance. Ripple should be less

than 100 _y peak to peak.

Amplifier3. The use of high-quality differential

amplifiers is now almost universal. With a transducer
full scale output of 20 to 40 mV, an amplifier gain of
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(3)

(4)

50 to 500 is sufficient for most conventional

analog-to-digital conversion and recording systems.

It should be verified that peak common mode voltages

do not exceed the rejection limits of the amplifier.

Electrical Cablin_ and Shielding. Electrical noise

can be minimized by use of proper shielding and grounding

techniques (see Reference 3-8). Transmission cables

between the transducer and the recording system usually

consist of multiple pairs of twisted, shielded, splice-

free conductors. A total of 6 conductors should be

used for each transducer as shown in Figure 3-2.

The wire gage and corresponding resistance of the
excitation and calibration leads should be taken

into account when developing calibration techniques.

Each transducer cable should be individually shielded,

with continuity of shield to the operational amplifier.

The shield grounding connection should be in accordance

with the amplifier manufacturer's recommendations.

Multichannel cables consisting of inner cable shielding

and overall shielding of the large cable are recommended

for long transmission lines. The outer shield of

the multiconductor cable should also be terminated

to the single point ground. The outer shield and
all inner shields should be insulated from each other.

Other signal _Qnditionin_ eauioment includes such

items as filters, distribution and switching units,

and impedance matching devices. The design of these
and related devices varies depending on system philosophy,

but should in all cases be high-quality equipment

providing stability (both with time and temperature),

line voltage regulation, and linearity. Thermally

induced errors should be minimized in all circuits.

i

3.2.2 Electrical Calibration Equipment

Some form of electrical simulation of the transducer response

to pressure should be provided. This simulation should track any change

in the system sensitivity that is caused by changes in the environmental

conditions. The two most commonly used electrical calibration 'systems

that adapt readily to automated periodic tests are discussed below.

The first of these techniques includes the transducer in the calibration

and is thus quasi end to end. The other involves only the electrical

and electronic equipment. The advantages (convenience, technical, or

economic) of each system will largely depend on the user's existing

transducers, signal conditioning equipment, cabling, etc.

(i) Shunt calibration with a constant voltage system

requires a 6-wire system to the transducer if an

external signal shunt resistor is used: 2 wires

are used for excitation, 2 for output, and 2 for

shunt simulation. The technique for using a 6-wire
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(2)

shunt resistor calibration method is presented in
Appendix III-C.

Voltage substitution techniques can be used to calibrate
the electronics system (amplifier, recorder, etc.)

in addition to or in lieu of any transduder electrical

or end-to-end calibration. This method requires

that the transducer be electrically disconnected

(usually by a switching network) and a known voltage

substituted. Such a calibration technique will not

necessarily provide any information about changes

in ambient output nor even reveal if the transducer

has been disconnected. It should therefore not be

the only type of electrical calibration employed.

3.2.3 Data Processing Equipment

The data processing equipment is not generally regarded as

a specific portion of the pressure measurement system, but _is usually

a separate system and is used to process many other parameters also.

This equipment should be chosen and used with care so that the data

are not degnaded significantly and the uncertainty of the data is not

made larger.

4.0 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

All critical components of the pressure measurement system

should be certified for compliance with design and performance specifi-

cations before installation. This is best accomplished by precision

inspection plus standard laboratory test and evaluation as appropriate.

It is imperative that any testing or calibration performed be a true

characterization of the transducer and its associated signal conditioning

equipment. This involves not only the individual transducer calibration,

but also some type of calibration of the entire measuring system as

installed. In this section the following topics related to. performance

verification are discussed:

(I) Testing and calibration of the individualltransducer.

(2)

(3)

Overall system calibration by end-to-end or electrical

simulation techniques.

Dynamic calibration of transducers and coupling lines.

(4) Standards used to accomplish the various calibrations.

While only those tests and calibrations related to transducers are

considered in this section, performance verification can and should
l

apply equally to all other system components.
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4.1 TRANSDUCER TESTING AND CALIBRATION

-o
The performance characteristics and accuracies of a pressure

transducer are determined through testing and calibration procedures.

Three types are generally used and may be described as follows:

(i) qualification tests are performed to evaluate those

characteristics which are a function of transducer

design. They thus would not be expected to vary

appreciably from one unit to another for a particular

transducer model. The performance of a representative

sample of units should represent the performance

of an entire lot.

(2)

(3)

Individual acceptance tests (IAT) are performed to

evaluate those characteristics which are a function

of transducer piece parts, assembly, or adjustment,

and might vary considerably from one unit to the next.

Periodic and special calibrations are performed rou-

tinely or when required (as specified by the user) to

verify consistency in such critical, performance char-

acteristics as sensitivity, linearity, hysteresis,

repeatability, and shunt-to-pressure correlation.

This type of test should always be performed after

any sort of transducer disassembly for cleaning or

repair, or after severe service.

4.1.1 Transducer Testing

Whenever possible the user should verify transducer performance

by qualification and acceptance testing. Where the quantity of transducers

used makes justification of qualification testing difficult, such tests

may be waived provided the manufacturer is able to certify compliance

from previous testing on similar units.

Individual acceptance tests are done on all units. A represen-

tative sample (minimum of two) is then selected for qualification tests.

Qualification testing concludes with a repeat of the individual acceptance

test, and, finally, afiy destructive testing required, such as burst

test or sectioning for internal inspection.

4.1.1.1 Individual Acceptance Test. The acceptance tests for pressure

transducers from Reference 3-I are summarized as follows:

(I) Inspect the transducer for mechanical defects, poor

finish and improper identification markings. Also

inspect the electrical connector.

(2) Connect the transducer to the pressure s0urce.and

secure it with the recommended force or torque.

Connect the iexcitation source and readout instrument
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

and turn on for specified warm-up period. Prior to

calibration, the transducer should be exercised by

applying rated pressure and returning to zero for

three cycles. The pressure source, connecting tubing

and transducer system should be checked for leaks
that would cause calibration errors.

Conduct two or more calibration cycles, including

at least eleven data points in both ascending and

descending directions while monitoring excitation

amplitude and recording output signal. Pressure

steps must be achieved without overshoot. From the

data obtained in these tests the following character-

istics should be determined:

(a) End points

(b) Full scale output

(c) Linearity

(d) Hysteresis

(e) Linearity and hysteresis combined

(f) Repeatability

(g) Static error band

Repeat the calibration cycles over a specified period

of time after warm-up. This data establishes the

following characteristics for that period of time:

(a) Zero shift

(b) Sensitivity shift

Apply the rated pressure to the transducer-during

a specified short period of time. The measurement

of changes in output at constant excitation during

the time period should establish:

Creep

At zero pressure, measure output and sensitivity

over a period of time, up to one hour, starting with

the application of excitation to the transducer.

The observed time to stablize will determine the

following characteristic:

Warm-up period

MeaSure the insulation resistance between all terminals,

or leads connected in parallel, and the case of the
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(8)

(9)

(10)

transducer with a megohmmeter using a potential of

50 V, unless otherwise specified, at room temperature
to establish:

Insulation resistance

A Wheatstone bridge should be used to measure and

determine the following:

(a) Input impedance

(b) Output impedance

Calibration cycles performed before and after applying

the specified proof pressure for the specified period
of time will establish the effects of:

Proof pressure

Pressurize the transducer to the specified proof

pressure with helium. Inspection of the transducer

with a helium leak detector probe will establish:

Leak rate

NOTE: This test is best performed during manufacture

using the sensing port only, before the outer
case is installed.

4.1.1.2 Qualification Test. The qualification tests for pressure

transducers from Reference 3-I are su_arized as follows:

(I) The transducer should be installed in a suitable

temperature controlled chamber. After stabilizing

the chamber and transducer at a specified temperature,

one or more calibration cycles should be performed.

The procedure should be repeated at an adequate number

of selected temperatures over the compensated temperature

range. From these tests the following characteristics

should be determined:

(a) Thermal sensitivity shift

(b) Thermal zero shift

(2) While installed in the temperature chamber, the trans-

ducer should be calibrated at room temperature. The

temperature should then be reduced to the lower limit

of the operating temperature range and held for the

specified duration. The transducer should then be

returned to room temperature, allowed to stabilize,

and calibrated. The temperature should then be raised

to the upper limit of the operating temperature range
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(_8)

and held for the specified duration. The transducer

should then be returned to room temperature, allowed

to stabilize, and calibrated. Inspection of the

three calibrations at room temperature will establish

the effects of:

Maximum operating temperature range

The sensing end of a flush diaphragm transducer should

be inserted rapidly from room conditions into a measured

fluid which is maintained at a specified temperature

above or below room temperature. The outpOt should

be monitored over a specified period of time starting

from the moment of insertion.

For a cavity-type pressure transducer the same type

of transient temperature test is accomplished by

applying the fluid through the sensing port to the

sensing element. These tests will determine:

Temperature transient error

The transducer should be weighed on an appropriate

balance or scale to determine its:

Weight

The pressure cavity should be filled with a noncorrosive

fluid and the contents poured into a graduate to determine:

Dead volume

A fluid pressure system, including a pressure gage in

parallel and a graduated reservoir, should be connected

to the transducer. (Provisions shall be made for

isolating the transducer when filled.) The pressure

system should be evacuated and filled with fluid,

the valve to the transducer closed, the valve opened

in order to determine:

Volume change due to full scale pressure

The mounting arrangement of an actual installation

should be duplicated as closely as possible and a

calibration run performed before and afterzmounting

in order to establish:

(a)

(b)

Mounting error

Mounting force or torque

Place the transducer on a centrifuge, apply specified

acceleration along specified axes and measure changes

in output to determine:
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Acceleration error

(9) Vibrate the transducer along specified axes at desired

acceleration amplitudes and over the specified frequency

range with an electromagnetic or hydraulic shaker and

observe or record the transducer output by means of

oscilloscopes or high-speed recorders. This will

provide information on:

Vibration error

(10) Application of pressure to the transducer for the

specified minimum number of cycles, over the specified

range of pressures, will establish:

Cycling life

(11) The transducer should be subjected to a final complete

individual acceptance test to verify that qualification

testing has not caused the transducer to exceed specified
tolerances.

(12) After completing all of the above tests, the transducer 3

should be connected to a test apparatus which is suit-

able 4 for burst tests. The pressure should be increased

to the specified burst pressure for the specified number

of times and durations. While held at burst pressure,
the input pressure should be sealed off and monitored

for leaks. The absence of leaks verifies:

Burst pressure

4.1.2 Transducer Calibration

When calibrating a pressure transducer, a series of pressures

of known magnitude are applied to the transducer and corresponding output

readings are recorded, under specified conditions. The output signal

from the transducer is then compared to the known pressure stimuli and

a statement, curve, table or equation describing this comparison is
formulated. This becomes the certificate of calibration.

Many problems associated with static calibration are caused

by a misunderstanding concerning definitions of terms, data reduction,

and analysis. The methods of computing nonlinearity, hysteresis, total

g
3The transducer used in the burst test will most likely be damaged, so

it should be identified as expendable.

4For safety reasons, a well-bled hydraulic pressure system is recommended

as suitable for burst testing.
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.., error band, etc., sometimes vary considerably from one facility to another

and result in confusion. It would be helpful to refer definitions of

transducer properties and their determination to a common standard such

as ANSI MC88.4-197X, A Guide for the Static Calibration of Pressure Trans-

(Reference 3-9), or ISA $37.3, Specifications and Tests for Strain

Ga_e Pressure Transducers (Reference 3-I). Failing reference to either

of these documents, the standard, procedure, or reference which was used

in the calibration should be identified.

Meaningful determination of transducer characteristics in

the laboratory requires consideration of operating conditions at the

test area. For instance, many transducers are sensitive to stresses

produced by tightening the mounting hardware or the connection to the

pressure port. Strains can also be set up due to nonconcentric clear-

ances, or nonparallel, rough or poorly mated surfaces. Some transducers,

particularly those designed for low range, are orientation sensitive

with respect to earth's gravitational field. This effect can be mani-

fested by a zero shift or sensitivity change or both. Local temperature

conditions (steady state or transient), the presence of shock and vibra-

tion, and/or exceptionally strong light sources (especially in certain

semiconductor strain gage models) may affect the transducer output. Often

these test:area conditions are difficult to accurately reproduce in the

calibration lab. The user should be made aware of their e:ffects, however,

and they must be taken into account if the specified overall uncertainty

is not to be exceeded.

4.1.2.1 Periodic and Special Calibrations. These types of calibra-

tions, and their frequency of repetition, will be determined and specified

by the user based on local procedures, available equipment, uncertainty

requirements, etc. The items that make up the calibration should be
taken from those included in the acceptance and qualification tests of

Paragraphs:4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2, plus References 3-I and 3-9. There may

of course be other additional tests which are required because of the

nature of the operation.

4.1.2.2 Electrical Calibration. Most pressure measurement systems

provide for an electrical simulation of the transducer response as part

of the system calibration. This simulation should include the transducer

as one of the components of this system (as opposed to disconnecting it

and substituting a voltage) and should provide a transducer output equiv-

alent to a known pressure which can then be used in the data reduction

process. This equivalent to a known pressure, or correlation, must have
been determined at the same time the pressure calibration was performed.

4.1.2.3 Shunt calibration. For the purpose of this discussion shunt

calibration refers to that technique in which a specified resistance is

shunted across one arm of a 4-arm strain gage pressure transducer in order

to determine a correlation (or pressure equivalent) between an output

produced in this manner and one produced by the application of a physical

stimulus or measurand.
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The primary value of using the shunt calibration technique

is that changes in the absolute values of many system parameters (e.g.,
excitation voltage) between calibration and measurement will not affect

the accuracy of the test data. The shunt-to-pressure correlation may

therefore be determined under controlled laboratory conditions, the

transducer stored for some period of time, and later used in a different

test location without the need for precise monitoring of excitation,

system gain, etc., to verify that the values are the same as they were

during the lab calibration. When recording data which will be converted

into engineering units through use of a shunt-to-pressure correlation,

the absolute values of many system parameters are of little concern so

long as they remain constant during the time period initiated by the

recording of the shunt-to-pressure correlation and terminated by the

completion of the recording of all test data of interest. The short-

term stability and repeatability of most modern test equipment is excel-

lent and error from instability of this type is usually insignificant.

An example of a 4-arm bridge circuit used in a 6-wire system

with explanations of how to (I) determine calibration resistance values

and (2) measure and compute shunt-to-pressure correlation values is given

in Appendix III-C. A more complete discussion of shunt calibration system

variables and their effects is contained in Reference 3-9.

4.2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION

End-to-end calibrations are generally thought of as those

where known pressures are applied to the measurement system transducer

and the output, having been subjected to all the conditioning, amplifica-

tion and recording components of the system, is then analyzed to determine

the values of such system performance characteristics as are of interest,

e.g., sensitivity, repeatability, linearity, etc. The use of end-to-end

calibrations to determine shunt-to-pressure correlations (Paragraph 4.1.2)

or such other parameters as are required to perform data. reduction is

not recommended. The most significant disadvantages of end-to-end cali-

brations are lack of a controlled environment, inconvenience, insufficient

time with respect to other test stand activities (often resulting inhaste

and increased operator error), and the nonportability of precision pressure

generating equipment. Proper system design and careful attention to the

details associated with using laboratory determined performance characteris-

tics and test stand application of electrical simulation will produce data

within the required uncertainty limits.

End-to-end calibrations or system tests are of great value in
certain specific instances:

(i) An end-to-end calibration should be performed once a

new system has been assembled and is in a ready-for-

test condition, but prior to beginning the actual testing.

Such a test may serve as an initial system verification

or certification. A test of this type is performed by

using a precision pressure source and reference standard

(Section 4.4) to apply the physical stimulus at the

transducer. The electrical signal thus generated is
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transmitted through the signal conditioning equipment
to the recording system. By reducing this data to
engineering units and comparing it with the knownpressure
input, a measureduncertainty value can be determined.
This sort of test permits a comparison of measuredend-
to-end uncertainty with the theoretical uncertainty
Values determined by combining individual component
uncertainty specifications. In someinstances such
tests would reveal calculation errors due_to omissions
or bad information. The end result, when'all differences
are resolved, should be an increased level of confidence
in the stated uncertainty Value.

(2) Slightly less than an overall Verification is obtained

by performing such electrical simulations as shunt
or constant current calibrations. These types of

checks verify the entire system except for the mecha-

nical portion of the transduction system. They are

used to determine scaling factors, verify amplifier

gains, etc., and should be performed immediately before

every test. i

4.3

(3) A make-and-break test where individual, installed

transducers are electrically disconnected (at the

transducer) while an observer monitors the output

is often of value. This kind of test is advisable

when there has been any significant change in instru-

mentation channel assignment, or channel identification

for some reason becomes necessary. It is performed

infrequently, usually only when changes are made.

DYNAMIC CALIBRATION

Investigations in developmental and production _ields neces-

sitate faithful measurement of pressure variations over a wide range of

frequencies. The degree of accuracy with which these measurements must
be made varies with the test requirements, as does the use made of

information derived from Sudh measurements. There are often other

complicating factors, such as severe environmental effects,iwhich must

also be considered if meaningful ihformation is to be obtained.

When a transducer is used to measure rapid variations or step

changes in pressure levels, the transducer's dynamic charac'teristics must

be established. This can be accomplished either With transient stimulation

devices, e.g., shock tubes, or with sinusoidal pressure generators. (For

a more in-depth discussion of this topic the reader should see Reference

3_I0, A Guide for the Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers.

Appendix III-E, Methbds of Determining the Dynamic Characteristics

Of Pressure Transducers, provides instructions as to how resonant frequency,

rise time, frequehcy response, etc., can be determined from_ transient

stimulation and gives further explanation of the terms contained in this

sectisn.
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4.3.1 Transient Pressure Method

A positive step function of pressure maybe generated in
gases with a shock tube or a quick opening valve. A hydraulic quick
opening valve is used to generate a positive pressure step function in
a liquid medium. A burst diaphragm generator produces a negative pressure
step in a gas medium. In all cases, the rise time of the generated
step function shall be sufficiently short to excite all resonances in
the transducer under test. It shall also be one fifth or less of the
anticipated rise time of the transducer under test.

Since the tubing used to mechanically connect the transducer
to the test setup will drastically affect the dynamic characteristics

(Appendix III-E), the tubing and fittings used must duplicate as closely

as possible the actual installation.

By applying step functions of pressure at room conditions

within the full scale range of the transducer, and analyzing the electronic

or electro-optical recording of the transducer output (usually by photo-

graphing a single sweep on an oscilloscope) the following characteristics
can be determined.

4.3.1.1 Freouency Response (Amplitude). The change with frequency

of the output/input amplitude ratio for a slnusoidally varying pressure

applied to the transducer is usually expressed as "within + __% (or

dB) from to Hz." Frequency response may also be calculated

from the transducer's transient response (see Appendix III-E for an

example), its mechanical properties, or its geometry and should be so

identified. Frequency response should be referred to a specific frequency,

usually 0 Hz. A frequency response curve is often normalized tO show

deviations from a flat amplitude response. Figure 3-5 is an illustration

of the amplitude response of systems with the same natural frequency,

but different damping ratios.

4.3.1.2 Freouencv Response (Phase). A time difference always exists

between the input pressure variation and the transducer output. The

output lags the pressure input. If this phase shift, or time lag, is

significant to the measurement, frequency response can be stated in

terms of the phase difference between output andlnput. Phase shift

is expressed either as (I) phase shift linear within ±__% from 0

to Hz, reaching__ degrees at _____Hz or (2) phase shift less

than degrees between 0 and __Hz.

4.3.1.3 Resonan_ Freouenex. The frequency of the input pressure

at which a transducer responds with maximum output amplitude is the

resonant frequency. When a transducer has little or no damping (usually

the case with the type of transducer used in applications discussed

herein) its resonant frequency will be very close to its ringing frequency

or the frequency of the oscillatory transient occurring in the transducer

output as a result of a step change in the pressure input.
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A transducer may have more tha n one resonance.(major amplitude

peaks at more than one frequency). All should be listed. The lowest

of these frequencies is usually considered the most important and is

generally referred to as ]jl_ resonant frequency, A peak is considered

major when it has an amplitude at least 1.3 times the amplitude of

the frequency to which the specified frequency response is referred.

4.3.1.4 DamDin_ Ratio. The upper limit of frequency response and

the response time characteristics of a transducer are affected by the

energy dissipating property: damping. In response to a step change

of pressure input the output of an underdamped transducer will rise

above its final steady state va!ue (overshoot) and then oscillate

about the final value with decreasing amplitude until the oscillations

come to rest at this value (Figure 3'6a). The output of an overdamped

system will reach its final value without overshoot or oscillations

(Figure 3-6b). A critically damped transducer operates at the point

of change between the underdamped and overdamped conditions.

The ratio of the actual damping to the damping required for

critical damping is known as the damping ratio. A damping ratio of 1.0

(by definition) signifies critical damping. Damping ratios larger than

1.0 signify overdamped systems; less than 1.0, underdamped systems. A
chart for determining damping ratio is shown in Appendix III-E.
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Figure 3-6. Response of Underdamped and Overdamped Systems

to a Step Change in Pressure

4.3.1.5 Rin_in_ Freaencv. The frequency of the oscillatory transient

occurring in the output of an underdamped transducer as a result of a

step change in pressure input is called the rin_inz frecuencv. See

Appendix III-E for a discussion of systems with more than one ringing

frequency.

The rin_ing period (that period of time during which the

amplitude of oscillations produced by the step change exceed the final

steady state value) is considered terminated when the output oscillations

no longer exceed some specified percentage of the final steady state

output value.

4.3.1.6 Overshoot. This is the value to which the output of an

underdamped transducer rises above the final, steady state value in

response to a step change of pressure output. Overshoot is expressed

as percent of the equivalent step change in output.

B

4.3.1.7 Rise and ResDonse Times. When a step change of pressure

is applied to a transducer, its output will change in the direction

of the pressure change. The time required for the corresponding output

change to reach 63% of its final (steady) value is the

(T) of a transducer. The time required to reach a different specified

percentage of this final value (e.g., 90, 98, or 99%) is the response

time. The time in which the output changes from a small to a large

specified percentage of the final value is the _. (The small

percentage is usually 0 to 10%; the large 90 to 100%. See Figure 3-7.)

In conducting a transient pressure test, the initial pressure

level can be atmospheric or some other point within the range (so long

as the initial value plus the step change do not overpressurize the

transducer to the point of damage). The amplitude of the pressure
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step can theoretically be of any value, however_ 10% of full scale

or greater _s recommended.

_hen the rise time, response time, or time constant is to be

determined by transient excitation, the ramp of the step change 5 itself

(rate of change of pressure) should be negligible when compared to the

expected rate of change of the output. If the damping ratio of the

transducer is less than 0;5 (most are less than 0.1) the rise time of

the step input must be less than one fifth that of the transducer for

the transducer's rise time to be within I% of its asymptotic value. When

this ramp (step change of pressure) is insufficiently steep, suitable

correCtions.must be made to the time Value obtained.

4.3.2 'Sinusoidal Stimulation Method

:Generators are now available which produce sinusoidal
.

pressures in liquids or gases, and thus permit a direct measurement of

frequency response. This method has considerable advantage over the
transient excitation method because the system response can be measured

directly instead of being calculated from Other parameters (damping ratio,

ringing frequency, ere;), These generators are, however, relatively rare

and costly with such possible Shortcomings as wave shape impurities,
frequencies limited to less than several kHz, or peak dynamic pressures
below a few hundred psi. (At higher frequencies pressure amplitudes may
be only a fraction of I psi.)

5In actuality, existing test equipment generates a ramp function rather

than a step function. The rise time Of these steD oressure generators

nominally varies from le_s than I Ws in properly designed _hock tubes

to severaimilliseconds in quick opening Valve apparatus _(Reference
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Among the relatively successful types of sinusoidal pressure

generators are those which use one of the following operating principles:

(13 A quick acting servo valve driven by an audio oscillator

through a power amplifier to vary the pressure from a

hydraulic supply.

(2) A rotating disc to alternately decrease and increase

the pressure of a gas supplied from one tubing section,

through the perforated disc, to the other tubing

section (as exemplified by a siren).

(3) A sound emitter (or a strong loudspeaker voice coil

element) acting on a test fluid in a closed system.

(4) Acoustic calibration devices, usable only for very

low-pressure transducers.

By applying a sinusoidal pressure wave form of varying

frequency and of constant and specified amplitude, the following can

be obtained directly:

(I) Frequency response (amplitude)

(2) Phase shift

and the following can be established from the frequency response:

(I) Resonant frequency or frequencies

(2) Damping ratio

For an explanation of these terms see Paragraphs 4.3.1.1

through 4.3.1.7. A more thorough treatment of their determination

as well as descriptions of the use of transient and sinusoidal test

equipment is contained in References 3-10 and 3-11.

4.4 STANDARDS

Systems used to calibrate pressure transducers must contain

these elements: (I) a variable pressure source, (2) a way of measuring

the applied pressure to a greater accuracy than the device being cali-

brated, (3) equipment to measure the electrical output of the transducer

and (4) auxilary electrical equipment such as power supplies, bridge balance

units and electrical simulation circuits. The combined uncertainties of

the calibration system should be one fifth the maximum uncertainty permitted

in actual test stand measurements. In practice, an uncertainty of one half

or one third may be the best attainable. Whatever the case, the error in

the calibration system must be taken into account in determining the accuracy
of the calibration.

Calibration standards should be traceable to a better standard.

In most situations traceability to NBS is required. In any event, the
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traceability of a static calibration system should be identified and

included in the calibrationreport of every test measurement transducer.

4.4.1 Source of Pressure

The most commonly used pressure generating systems are

(I) hydraulic pumps, (2) compressed gas with regulators, (3) variable

liquid height'in a tube or pressure vessel, (4) servo-operated gas

pressure generators, and (5) fluid deadweight testers.

Pressure reference standards may be broadly divided into two

classes: primary standards and secondary standards. Primary standards

are those for which a calibration can be established by measuring physical

characteristics of dimension and mass. A deadweight tester is an

example of a primary standard. Secondary standards (e.g., a Bourdon

tube gage) undergo an elastic deformation as a result of applied pres-
sures. This deformation or deflection is measured. The relationship

between the deformation and applied pressure is usually determined

by comparison with a primary standard. For a thorough discussion of

pressure generating systems and standards, see Reference 3-9J

Apressure medium similar to the one which the transducer

is intended to measure should be used for testing. The accuracy of

the pressure source should be at least 5 times greater than the

permissible tolerance of the transducer performance characteristic

under evaluation. The range of the instrument supplying or monitoring

the calibration pressure should be selected to provide the necessary

accuracy to 125% of the full scale range of the transducer.

The source of calibration pressure may be either continuous-

ly variable over the range of the instrument, or may be in discrete

steps as long as the steps can be programmed in such a manner that the

transition from one pressure to the next during calibration is accomp-

lished without creating a hysteresis error in the measurement due to

overshoot. Typical examples are:

(I) Mercury manomster (pressure indicating devlce). 6
Typical range" is 0 to 100 in. Hg with an dncertainty

of ±0.O10 in. Hg.

(_) Air piston gage (_ressure source). Typical range is

' 2 kN/m 2 to 3/MN/m _ (0.3 to 500 psi) with a_ uncertainty

of ±O.025% of reading.

6pressure indicating devices require a supply of dry gas (e.g., breathing

quality air, nitrogen, helium) for operation.

7All devices Are available in lower ranges, most with smaller uncertainty

values. See Reference 3-I. .
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4.4.2

(3)

(4)

Precision dial gage (pressure indicating device).

Typical range is 0 to 700 MN/m 2 (0 to 100,000 psi)

with an uncertainty of ±0.1% full scale.

Oil piston gage (pressure source). Typical range

is 41 kN/m 2 to 1400 MN/m 2 (6 to 200,000 psi) with

an uncertainty in piston area of less than ±0.012%.

Readout Instrument

The following are examples of suitable devices:

(I) Manually balanced potentiometer. Typical range is 0 to

11.11V with an uncertainty of ±0.006% of reading +100 _V.

(2) Digital electronic voltmeter/ratio meter. Practically

infinite ranges with uncertainties of ±0.01% of reading

+I digit (4 digits display) and ±0.005% of reading +I

digit (5 digits display).

5.0 OPERATING PROCEDURES

To insure that maximum quality measurement data are produced

during each test run, certain inspections and verifications must be made.

Some of the recommended procedures are shown below for both the pretest

and the posttest periods.

@

5.1

5.2

PRETEST PROCEDURES

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Visually inspect transducer plumbing and mounting.

Verify transducer range, serial number, and

instrumentation electrical channel.

Set up and verify data acquisition system.

Record calibration and/or electrical simulation data

and check for conformance to predicted values for

the measurement system.

Establish pretest zero reference and record.

POSTTEST PROCEDURES

(I)

(2)

(3)

Record zero reference.

Record calibrations and/or electrical simulation

data and check for conformance to predicted values.

Visually inspect transducer plumbing and mounting.
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6.0 DATAACQUISITION ANDPROCESSINGTECHNIQUES

Manygeneralized standard techniques must be applied in
the acquisition and processing of the calibration, verification, and
run data even though a wide range of equlpment types and handling
techniques will be used for these functloqs. Noattempt is madein
this section to specify the detailed techniques which are appropriate
to the various items of equipment supplied by different manufacturers.

j

6.1 CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and_processing

of calibration and verification pressure measurement data are as

follows:

(I) System calibration and verification data should be

recorded on the same equipment as run data.

(2) Initial system calibration data must be used to

determine whether or not the system design require-

ments, e.g., hysteresis, linearity, sensitivity,

repeatahi!ity, etc., have been met.

(3) The system should be verified a number of times to

determine the short-term uncertainty. For each

verification, a factor for use in determining

uncertainty should be calculated. This factor will

be a function of the applied pressure (approximately

equal to the nominal pressure produced during

operating conditions), the net electrical output

from the transducer produced by this pressure, and

the net output of the electrical simulation signal.

A discussion of a method of short- and long-term

uncertainty analysis is found in Appendix III-B.

(4) Verification data are used to compute the measurement

uncertainty of the system, to compute a period of

predicted satisfactory performance, and to check

the system for trends and excursions.

"(5) If the calculated uncertainty of the system exceeds

the allowable limit, the system should be improved

until such time as the allowable limit is not exceeded.

The total uncertainty of the measurements produced

by a system designed in accordance with_the practices

outlined in this handbook is obtained by combining

all the elemental uncertainties (Appendix I!I-A).

The accepted method for the calculation of total

uncertainty is presented in Reference 3-12.

(6) Posttest verifications should be carefully examined

for any deviation from pretest calibrations and/or

verifieatlons. If such deviations are outside
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(7)

(8)

acceptable limits, corrective action should be taken

immediately and the validity of the test data should

be questioned.

A periodic reevaluation of the measuring system

uncertainty should be made as long as the system

is in use. Ideally, this period should be a function

of the ratio of the maximum allowable uncertainty

to the observed uncertainty, the average elapsed

time between verifications, and the number of veri-

fications being used in the current evaluation. This

verification date is commonly called a void date.

Calibration and verification records should contain

at least the following data:

(a) Test stand identification

(b) Parameter identification

(c) Recording system identification

(d) Date, time, ambient temperature, and barometric

pressure

(e) Identification of the standard used

(f) Identification of the pressure transducer

(g) Range of the pressure transducer

(h) Calibration range of the system

(i) Run number (where applicable)

(j) Propellant conditioned temperature

(k) Test cell conditioned temperature

(i) Test cell ambient pressure (altitude simulation

level)

(m) Test engine identification

(n) Identification of the operators

6.2 RUN DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing
of run pressure measurement data are as follows:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(a)

'(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Engine test data should be accumulated with this

pressure measurement system only after the

uncertainty requirements have been met.

Data reduction for each run should be based on the

average factor as determined from the pretest and

posttest verifications.

Run data should be examined to identify gross

malfunctions such as failure to record, intermittent

connections, dropouts, and other equipment malfunctions.

The period of observation for data reduction must

be chosen such that the system meets the requirements

for the specified test conditions.

Data reduction using a predetermined procedure should

be done as quickly as possible after completion of

a test so that, in the event of data discrepancy,

troubleshooting will be expedited.

Final reduced data should be tabulated for convenient

comparison with user specifications.

All calibration, verification, calculated uncertainty,

and engine test data should be retained until a data

release is dictated by the program requirements.

In general, this includes all information related

to the interpretation of the measured pressure.

In the event of equipment malfunction, all data associ-

ated with that equipment should be examined for validity.

This process will be simplified if all equipment used

is appropriately identified and the identification is

made a part of the permanent test records.

4

7.0 GLOSSARY

Acc_ac_. The closeness or agreement between a measured v_lue and

a standard or true value.

Ambient Conditions. The conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.) of

the medium surrounding the case of the transducer.

Best Straight Line. A line midway between two parallel straight lines

closest together and enclosing the calibration curve.

_Q/l_Le_. Permanently attached over the length and width of the active

element.

_qrst Pressure Rating. The pressure which may be applied to the sensing

element or the case (as specified) of a transducer without rupture

of either the sensing element or transducer case as specified.
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__. A test during which known values of measurand are applied

to the transducer and corresponding output readings are recorded under

specified conditions. (Only during a calibration may adjustments be

made so that a relationship convenient for data reduction purposes

can be established.)

Calibration Traceability. The relation of a transducer calibration,

through a specified step-by-step process, to an accepted national

standard; usually maintained by the National Bureau of Standards.

CreW. A change in output occurring over a specific time period while

the pressure and all environmental conditions are held constant.

DamDing. The energy dissipating characteristic which, together with

natural frequency, determines the upper limit of frequency response

and the response time characteristics of a transducer.

_. The total volume of the pressure port cavity of a trans-

ducer with room barometric pressure applied.

Dead Volume Change. The change in dead volume when pressure at the

port is increased from zero pressure to full range pressure.

_/m%_. A sensing element consisting of a thin, usually circular,

plate which is deformed by pressure differential applied across the

plate.

Drift. An undesired change in output over a period of time, which

is not a function of pressure.

_L__zi_Eg. The outputs at the specified upper and lower limits of

the pressure range.

Error. The indicated value minus the true or ideal valuel

_Z_gf__li_. The band which includes the deviation of output values from

a specified reference line or curve due to those causes attributable to

the transducer, as measured over two consecutive calibration cycles

unless otherwise specified.

_. The external electrical voltage and/or current applied

to a transducer for its proper operation.

Freouencv Response (Amplitude). The change with frequency of the

output/input amplitude ratio (and of the phase difference between output

and input), for a sinusoidally varying pressure applied to the transducer.

Full Scale OUtDUt (FSO). The algebraic difference between the outputs

at the end points.

_. The maximum difference in output, at any pressure within

the specified range, when the value is approached first with increasing

and then with decreasing pressure.
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Inp_ Impedance. The impedance (presented to the excitation source)

measured across the excitation terminals of a transducer.

Leakage Rate. The maximum rate at which a specified fluid applied to

the sensing element at a specified pressure is determined to leak out

of the case.

LL___£_. The specified minimum number of full range excursions

or specified partial range excursions over which a transducer will

operate without changing its performance beyond specified tolerances.

ine_. The closeness of a calibration curve to a specified straight

line (such as the line between end points). (Nonlinearity is expressed

as the maximum deviation of any calibration point from the specified

straight line, during any one calibration cycle. It is expressed as

"less than ±____% of full scale output.")

Line Pressure Effects. Zero shift or sensitivity shift caused by changes

in the line reference pressure in differential pressure transducers.

_. A physical quantity, property or condition which is measured

(such as pressure).

Mogn_in_ Error. The error resulting from mechanical deformation of

the transducer caused by mounting the transducer and making all pressure

and electrical connections.

OutDut. The electrical quantity which is produced by the transducer

as a function of the applied pressure.

Output Impedance. The impedance across the output terminals of a

transducer presented by the transducer to the associated external

circuitry.

pressure, Absolute. The difference between a pressure and:vacuum

reference pressure.

Pr_ssure_ Differential. The difference between two pressures where

the selected reference pressure is referred to as line pressure.

p_essure. Ga_e. The difference between a pressure and ambient (or

atmospheric) reference pressure.

_ressure. Stagnation (Total Pressure). The total pressure measured at

a stationary point located at the terminus of a stagnation'streamline.

pressure. Static. The pressure measured at a point traveling along

a streamline at the velocity of a fluid.

Proof Pressure. The maximum pressure which may be applied to the

sensing element of a transducer without changing the transducer

performance beyond specified tolerances.
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Pulse Mode Operation. For the purpose of this section, pulse mode

operation is defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is

commanded closed prior to the attainment of 95% of the steady state

catalyst bed temperature as measured at the outer wall surface, or

(b) the performance of the thruster is to be monitored over a time

period which includes both the start-up and shut-down transients, and

during which time the transient portions of any measurement are signi-
ficant with respect to any steady state measurements.

Range. The pressure values, over which a transducer is intended to

measure, specified by their upper and lower limits.

Reference Presspre. The base pressure from which other pressures are

measured.

Repeatability. The ability of a transducer to reproduce output readings

when the same pressure is applied to it repeatedly, under the same

conditions, and in the same direction. (NonreDeatabilitv is expressed

as the maximum difference between output readings; it is expressed

as "less than ____% of full scale output.")

Resolution. The least discernible output change which reflects a change

in pressure (expressed in percentage of full scale output).

Resonant Freauencv. The pressure frequency at which a transducer responds

with maximum output amplitude.

Response Tim_. The length of time required for the output of a transducer

to rise to a specified percentage of its final value as a result of

a step change of pressure.

Rise Time. The length of time for the output of a transducer to rise

from a small specified percentage of its final value to a large specified

percentage of its final value.

Sensin_ Element. That part of the transducer which responds directly

to pressure.

_. The ratio of the change in transducer output to a change
in the pressure.

Stability. The ability of a transducer to retain its performance throughout

its specified operating llfe and storage life.

Static Calibration. A calibration performed under stated environmental

conditions by application of the measurand to the transducer in discrete

amplitude intervals (in the absence of any vibration, shock, or acceleration).

Steady State OperatiOD. For the purpose of this section, steady state

operation is defined as that portion of a test after which the temperature
at the outer surface of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 955 of its

equable asymptotic value, but prior to the time at which the propellant

valve is commanded closed. Steady state measurements should be made

only after the attainment ofthls condition.
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Straln. The mechanical deflection of a structural element in the context

used in Hooke's Law which states that the modulus of elasticity is equal

to the stress divided by the strain.

Tem_#rat_re ComDensation. Provision of a supplemental device, circuit,

or special materials to counteract known sources of temperature errors.

TemDeratur_-Ranze. Compensated. The range of ambient temperatures, given

by their extremes, within which the transducer is intendedto operate within

specified tolerances; within this range of ambient temperature error band,

temperature gradient error, thermal zero shift and thermal sensitivity shift

are applicable.

Temperature Range. Operating. The temperature range in which a transducer

may be operated without damage.

Thermal Sensitivity Shift. The sensitivity shift due to changes of the

ambient temperature within the compensated temperature range.

Thermal Zero Shift. The changes in output at zero appliedpressure, when

the transducer is subjected to changes of ambient temperature within the

compensatedltemperature range.

Threshold. The smallest change in pressure that will result in a measur-

able change in transducer output.

Total Error Band. The band of maximum deviations of calibration output

values from a specified reference llne or curve due to those causes
attributable to the transducer.

Transducer. A device which provides a usable output in response to a

specified measurand.

Unbgnded. Stretched and unsupported between ends (usually refers to

strain-sensitive wire).

Uncertainty. Measurement. The term meaning the difference between the true

value and the measured value and including both bias and random error. The

term accurate implies small measurement error and small uncertainty (see

Reference 3-12).

]L_2._. A verification confirms an established relationship to a standard.

(Confirmation implies that no adjustments have been made since the last cali-

bration because an adjustment might void the statistical history of the system.)

Verification data are also used to compute the measurement uncertainty of

the system, to compute a period of predicted satisfactory performance, and

to check the system for trends and excursions.

Vibration and Acceleration Error. The maximum change in output, at any pressure

within the specified range, while vibration or acceleration levels of specified

amplitude and' range of frequencies are applied to the transducer along a

specified axis at room conditions.

Zero Shift. Any change in output at zero applied pressure.
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APPENDIXIII-A

PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSYSTEMELEMENTALUNCERTAINTIES

The following identifiable elemental uncertainties must be
quantified in order to ascertain the overall uncertainty in the reported
pressure measurement. The reference documentfor the calculation of the
uncertainty is the ICRPG Handbook for Estimating the Uncertainty in Mea-

surements Made With Liquid Propellant Rocket Engine Systems (Reference 3-12).

I, STANDARDS CALIBRATION SYSTE_

A. National Bureau of Standards

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision.

B. Primary Standard

Deadweight tester and liquid manometer; overall

uncertainty including bias and precision.

Pressure Secondary Standard

Precision Bourdon gage, servobalancing system, reference

transducers; overall uncertainty including bias and

precision.

Transducer Calibration

Variability in the transfer function; linearity,

hysteresis, repeatability, etc.

C,

Do

If. PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

A. Probe, Lap, Cavity Volume, and Connecting Tubing
Effects

Consider frequency and wave form of physical variable;

if possible, use response curve to define this.

See Appendix III-E.

B. Transmission Lines

Include connect/disconnect and switching effects,

plug, shielding, grounding, noise, resistance, and

attenuation of higher frequencies.
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III.

IV.

V.

VII. '

C. Transducer

Derive uncertainty from known physical stimulus and

electrical output; include linearity, hysteresis,
repeatability.

ELECTRICAL CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT

A. Electrical Excitation

I. Balance units

2. Power supplies

B. Electrical Simulation

Shunt calibration. See Appendix III-C.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING EOUIPMENT

A. Power Supply

B. Amplifier

I. Gain stability

2. Nonlinearity

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

A. Nonlinearity

B. Stability

C. Resolution

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT RESOLUTION
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APPENDIX III-B

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY

Short-term uncertainty is determined from verifications

taken at frequent intervals. The elapsed time between these verifica-

tions must be at least equal to the anticipated elapsed time between

the pretest and posttest verifications.

An alternate type of analysis called long-term uses data
from verifications taken at least 48 hours apart when analyzing the

system for _ncertainty. If the uncertainty limit cannot be met, then

the data will be reduced based upon verifications taken during each

test. If the limits are met, then the test data are reduced using

the long-term average data reduction factor. New verifications are

added to the statistical history of the system on a periodic basis.

Ideally, this period should be a function of the ratio of the maximum

allowable uncertainty to the observed uncertainty, the average time

elapsed between verifications and the number of verifications being

used in the current evaluation.

After each addition is made, the system is analyzed to check

for compliance to the uncertainty limits and a new average data reduc-

tion factor is generated. Testing is allowed to continue so long as

the uncertainty limit is not exceeded. Once the uncertainty limit is

exceeded, engine testing is to stop and the system is to be improved.

Subsequent to the improvement, a new statistical history is to be started.

The following additional requirements shall be placed on the

verification data used in the analysis of the pressure system.

(I) Only verifications made since the latest calibration

shall be used.

(2)

(3)

(4)

Only the most recent verifications shall be used.

(It is recommended that this be limited to the last

ten samples. A sample size of ten is enough to obtain

a good statistical average for the data reduction

factor but small enough so that trends can be detected.)

Verifications resulting from erroneous procedures or

faulty verification equipment shall be excluded.

All verifications meeting these requirements are to be

included in the statistical history of the system.

It is also recommended that a chart be kept showing for each

verification: (1) the data reduction factor (in pounds per square inch),

(2) the level of the simulation signal (in millivolts), (3) the system

sensitivity (in pounds per square inch per millivolts), and (4) the system

unbalance at zero load (in millivolts). With this chart potential system

problems can be spotted. The plots of successive data reduction factors

and system unbalances should remain flat, while the other two plots track

each other but in opposite directions, as shown in Figure III-B-I.
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Figure III-B-2 shows in block diagram form the relationshio

between calibration and verification data as well as the relationshio

between short-term and long-term uncertainty. It also shows the typical

paths for corrective action that can be taken when the system requirements

are not met.
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APPENDIX III-C

SHUNT CALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

P

It is beyond the scope of this document to provide an in-

depth mathematical analysis of all possible configurations, techniques

and sources of error associated with shunt calibration. Instead, discussion

will be confined to a 6-wire measurement system and a single method of

applying the calibration resistor. For a discussion of the effects and

possible sources of error from several circuit and procedure variables

see Reference 3-9, A Guide for the Static Calibration of Pressur_

Transducers.

CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION

Figure III-C-I shows a 4-arm bridge circuit with balancing

network and shunt calibration resistor. The 6 wires that make Up the

transmission lines are of equal size and thus have approximately equal

resistance (R line). The values of the balance and limiter resistors

are typical for this configuration. The shunt calibration resistor

shown in Figure III-C-1 produces a positive signal output when the

calibration switch is closed.

DETERMINATION OF CALIBRATION RESISTANCE VALUE

The values of the calibrating resistors (R c) used will vary

according to the preferences of the user. In some instances standard

values of R c are chosen to fairly close tolerance and the shunt-to-
pressure correlation values are allowed to vary from transducer to

transducer. This results in uneven correlation values - a situation

of no consequence so long as the precise values for the individual

transducers are used. In other applications the preference is to trim

the bridge resistance and transducer sensitivity so that a constant

value of R c will produce the same percentage of full scale output in all

similar transducers. Either technique will work so long as a consistent

procedure is followed and the measurement techniques are understood

by those involved.

The sensitivity adjustment resistor R s is normally split

equally between the two excitation loads. In this case _ = 0.5. Also,

under this condition the effects of all other resistances except R,

the bridge resistance itself, or Rcalibrat e (R e ) are zero or negligible.

Rc can be determined by:

R R

where R c is the calibration resistance value, R the bridge resistance,

K the percentage of full scale output desired (I0, 25, 50%, etc.) and

S the full scale sensitivity of the transducer in volts output/volts
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excitation (0.002, 0.003, etc.). For a transducer with a 350-ohm bridge

and 3 mV/V sensitivity the following Rc values correspond to the given

percentages of full scale output values:

_c (ohms)
10 291.5 K

25 116.5 K

50 58.2 K

80 36.3 K

100 29.0 K

In the foregoing example, bridge resistance and sensitivity

are nominal values and will vary from one transducer to another. Sensitivity

can be standardized with adjustment of Rs. Variations in bridge resistance

will result in changes in K for a given R_. Transducers are sometimes
standardized for output due to shunt caliSration by varying _, the

ratio of the split in Rs between the two excitation leads. The computation

however then becomes more complex:

Re =
R(R + 2_R s) - RKS(2R + 3R s) -4BKS(I - _)R_

4KS(R + Rs)

The third term in the numerator has negligible effect

on the result, so that a simplified expression for _, when R and S are

standardized, becomes: c

4RcKS(R + Rs) + RKS(2R + 3R s) - R2

2RR s

Standardization of output due to shunt calibration adds

complexity and cost to the measurement process and has no advantage

in modern automated data reduction. It is therefore not recommended.

Standard Rc values should be used and the resultant K allowed to vary

slightly from one transducer to another. Rs should be split equally
in each excitation lead.

MEASURING AND COMPUTING SHUNT-TO-PRESSURE CORRELATION

Shunt-to-pressure correlations are usually determined under

laboratory conditions as part of the routine transducer calibration. When

such is the case the transducer outputs at various pressures are recorded

and upon return to zero the desired calibration resistor(s) are applied

and the corresponding output(s) recorded. Data taken in this manner

has the advantage of containing little, if any, time dependent variation.

To calculate the shunt-to-pressure correlation for a particular
Rc, the following formula may be used:

E

Rc (equivalent) : _ x P
Ep
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r

Where Er is the output produced by application of Re, and Ep is the
output produced by a particular pressure P. For example, wnere Er

= 15.535 mV and Ep = 15.123 mV at P = 344?.379 kN/m 2 (500.000 psi),
the shunt-to-pressure correlation or pressure equivalent value of Re

would be 3541.2990 kN/m 2 (513.622 psi).

Then, in a measurement application, if the same value Re

produces an output of 14.926 mV and the pressure produces an outPU t

of 16.204 mV the value of the pressure (P) can be determined by:

P (psi) : 5 x Re (equivalent)

Er

16.204
= ------- x 3541.2990 kN/m 2

14.926

Pressure : 3844.514 kN/m 2 (557.600 psi)

-Generally, if there is a choice of more than one Rc to

use during a test, the one nearest the expected value of the measurand

will provide data with the minimum uncertainty.

L=

2-
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APPENDIXIII-D

SPECIALCONSIDERATIONSFORVACUUMMEASUREMENT

REGIONOFAPPLICATION

Rocket engines are tested under simulated altitude conditions
in order to provide data for predicting flight performance. For the thrust
range discussed in the handbook, most static rocket engine testing will be
conducted at simulated altitudes of from 46 km (150,000 ft, I torr) to
100 km (350,000 ft, 10-4 torr), depending upon the back pressure required
to ensure a full-flowing nozzle condition.

DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS

_oint of Measurement

It is important that the measuring point be representative of

the simulated environment. Under some test conditions pressure gradients

may exist in the altitude chamber. For this reason, measurements should

be made at several points in the vacuum chamber on unfamiliar or new

setups to determine if a pressure gradient exists in any given region.

A minimum of 2 points should be monitored on all test firings once the

reliability of the measurement points has been established.

Mechanical Impedance

Care must be taken in making the connection between the vacuum

tanks (point of measurement) and the transducer. The number of connections

should be kept to a minimum to reduce the probability of leaks in the

measurement system. The size and length of the lines must be consistent

with the anticipated condition. Since the velocity of sound is independent

of pressure (to a first order approximation), the controlling factor for
pressure propagation in a connecting tubing is the relationship between

the mean free path (distance of travel between molecular collisions) of

the molecules at the specific pressure and the diameter of the tubing.

As an example, the mean free path of the molecules at 133 N/m 2 (I tort)

is 2.5 x 10-3 cm (1.0 x 10-3 in.). With this molecular density there

should be no problem measuring rough vacuum quality with 1.3-_m (1/2-in.)

diameter lines connecting the pressure gage to the chamber. For much

lower pressures, connecting lines of 1.9 cm (3/4 in.) in diameter may be

required for accurate measurements, and coupling line lengths should be

kept to an absolute minimum.

TRANSDUCERS

A differential pressure transducer which is based upon the

principle of a balanced capacitive circuit may be used over the entire

vacuum range of interest here. Multiple gages of other types may also

be used to cover a desired vacuum range; however, thermocouple-type
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gages may give erroneous readings in an ammonia environment and are thus

not recommended for monitoring vacuum during the firing of a monopropellant

hydrazine ;engine.

OPERATING TECHNIQUES
)

The transducers should be connected to the al_itude chamber

directly Without an intervening vapor trap. When a McLeod mercury gage

is used either as a standard for field calibration or as a diagnostic

tool, a vapor trap should be used to prevent contamination of the mercury

and erroneous measurements resulting from condensable gases. In this case

all transducers being compared must be downstream of the vapor trap.

If a vapor trap is required there are two types which can be

used. One is a dry chemical trap where a desiccant or other absorptive

material is used to dry the gas. The other is the cold trap, which re-
quires the gas to pass through a line to a trap area which is immersed

in a Dewar of liquid nitrogen and out to the measurement'device. In this

case, the liquid nitrogen freezes out the condensable vapors on the side

of the cold trap. The vapor trap should have sufficient capacity so that
condensed fluids do not plug the measurement line.

Low-Pressure transducers are very vibration sensitive; there-

fore they should be shock mounted and mechanically isolated from the test
environment. It is a good Practice to monitor two transducers from the

same tap to achieve an initial pumpdown comparison. If a disagreement •

occurs or a check is desired, the vapor trap can be installed and direct

comparison made downstream of the vapor trap between a McLeod gage and
the transducer.

b

SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND RECORDING

Recording of the output of a pressure transducer can be accom-

plished as outlined in Paragraph 3.2.3 of this section; however, it should

be pointed out that the McLeod gage is not a recording de_ice and must

be visually read. It is used as a field standard to veri_y other gages.
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APPENDIX III-E

METHODS OF DETERMINING THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

By applying a step pressure input to a pressure measurin_

system I and analyzing the recorded transducer output (usually the

photograph of a single sweep on an oscilloscope), various dynamic chsracter-

istics can be determined. This appendix suggests ways to determine the most

common characteristics. For a more in-depth discussion see Reference 3-10,

A Guide for the Dynamic Calibration of Pressure Transducers.

CAVITIES AND PASSAGES

The manner in which a transducer is mechanically coupled

to the pressure can significantly affect the response of that transducer.

Meaningful measurements of pressure fluctuations at freouencies around

]0 3 Hz or higher can only be made with transducers havin_ flush disphra_ms.

The use of any connecting line or cavity will limit the freouency response

characteristics of the measurement system to those of the connectin_

system.

There are instances where a connecting line or passage

cannot be avoided. In such a case, its length will have tc be selected

to be consistent with the highest frequency to be measured. The lowest

longitudinal resonant frequency of a cylindrical _assage J.m:

c
f : -- (III-E-I)

4t

where c is the speed of sound in the Ras at the gzven temperature ard

L is the length of the passage.

If a dynamic measurement or calibration has to be performed

through a passage, the highest freauency considered should be less than

1/10 of the resonant frequency of the passage. In air at room temperature

(c = 334 m/s, 1097 ft/s) and a passage length of only 0.64 cm (I/4 in.),

for instance, frequencies up to 1400 Hz will result in less than I%

p

IIn this ap,pendix the terms transducer and pressure me@suring system

are used somewhat interchangeably since the calculations presented

will work equally well with both. in actual practice the user should

know whether the data provided pertains to the transducer alone or Jf

it includes such installation hardware as connecting lines, orifices,

etc. (for reasons discussed in Paragraph 3.1.3.2). Measuring system

electronics (signal conditioning andrecording) can also affect over-

all system response, especially at frequencies above 5 kHz, and thus

should also be clearly defined.
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dynamic error. Equation (III-E-I) applies only for straight passages.

A small passage leading to a cavity in front of the tran@ducer will
result in much lower resonant frequencies. The following relation

(Reference 3-10) Shows the effect of a gas-filled passage and cavity:

od
f = -- [(L + 0.85d)V] "I

/2

7.09

4V
providing d2L < --

n

where

d :'inside diameter of tube (orifice), inches

L : length of tube (orifice), inches

V =_cavity volume, cubic inches.

(III-E-2)

When d2L >> _ the cavity resonance approaches the longitudinal.resonant

frequency described by Equation (III-EII).

It is important to determine all mechanical resonances of

the system over the frequency range to be measured. The nature of these

resonances may be somewhat obscure, and care must be exercised to insure

their repetition from one installation to the next if a response analysis

is to be valid_ Resonances other than the major ringing frequency

may sometimes be caused by nonflush diaphragms, discontinuities in the

surface near the transducer, vibration, etc. In short, modulating

frequencies above or below the ringing frequency may no_ be inherent

to the transducer at all. The presence of these associated resonances

emphasizes the fact that if evaluations of transducer response are
to be meaningful, the mounting configuration employed for the calibration

must be identical to that used in the actual application. Liquid-filled

systems may introduce additional measurement uncertainties due to cavitation

and inertial effects which are not readily predictable.

RISE AND RESPONSE TIME

The time required for a transducer's output to reach 63%

of its final (steady) value is the _ (T) of that transducer.

The time required to reach a different specified percentage of this

final value (e.g., 90, 98, or 99%) is the f__. The time

in which the output changes from a small to a large specified percentage

of the final value is the _ (Figure III-E-I). In some cases

the terms _ and response time may mean the same thing. To

avoid confusion the levels of the initial and final output vaYues should

be clearly stated_ Figure III-E-2 depicts the 0 to 100%_of final value

rise times for underdamped (a) and overdamped (b) systems.
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Figure III-E-I. Examples of Rise and Response Times

(o) UNDERDAMPED

A-- r /- FlOAtOUTPUT
/ \ _VERSHOOT / VALUE

IN ITIAL OUTPUT

VALUE

(b) OVERDAMPED

Figure III-E-2. Rise Times for Underdamped and Overdamped Systems

0

OVERSHOOT

The value _o which the output of an underdamped transducer

rises above the final steady state value in response to a step chan_e

of pressure input is known as overshoot. It is expressed in percent

of the equivalent step change in output (Figure III-E-3).
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Figure III-E-3. Overshoot Calculation

RINGING FREOUENCY

When an underdamped transducer is excited by a steP chan_e in

pressure the resulting oscillatory transient which occurs in the output

is known as the ringing frequency. Where damping is near zero the rin_in_

frequency and the natural frequency will be very nearly the same. The

value of 'the ringing frequency can be determined as shown below:

O

ENCY (Hz) = 1/t

-- LESSTHArq A SPECIFIED% OF FINAL VALUE

TIME

Figure III-E-4. Ringing Frequency and Ringing Period

The accuracy to which the rin_in_ freauency is determined

is dependent on the time interval (t) measurement. Data reduction

error can usually be reduced by measuring the time interval over several

cycles and then dividing that period by the number of cycles for an

average value of t.

The ringing (or settling) period (Figure III_E-4) is that

interval of time from the initial crossing of the final output value

to the point at which the oscillations are less than some specified

percentage.(usually 5 to 10%) of the subseauent final output value.
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Sometimes2 ringing frequencies are present in the output
trace. An examplewould be a system involving a transducer and connecting
line. The ringing frequency of the line as measuredby the transducer
might be a few hundred hertz with the ringing frequency of the transducer
diaphragm (perhaps several thousand hertz) superimposedupon it (Figure
III-E-5). The presence of more than 2 ringing frequencies is difficult

to determine without electronic analyzing techniques. It is always

of value to know what ringing frequencies are present in a system,

especially if they are likely to appear in the actual test data.

DAMPING RATIO

Damping ratios in underdamped systems can be determined from

Figure LII-E-6 (Reference III-E-I). The damping ratios of cverdamped

systems are not generally of interest.

Pressure transducers are not normally damped by any means

other than internal friction of the elements, although some damping

will be introduced by the fluid upon which measurements are being made.

Even though damping is generally negligible the amplitude response

will still be less than 5% above the reference amplitude (at 0 Hz) up

to 0.2 of the natural frequency.

In estimating the frequency response of a system, the length

and size of the connecting tubing and the effect of cavity volume are

usually the controlling factors since acoustic resonance effects can

easily mask any resonances in the instrument itself. In general, a

pressure transducer can be used with confidence to within 0.2 of its

natural frequency, and unless oscillations at the natural frequency

are excited because of high-frequency fluctuations in the gas being

measured, there will be no adverse effects from the low damping. The

mass and viscosity of the gas in contact with the diaphragm will have a

small effect on the frequency response characteristics of the transducer;

however, the natural frequency should be close to that determined by

calculation, or by observing a free transient oscillation (see Natural

Frequency). The effects of a liquid medium on system damping, natural

frequency, etc., are usually more pronounced and less predictable.

m

0

TIME

1/t = RINGING FREQUENCY OF SYSTEM
$

I/t t = RINGING FREQUENCY OF
TRANSDUCER ('DIAPHRAGM)

Figure III-E-5. Multiple Ringing Frequencies
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NATURAL FREQUENCY

Ina system containing a mass and a spring restraint (typical

of pressure transducers) the natural frequency is given by:

fn = u (III-E-3)
2=

where fn is the natural frequency of the system and k is the spring

constant of the suspended mass m. It may also be defined as the frequency

at which the output lags the input by 90 ° . This term (fn) is sometimes

called the undamDe_ natural freauencv. In reality, damping has nothing

to do with the natural frequency but does affect the period at which

free oscillations occur (ringing frequency).

If a sinusoidal input is applied to a transducer and the

output is recorded, there will often be a frequency at which the response

is at a maximum. The frequency at this maximum is the resonant frequency,

not the natural frequency. Only if the damping is zero does the maximum

response occur at the natural frequency. As the damping is increased,

the frequency at which the peak response occurs is lowered and, at a damping

ratio of I/v_, the peak response is at zero frequency. For greater

damping, no real maximum exists at all. The frequency at which maximum

response occurs is shown in Figure III-E-7.
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If the transducer diaphragm is displaced and then allowed

to execute a typical damped transient, it may be found that the transient

decay is oscillatory (ringing frequency) and a freauency may be assigned

to it. This is not the natural frequency. Only at a zero damping is

the frequency of the oscillatory transient (ringin_ freauency) the same

as the natural frequency. As the dampln_ is increased, the freouency

of oscillation decreases and, at a damping ratio of unity (by definition),

the oscillatory nature of the transient has entirely disappeared. The

frequency of transient oscillation is plotted in Figure III-E-8.
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Figure III-E-8. Ringing Frequency vs Damping Ratio
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FREQUENCYRESPONSE(AMPLITUDE)

The amplitude of the system transfer function versus frequency
is often referred to as the frequency response. It is freouently normal-

ized to show deviations from an amplitude ratio of one. Figure III-E-9

illustrates the response to a sinuscidal input of second order systems

with various damping ratios. This plot is a good representation of the

response of a pressure transducer to sinusoidal pressure variations if

there is a single major resonant frequency.

An approximation of the frequency response of an underdamped

system (h < 1.0) can be made from the curves of Figure III-E-9 once the

ringing frequency, damping ratio, and natural frequency have been deter-

mined by the application of a step pressure input and the analysis methods

described in this appendix.

Example: Assume a flush mounted transducer whose response to

a step input indicates a ringing frequency of 1000 Hz with overshoot of

slightly less than 40% (Figure III-E-3). From the curve in Figure III-E-6

the damping ratio h can be determined to be approximately 0.4. Knowin_ the

i I I I i _ T I I I

2.0 h=C -
1 h=0.3 :0

AMPLITUDE RATIO = V( I-/32) 2 f2hB) 21.5 +

h=0.5

h = 0.707

/9= THE RATIO OF THE VARIABLE
INPUT PRESSUREFREQUENCY,
f, TO THE SYSTEMNATURAL
FREQUENCY, f

n

I _ I I i
0.06 0.08 0.I 0.15 0.2

Figure III-E-9.

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7

FREQUENCY RATIO B = f/fn

1.0 I .5 2.0 3.0

Frequency Response of a Second Order System
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a

damping ratio and the ringing frequency, the natural frequency (Figure

III-E-8) is found to be approximately 1000/O.91 or 1100 Hz. Using

Figure III-E-9 it can be shown that for a system with a natural frequency

of 1100 the output readings will be about 40% high at 0.8 fn or 880 Hz.

They will be 10% high at 0.4 fn (440 Hz) and 5% high at 0.25 fn (275 Hz).

In the case of an overdamped or critically damped transducer,

with less than 10% overshoot, a coarse value (±10%) for the frequency

response can be determined from the response time data:

I
: - (III-E-4)

f3dB T

where f3dB is the frequency at which the output amplitude is reduced

by 50% (3 dB) and T is the time constan_ of the transducer as measured

during a test. While this relationship can be applied to an ideal

transducer under ideal test conditions, it appears that a more realistic

conversion is obtained by replacing T in the above equation, with t95%,

the 95% response time (Reference 3-9). See also Rise and Response Time

plus Figure III-E-I, this appendix.

III-E-I.
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SECTIONIV

TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recommendedpractices are outlined for the design, installa-
tion, checkout, calibration, and operation of a temperature measuring
system to be used during tests of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine.
Twoappendixes are included: IV-A, TemperatureMeasurementSystemElemental
Uncertainties, and IV-B, Tables and Equations for UseWith Thermocouples
and Resistance Thermometers.

2.0 SCOPE

This section has been written to serve as a guide for the
experienced engineer in the design, installation, and operation of a
temperature measurementsystem for measuring the temperatures related
to performance evaluation of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine.
Design guidelines rather than detailed specifications are provided for
the critical componentsof each portion of the system. Theseguidelines,
used in conjunction with current state-of-the-art, commercially available

equipment and good engineering practices, will provide an optimum tempera-

ture measurement system which meets the performance criteria specified.

2.1 OBJECTIVE

Temperature measurements are made at a number of locations

in a monopropellant rocket engine test system, including propellant

storage tank, propellant supply lines, propellant flowmeter, thruster

catalyst bed, thruster chamber wall and throat, valves, brackets, and

flanges. These measurements have different accuracy requirements.

One objective of these recommended practices is to provide

the propellant temperature data necessary to obtain the density factor

which, together with compressibility effects, is required to determine

propellant mass flow from simultaneously obtained volumetric flowmeter

measurements. In order to do this within the required uncertainty

limits for flow, propellant temperature must be determined to within

±0.56°C (±!°F) over the range from 0° to 80°C (32 ° to 176°F).

Nozzle throat and thrust chamber temperatures, when used

for performance calculations, should be measured to within ±1.2% over

the range from 705 ° to 871°C (1300 ° to 1600°F).

The importance attached to other temperature measurements

will depend on the user's interest and the purpose of the tests.
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2.2 LIMITATIoNs

These practices are limited to temperature measurements made with

thermocouples and resistance thermometers. I Although not restricted to the

Measurement of steady state values, the response of thermocouples and resistance

thermometers usually limits temperature measurement to an average of that

produced by a pulse train when the engine is operated in the pulsed mode.

These practices do not include recommendations concerning the

direct measurement of temperatures related to the determination of exhaust

gas composition.

3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A temperature measuring system capable of obtaining accurate

data requires that careful consideration be given to selecting and assembling

the transducer 2 with its supporting electrical and electronic equipment.

The type of transducer and the manner in which it is installed along with

the effects of environmental conditions are important from the mechanical

viewpoint." Electrical and electronic components include signal conditioning,

electrical calibration, recording, visual display, and data processing equip-

ment. They are shown as a block diagram in Figure 4-I.

3.1 TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

Thermocouples are used for the great majority of temperature

measurements on monopropellant rocket engine test systems. This is because

they are easy to use, economical, and provide sufficient accuracy for most

applications. The resistance thermometer may provide greater accuracy in

those cases where measurement Uncertainty is dominated by thermocouple in-

accuracy wherever greater accuracy is required. A few special measurement

applications may employ such types of transducers as thermistors, scanning

pyrometers and temperature sensitive photographic film.

3.1 .I Transduction Element

3.1.i.1 _j_. Thermoelectric sensing elements are used in

thermoCouple circuits. A basic thermocouple circuit, as shown in Figure

4-2, consists of a pair of conductors of dissimilar metal welded or fused

£ogether at one end to form a measuring Junction and connected via trans-

mission lines to a reference Junc{ion which is maintained at a well-defined

temperature. The circuit is completed with signal conditioning or recording

equipment.

IThe resistance thermometer is also referred to as a resistance temperature

bulb (RIB) and as a resistance temperature transducer (RTD).

2Transducer and sensor can be synonymous words describing devices which

convert physical phenomena into measurable electrical signals.
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Figure 4-1. Temperature Measuring System

By using various types of metals thermocouples can be

constructed to cover the measurement range from -253°C (-424°F) with

copper/constantan-type T to +1538°C (+2800°F) with platinum/platinum-t0%

rhodium-type S. See Table IV-B-I in Appendix IV-B. The recommended upper

temperature limit for a thermocouple decreases with wire size. The limit

for chromel/constantan, for example, decreases from 1260°C (2300°F) for

a No. 8 AWG wire to 871°C (1600°F) for a No. 28 AWG wire. Limits shown

in Table IV-B-I are primarily intended for enclosed-element (protected)

thermocouples; limits are somewhat lower for exposed (bare wire) sensing

Junctions.
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When used within their optimum ranges the uncertainty values

will generally be I% of reading or less with standard materials, construc-

tion, etc., down to less than 0.5% of reading with special materials, max-

imum purities, etc. The Type S thermocouple is the standard by which the

international temperature scale from 660 ° to I063°C (1220 ° to 1945°F) is

defined by the International Practical Temperature Scale.

The temperature sensitive element in a thermocouple may be made

arbitrarily small thus facilitating precise measurement of temperature at

a point. The low thermal capacity of the element, resulting from this small

size, insures quick response. (See Paragraph 3.1.3.1, item 6.)

3.1.1.2 Resistance Thermometers. A resistance thermometer usually

consists of a coil or grid of temperature sensitive wire whose resistance,

when exposed to the temperature to be measured, varies in a precise and

predictable manner. The auxiliary irlstruments which are used to measure

these changes in resistance generally consist of a Wheatstone bridge with

constant voltage excitation or a constant current with voltage readout

proportional to resistance.

The resistance thermometer is regarded as the most precise

and reliabie device for the range -190 ° to ÷660°C (-310 ° t_ +1220°F).

In the vicinity of -18°C (O°F), or at room temperature, measurements

with an uncertainty of less than 2.8 x I0-4°C (5 x I0"4°F) can be made;

however, the error is normally several thousandths of a degree. At

316°C (600°F)the uncertainty is about I/I0°C or I/5°F.

jHERMOCOUPI_E
WIRE

0

0

REFERENCE
JUNCTION

i

LO

CONDITIONING
AND

RECORDING

EQUIPMENI

O

E×TENSIO_
WIRE

-- COPPER TRANSMISSION WIRE---e,

/

Figure 4-2. Basic Thermocouple Circuit
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A winding of pure, strain-free, annealed platinum wire is

widely used in transducers for precise temperature measurement. An

element of this type is used to define the International Practical

Temperature Scale between the limits of -183 ° and +630°C (-298 ° and

+1165OF). An element wound from pure nickel wire or from nickel alloy

wire such as "Balco" is used in the medium temperature range -100 o to

+300°C (-148 ° to +572°F); it is less costly than a platinum wire element.

3.1.1.3 Thermistors. A thermistor is a semiconductor whose resistance

varies strongly with temperature. The semiconductor materials, usually

sintered mixtures of sulfides, selenides, or oxides of metals such as

nickel, manganese, cobalt, copper, iron, or uranium, are formed into small

glass-enclosed beads, disks, or rods. They have high resistivities and

high negative temperature coefficients of resistance. Their resistance-

vs-temperature characteristics are not linear, and it is difficult to

maintain narrow resistance tolerances during manufacture.

A thermistor must be individually calibrated and is inclined

to drift; however, its wide variation in resistance and extremely small

size make it desirable for certain applications. The thermistor is

generally powered by a few microamps from a constant current source.

The resistance is then inferred from voltage measurements. A thermistor

is normally used over the temperature range of -75 ° to +250°C (-103 °
to +482°F).

3.1.2 Performance Characteristics

The transducer performance characteristics (or properties)

which are of greatest interest to the user are listed below. A brief

commentary and suggested specifications are included where applicable.

Unless otherwise specified they apply at the following ambient condi-

tions: temperature 25 ±I0°C (77 ±18°F); relative humidity. 90% maximum;

barometric pressure 73 _+7 cm Hg (29 ±2.8 in. Hg).

3.1.2.1 Ra_. Range is usually specified as a nominal temperature

range over which all other performance characteristics apply. It is

frequently selected as a range narrower than that given by the transducer's
capability.

3.1.2.2 Overload Temoerature. Overload temperature is the maximum

or minimum temperature which is beyond the specified range limit, but

to which the transducer can be exposed without incurring damage or

subsequent performance changes beyond stated tolerances.

3.1.2.3 Ou__u_ID/_.Output can be stated as nominal full-scale output

over the transdueer's span between its range limits, e.g., "Full-Scale

Output: 36 mV (with reference junction at 0°C) ''or "Full-Scale Output:

250 ohms." Since most temperature transducers have a nonlinear output-

vs-temperature relationship, the variation of output over the range
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is best described by a table listing output values at several tempera-
tures including the range limits. The curve established by such a
table is often referred to as a theoretical or reference curve. This
curve is often based partly or wholly on empirical data.

3.1.2.4 _. Repeatability and bias are usually the only

steady state static accuracy characteristics specified for temperature

transducers. Linearity is rarely specified since the reference curve

of a large majority of temperature transducers is inherently nonlinear.

Hysteresis and friction error are virtually nonexistent in temperature

transducers. Repeatability, the maximum difference in repeated output

readings from one another, can be expressed in percent of full-scale

output but is usually stated in output units or output-equivalent .tem-

perature units, e.g., "Repeatability: within 0.01°C ''or "Repeatability:

within 1.0 ohm" or "Repeatability: within 0.5 mV." Repeatability has

also been expressed in percent of reading (percent of reading-equivalent

temperature correlated on the basis of a reference curve), e.g., "Repeat-

ability: within 0.5% of reading." The tolerance specification can be

followed by a statement of the period of time over which it is considered

applicable.

3.1.2.5 Calibration Interchan_eabilitv. The maximum deviation over

the specified range of the calibration curve of any one transducer from
a reference curve is established for a group of transducers. A reference

curve is often established for a certain transducer part number. Cali-

bration interchangeability then applies to all transducers identified by

this part number. It is normally expressed in the same terms as repeata-

bility but with bipolar tolerances, e.g., "Calibration Interchangeability:

Within +--2.0ohms." Calibration interchangeability tolerances can be

specified as larger in some portions of the range than in others.

3.1.2.6 Conduction Error. Conduction error iscaused by heat con-

duction between the sensing element and the mounting of the transducer.

It occurs primarily in immersion probes, especially when the stem is

short. Conduction error can be specified as the maximum difference in

output reading when the transducer is first immersed, to just below
the electrical connections, in an agitated temperature bath and when

it is immersed up to the mounting fitting while the fitting and leads

are artificially cooled or heated so that it attains the specified

environmental temperature. The difference between sensing.element

and environmental temperatures should be chosen as large as is esti-

mated will occur in the end-use application of the transducer.

3.1.2.7 MQunting Error. Mounting error tolerances (also referred

to as strain effects or strain error) should be specified for surface

temperature transducers. This error is introduced mostly by strain
in the transducer after it is welded, cemented, or otherwise attached

to a surface. It is specified as the maximum difference in output

reading before and after mounting the transducer to a sample surface

by a specified mounting method.
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3.1.2.8 Time Constant. The time constant is an important dynamic

performance parameter of an ideal transducer having a first order char-

acteristic. It is specifically defined as the length of time required

for the output of the transducer to rise to 63.2% of its final value

as a result of a step change in temperature.

3.1.2.9 Resoonse Time. The time required for the transducer's

output to rise to a specified percentage of its final value (say 98

or 99%) under the same test conditions as applicable to time constant

determination. The limits of the step change in temperature and type

and flow rate of the measured fluid at both limits must also be given,

e.g., "from still air at 25 +_5°C to distilled water at 80 ±2°C moving
at I m/s."

3.1.3 Mechanical Design

The mechanical design of a temperature measuring system

includes consideration of the characteristics of the type of trans-

duction method selected and installation of the transducer in the system

so as to obtain accurate measurement of the test item or medium with

minimum effect on its temperature. These factors are discussed in

the following paragraphs.

3.1.3.1 Thermoco_ple$

(i) The performance of a fine gage thermocouple deteriorates

more rapidly at elevated temperature than does that of a

heavy gage thermocouple. The wire not only physically

deteriorates, but the calibration of the wire irreversibly

changes.

(2) Thermocouple materials are normally furnished to a

standard accuracy or calibration. There is usually

an extra charge for both special accuracy and calibrat-

ed wire. The limits of error for standard and special

accuracy are given in Table IV-B-I. No standardized

limits have been established for calibrated wire.

(3)

(4)

Since spurious emfs are produced by temperature gradi-

ents in heterogeneous wire, all purchased lots of

thermocouple wire should be checked for homogeneity.

The thermocouple junction may be formed by any of

the following techniques which are presented in de-

creasing order of preference: electric, gas, or

discharge welding, brazing, silver or soft soldering,

immersion of the leads in a liquid metal pool, or

mechanically forcing the wires into contact. For

detailed information on thermocouple construction

(both probe and surface installation) see References

4-I and 4-2.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

In any junction there is always a region of uncertainty

near the Junction which consists of materials differ-

ent from the original wire] This may beregarded

as a short length of wire composed of a third metal.

In order to make accurate measurements the tempera-

ture must be uniform over this region of uncertainty.

The response time of the thermocouple should be consistent

with the requirements. Closed sheath thermocouples

may have a time constant of from 200 to 500 ms. If

constructed from small gage bare wire, a'thermocouple

may have response down to 50 ms or less..

Connections in the vicinity of known thermal gradients

must be avoided.

If splices or connections in the thermocouple material

cannot be avoided, carefully matched materials must

be used to avoid large errors due to gradients

(Reference 4-3).

The reference oven thermal block temperature should

be accurately and continuously monitored.

3.1.3.2 R_tance Thermometers

(1) Resis£ance thermometers may be purchased as fully

developed units with performance and specific size

tailored to the specific application.

(2)

(3)

(4)

The transduction element should be wound of strain-

free wire. t

Platinum wire should conform to the standard resistance

thermometer curve with alpha (a) equal to 0.003925.

Most metals show an increase of resistivity, R, with

temperature which is first linear and then increases

in an accelerated fashion. In particular iron, nickel

and cobalt behave in this way. Although platinum is

almost universally used for high-accuracy resistance

thermometers, nickel also makes a good thermometer

at temperatures below 649°C (1200°F).

(5) A special form of resistance thermometer element

for surface temperature measurements is commercially

available. This element consists of a grid of temperature

sensitive wire bonded between two thin pieces of

flexible, electrically insulating material.
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3.1.3.3 Transducer Mouq_ing Configuration. The following items

should be considered during the mechanical design and installation of

temperature transducers. They are divided into three categories -

general, probes, and surface measurements. Unless otherwise specified

the listed items pertain to either thermocouples or resistance thermometers.

(I) General

(a) Measured fluids and associated limitations on

sensing element protection, stem materials, and

surface transducer covering should be defined.

(b) The material used in the sensing element and

its exposure (exposed, enclosed, coated) for

an immersion probe or mounting method for a

surface transducer should also be stated.

(c) The identification markings or nameplate of

the transducer should include such information

as nomenclature, e.g., transducer, temperature,

resistance, platinum-wire, or exposed-element.

<d) Other nameplate information includes part and

serial number, manufacturer's name, identifica-

tion of external electrical connections, and

at least one operating characteristic deemed

essential, such as nominal range or resistance

at a stated temperature.

(e) Consideration should be given to any separable

parts to be furnished with the transducer, such

as a throwaway protecting tube, a disposable

substrate (carrier) for surface transferable

transducers, mounting hardware, or a mating

electrical connector.

(2) Probes

(a) The stem of an immersion probe must be long

enough to minimize conduction errors. At least

10 times the diameter of the protection tube is

recommended.

(b) The stem length of an immersion probe intended

for installation in a propellant line should

be so chosen as to place the center of the

sensing element at a radial position located

0.72r (for turbulent flow) or 0.56r (for laminar

flow) from the center of the line, where r is

the line radius.

(c) Any special modifications to a probe configuration,

such as a stagnation housing, should be specified.
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(3)

(f)

Allowable weight should be considered_ _

The maximum transverse loading due to flow
• r

induced forces should be determined and a prgbe

safety factor of two (minimum) maintained. •

The transducer sheath must be ductile,' compatible

with the propellant (Reference am4) and capable

of with_taqding !i_e pressure.

(g)

(h)

(i)

(J)

(k)

The qperating and proof pressure and a burst

p_essure rating must always be specified.

All c_nditions, before, during and afte_ insta!lation,

that cQntributeto external strains on the

transductio_ element shQuld be avoided_

Electrically conducting fluids make t_e use

of an exposed element resistance thermomete_

transducer inadvisable.

Temperature probes must be installed _ minimum
Qf 4 pipe diameters downstream from t_e flow-

meter. The installation gust not interfere with

propel!ant f!ow, particularly wit h regard tO

disturbing the flow Pattern at the transducer:

Catalyst bed thermocoup!es are typical!y small
probes, 0.1 cm (0_0_0 in.) in diameter, with sheaths

of stainless steel or inconel material.

Surface Measurements

(a) Surface temperature measurement reouires a very

thin transducer whose housing, if any, should

b@ of a material at least similar to that of

the s_rface.

(b)

(c)

Lead pu!! OUt strength (maximum force not causlng

lead _eparation) and preformed o_ max!mum bend

radius are important Characteristics of Surf ace

temperature transducers.

A number Of different types Of weldable, cementable,

and surface-transferable resistive transducers have

beendesigned with an overall thickness, including

the hgq@ing, of less than I _ (Q.O_. Sn.).

(d) F°i! thermocouples and thin wi_e thermoeouples are

useful _or surface measurements, Metal shea.thed,

ceramic insulated thermoeouple wire i@ available

with an overall diameter of less than_O.3 mm

(0.012 in_).¶
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(e)

(f)

When extension wires of larger diameter must be

used for the sake of ruggedness, the connection

between transducer wires and extension wires

should be as remote from the transducer location

as is feasible to minimize changes to the config-

uration of the surface in the immediate vicinity
of the transducer.

Skin thermocouples are generally spot welded to

the surface and have a ceramic, epoxy, or other

waterproof coating applied.

3.1.4 Electrical Design

Many of the following concerns are of a general nature and

apply to all types of temperature transducers. When the application is

specific it is so noted.

(I) Insulation resistance or breakdown voltage is normally

specified for all types of transducers having an un-

grounded sensing element. Additional characteristics
of resistive transducers include nominal and maximum

excitation current or excitation voltage and power for

any integral conditioning circuitry and the resistance

of any internal resistive components other than the

sensing element. This may even apply to the resistance

of internal leads where critical to the application.

(2) External electrical connections (terminal block, leads,

receptacle, etc.) should be specified in detail.

(3) Leads should be routed along a predicted isotherm.

(4) In addition to the spurious thermoelectric emfs due to

heterogeneous materials and third metals, spurious vol-
taic effects of a significant level can be introduced

electrochemically where there is a break in insulation

in the presence of moisture. Voltaic effects can be

minimized by (a) not exposing any part of the circuit

to acids or alkalides at any time, (b) maintaining the

relative humidity as low as possible, and (c) thoroughly

insulating or waterproofing all portions of the circuit

exposed to humid conditions or condensing vapor.

(5) To reduce the number of wires in a thermocouple instal-

lation a common return circuit is sometimes considered.

The use of this circuit is almost invariably unsatisfac-

tory because insulation leakage of one thermocouple

affects all the thermocouples. Further, all thermocouple

Junctions must be isolated from ground in order to

avoid emfs at the Junction between the thermocouple

materials and the parent metal. This electrical iso-

lation invariably results in poor thermal contact.
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(6)

" (8)

A 3- or 4-wire interconnecting system should be used
with resistance thermometers.

The effect of element self-heating should be minimized

to less than 0.01°C (O.02°F) change due to current

flow.

To protect the leads from the surrounding thermal

environmeDt , a reflective or insulating tape is sometimes

used.

3.2 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The major electrical and electronic components to be considered

in the design of a temperature measurement system include (I) signal

conditioning equipment, (2) electrical calibration equipment, (3) recording

equipment, (4) visual display equipment, and (5) data processing equipment.

These components are shown in the temperature measurement system block

diagram, Figure 4-I. In general all of these components are commercially

available, off-the-shelf items. Most of the items are available from

more than one manufacturer. The major concern in the selection of these

components must be the evaluation of the various manufacturers' general

specifications in relation to the specialized temperature measurement

requirement. A subsequent verification that the equipment- finally

selected conforms to the manufacturer's specifications is essential.

3.2.! Signal Conditioning Equipment

Signal conditioning equipment includes the following functional

devices: reference junctions_ power supplies, amplifiers, electrical

cabling, shielding, signal distribution and switching networks, and

filters. The regulation and stability of this equipment should be

±0.05% or better, wherever applicable. The design of these devices

varies widely depending on system philosophy and economics; however,

certain design principles are universally recommended as follows:

(!) Reference Junction. Thermocouples require the use of a

reference Junction as near to the measurement location

as possible. The use of a reference junction whose

temperature is electrically maintained higher than

the surrounding environment is recommended_ A typical

reference junction temperature is 65°C (150°F). The

reference junction temperature should be constant

+0.2°C (_0.4°F). For temperatures below 250°C (480°F),

a uniform nonconstant reference junction eliminates

the error due to the parasitic junction wher@ the

external and internal chromel or alumel wires join

at the reference junction terminal face.

(2) Extension Wire. Where there is considerable distance

between the measuring and reference jun6tion locations

thermocouple extension wire must be used. Existing
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(3)

(4)

(5)

standards differentiate between thermocouple wires

which form the measuring junction and the thermocouple

extension wires which can be connected to the thermocouple

wires for longer cable runs without introducing thermoelectric

potentials at these connections. When the appropriate

extension wire is properly connected to a thermocouple,

the reference junction is in effect transferred to

the other end of the extension wire.

Table IV-B-3 shows standard letter designations and

color codes for commonly used thermocouples and extension

wires, in addition to suggested abbreviations for

materials. See also Reference 4-I.

Power SUDDIF. Resistance thermometers may be used

in conjunction with either constant voltage or constant

current power supplies. When used in the constant

voltage mode they may be connected in a bridge circuit

configuration as shown in Figure _-3a. This arrangement

is sometimes used to compensate for changes in the

resistance of long connecting wires between transducer

and bridge. Of the two wires of equal resistance

connected to the same point at the transducer, one

is placed in the excitation branch, the other in

the opposite leg of the bridge. The third wire (to

the other transducer terminal) is in the same bridge

leg as the transducer. Hence, wire resistance changes

in the transducer leg are compensated by equal changes

in the R 3 leg when the resistance of R 3 is approximately

equal to that of the transducer. A constant current

configuration is shown in Figure 4-3b. This is perhaps

the most commonly used circuit arrangement for rocket

engine applications.

Power supplies can be individual rack mounted units

or miniature (several on one card) devices integral

with the data gathering system. Generally, there

are provisions for voltage or current adjustments,

less often for zero balance. Ripple should be less

than 100 _V peak to peak.

Amplifiers. The use of high-quality differential

amplifiers is now almost universal. With a transducer

full scale output of 20 to 40 mV, an amplifier gain

of 50 to 500 is sufficient for most conventional

analog-to-digital conversion and recording systems.

It should be verified that peak common mode voltages

do not exceed the design limits Of the amplifier.

Electrical Cablin_ and Shiel_ing. Electrical noise

can be minimized by the use of proper shielding and

grgunding techniques (see Reference 4-5). Transmission

cables between the transducer or reference junction

and the recording system usually consist of multiple
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RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

(a) UNBALANCED BRIDGE
FOR 3-WIRE TRANSDUCER
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Figure 4-3-. Measuring Circuits for Resistance Thermometer Transducers
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(6)

pairs of twisted, shielded, splice-free conductors.

The wire gage and corresponding resistance should

be taken into account when developing calibration

techniques and other system design considerations.

Each transducer cable should be individually shielded

with continuity of shield to the operational amplifier.

The shield grounding connection should be in accordance

with the amplifier manufacturer's recommendations.

Multlconductor cables consisting of inner cable shielding

and overall shielding of the large cable are recommended
for long transmission runs. The outer shield of

the multiconductor cable should also be terminated

to the single point ground. The outer shield and
all inner shields should be insulated from each other.

Other signal conditioning ecuipment includes such

items as filters, distribution and switching units,

and impedanoe matching devices. The design of these

and related devices varies depending on system philosophy,

but should in all cases be hlgh-quality equipment

providing stability (both with time and temperature),

llne voltage regulation, and linearity. Thermally
induced errors should be minimized in all circuits.

t

3.2.2 Electrical Calibration Equipment

Some form of electrical simulation for the transducer response

to temperature should be provided. This simulation should track any change

in the system sensitivity that is caused by changes in the environmental
conditions.

Calibration of the thermocouple electronics system (amplifier,

recorder, etc.) may be accomplished by substituting simulated precision

voltages for those produced by the sensing element. These voltages

should correspond to the thermocouple output over the range of interest.

This method requires that the transducer be electrically disconnected

(usually by a switching network) and a known voltage substituted.

The use of a resistance thermometer sensor as the active

arm of a Wheatstone bridge provides a convenient means of converting

a resistance change to an equivalent voltage. This equipment may

be calibrated by substituting precision resistors for the resistive

sensor over the anticipated range.

Constant current calibration of resistance thermometer

systems may be accomplished by substituting precision resistors for

the sensing element over the range of interest.

The above techniques will not provide any information about

changes in ambient output, nor even reveal if the transducer has been

disconnected. There should, therefore, be additional checks, such as

monitoring of the ambient output or measurement of the output impedance

to verify proper system operation.
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3.2.3 Recording Equipment

The four commonly used systems for recording temperature

measurement-data are (I) digital system, (2) graphic records, (3) oscil-

lograph, and (4) analog magnetic tape. Two or more of these systems

are combined to provide high accuracy, high-frequency response, and

quick readout.

3'2.4 Visual Display Equipment

A visual display of real time measured data in" engineering

units along with other critical operating parameters is required for

both pretest and posttest calibration and for monitoring purposes during

the engine test. This alphanumeric data can be presented in either

hard copy (printed) or non-hard copy (CRT display) form or both. The

non-hard copy is usually displayed on some type of cathode ray tube

(CRT) device through a selective preprogrammed format.

3.2.5 Data Processing Equipment

The data processing equipment is not generally dedicated

exclusively to the temperature measurement system, but is used to process

many other parameters also. This equipment should be chosen and used

with care so that the uncertainty of the data is not increased during

processing.

k

4.0 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

All critical components of the temperature measurement

system should be certified for compliance with the design and performance

specifications before installation. This is best accomplished by precision

inspection plus standard laboratory test and evaluation as appropriate.

It is imperative that any calibration be a true characteristic of the

transducer and its associated signal conditioning equipment. This involves

not only the individual transducer calibration, but also some type of

calibration of the entire measuring system as installed. In this section

the following types of calibration are discussed: (I) calibration of the

individual transducer (temperature and electrical), (2) overall system

calibration by end-to-end or electrical simulation techniques, and (3)

types, techniques of operation and certification of the standards used

to accomplish the various calibrations.

4.1 TRANSDUCER TESTING AND CALIBRATION

When calibrations are not performed on either the individual

transducer or a representative sample of transducers of a given type,

the uncertainty assigned to the measurement must include such standard

error values as specified by ISA-Amerlcan National Standard MC96.1

(Reference 4-I and Table IV-B-I) or the manufacturer, whichever is

greater.
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Considerable reduction in uncertainty can be realized when

some sort of individual or representative sample calibration is performed.

It is, for instance, possible to reduce uncertainty values to less than

±O.]°C (_%0.2°F) for type K thermocouples in the -17 ° to +260°C (00 to

500°F) range by performing individual calibrations (Reference 4-3).

Whether or not such calibrations are performed will depend to a large

extent on the availability of funds and calibration equipment.

A group of thermocouples made from the same reel of wire

can be calibrated on a sampling basis by cutting a length of wire from

each end of the reel, forming a junction on each of the two thermocouple

samples, and calibrating them against a reference thermocouple. The

other transducers in the group can then be assumed to have characteristics

sufficiently close to those of the two test specimens that no further

calibration is required when a brief functional test on each transducer

indicates that it operates. Output measurement at one temperature
will suffice in such a functional test.

The calibration of a platinum wire element resistive trans-

ducer is calculated by use of the Callendar-Van Dusen equation" after the

constants a, _ and 6 are determined (Table IV-B-2). Only a is always

based on measurements for each transducer. The constants _ and 6 may

be taken as being typical for a group of transducers of the same design

and with elements made from the same reel of platinum wire.

The performance characteristics and accuracies of a temperature

transducer are determined through testing and calibration procedures.

Three types are generally used and may be described as follows:

(i) Oualification t_@ts are performed to evaluate those

characteristics which are a function of transducer

design. Results would not be expected to vary

appreciably from one unit to another for. a particular

transducer model. Tests should be repeated with

adequate statistics to ensure that results are

representative of the lots.

(2) Individual acceptance tests are performed to

evaluate those characteristics which are a function

of transducer piece parts, assembly, or adjustment,

and might vary considerably from one unit to the
next.

(3) Periodic and special calibrations are performed

routinely or when required (as specified by the user)

to verify consistency in critical performance
characteristics.

The following tests should be performed under one of the

three categories discussed above. They are arranged in decreasing

order of general importance.
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4.!.1 Visual Inspection

A ¥isual inspection of those visible mechanical characteris-

tics considered important normally precedes any acceptance or qualifica-

tion test. Dimensional checks, scrutiny of welded, brazed, soldered,

and threaded joints, nameplate verification and examination of cable,

connector, or other external electrical connections are usually included.

4.1.2 Range, Output, and Error Limits

Thermocouples and metal wire element transducers are calibrated

bY recording the output at only a few (usually three, but not less than

twO ) temperature points and then obtaining the output,vs-temperature

characteristic at intermediatepoints by interpolation. The measured

points should be selected fixed points if possible (see Table IV-B-4).

Temperature points obtained from variable temperature baths are less

accurate but are frequently more convenient to obtain than fixed points;

this is usually an acceptable procedure for calibration of transducers

which are not used as transfer or reference standards.

A properly prepared calibration record shows not only the

measured and calculated output-vs-temperature values, but-also reveals

the deviation of each of these points (error) or the maximum deviation

of any point along the entire calibration curve (error band) from a

specified theoretical curve. The record should also indicate whether

any specified error tolerance has been exceeded.

4.1.3 Repeatability

Repeatability is a measure of the extent to which measurements

within a set agree with one another. (See Reference 4-6.)

4.1.4 Insulation Resistance

A test of insulation resistance is necessary only when the trans-

ducer contains an ungrounded sensing element. If the transducer has a metal-

lic case (cover, stem, head, or mounting), the insulation resistance is

measured between the external electrical connections to both sides of the

sensing element (connected together) and the case. Surface sensors without

metallic cases, such as cementable transducers, can be clamped firmly to
a metallic surface and the insulation resistance measured between this

surface and both of the sensing element leads connected together.

4.1.5 Dynamic Response

Time constant and response time tests are performed by apply-

ing a step change of temperature to the sensing element of a transducer

and obserzing the time required for the transducer's output to reach,

respectively, 63%, and a second specified level such as 99%, of the

final value. The test always requires readout on an oscilloscope or
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on a hlgh-speed strip chart recorder. The associated amplifier or

resistance bridge or other network should be so adjusted that a deflection

of several inches will be obtained between the initial and final values

of the transducer output.

The magnitude of the step change of temperature is normally

selected to lie within the range of the transducer. Several methods

can be used to provide the step change. The essential characteristic

of any test setup is the minimization of transit time between immersion

in the initial and final fluids. The initial fluid used most frequently

is relatively still air at room temperature near the temperature bath

containing the agitated final fluid which can be liquid nitrogen, liquid

oxygen, a dry ice mixture, distilled water, mineral oil, or silicone
oil.

To obtain meaningful readings the velocity of the final

liquid relative to the transducer should be established when still

air is used as the initial fluid.

4.1.6 Proof Pressure

A proof-pressure test is performed on immersion probes

when an internal seal is required. The probe is mounted into a narrow

cylinder equipped with a pressure gage. A gas such as helium is admitted

into the cylinder through a valve until the gage indicates the required

proof pressure. The valve is closed and the gage is observed for a

period of time so that any pressure drop, indicating a leakage, can

be noticed. If the internal volume of the cylinder is known, and if

the temperature of the gas is determined by connecting the transducer

under test to appropriate readout equipment, the equivalent volume

of gas escaping per unit time (leakage rate) can be calculated. A

liquid pressurizing medium should be used only when it is known that
the transducer will not be required to provide a seal against gas pressure.

If the temperature of the pressurizing medium is expected to affect

the performance of the transducer's internal seal, the medium should be

heated or cooled before it enters the cylinder.

4.1.7 Thermoelectric Potential

This test can be performed on a resistive transducer by

connecting it to a thermocouple potentiometer while the sensing element

is immersed in a bath maintained at a temperature near the transducer's

upper range end point and measuring the potential developed. Such

potentials are normally less than I mY.

q.1.8 Vibration and Acceleration

These tests are required for probe type transducers that will

be used in environments where these forces are present. The transducer

is installed into a fixture by using its mounting thread or flange. The

fSxture is then installed on the test equipment (shaker or centrifuge),
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and the output is monitored for discontinuities or indications of shorting

between portions of the sensing elements or between internal leads while

the equipment is subjected to the required vibration or acceleration

program.

4.1.9 Other Surface Temperature Transducer Tests

Additional tests are sometimes performed, especially on

cementable and weldable transducers, to determine errors due to strains

introduced by bending ever a mandrel of specified diameter, by bonding

with a specific cement and subsequent drying of this cement_ or bY

installation of the transducer on an appropriate sample surface which

must be made in accordance with specified methods.

Another important test is a verification of lead Pullout

strength. This can be accomplished by clamping the transducer securely

in a Vert!dai position and carefal!y attaching a weight equivalent

to the specified (minimum) pull out force to each lead.

4.1,10 • Other Environmental Tests

Additional tests may be required to verify performance in

the transducer's expected end-use environment. Performance may have

tO be verified, for example, by one-point calibration at a convenient

fixed point, after exposure of the transducer to mechanical shock.

Verification tests during and after exposure to long-term immersion

in a specified liquid, specified humidity levels, or to variations

in ambient pressure may also be necessary.

4.2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION

An end-to'end calibration is generally thought of as a

procedure where known temperatures are applied to the measurement system

transducer and the outpu t , having been subjected to all the conditioning,

amplification and recording components of the system, is then analyzed
to determine the values of such system performance characteristics

as are of interest, e.g., sensitivity, repeatability, linearity, etc.

The use of end-to-end calibrations to determine the closeness of the

transducer 9utput to a' specified or theoretical curve, or any other

parametersas are required to perform data reduction, is not recommended.

The most significant disadvantages of using end-to-end calibrations are

lack of a controlled environment, inconvenience and insufficient time

in consideration of other test stand activities (often res:ulting in

haste and increased operator error), and the nonportability of precision

calibration equipment_ Proper system design and careful attention to

the details associated with using laboratory determined performance

characteristics, and test stand application of electrical simulation,

will produce data within the required uncertainty limits.
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End-to-end calibrations or system checks are, however, of

great value in certain specific instances:

(I) An end-to-end calibration should be performed once

a new system has been assembled and is in a ready-

for-test condition, but prior to beginning the actual

testing. Such a test may serve as an initial system

certification or verification. A test of this type
is performed by applying a known temperature to the

transducer. The electrical signal thus generated

is transmitted through the signal conditioning eauipment

to the recording system. By reducing this data to

engineering units and comparing it with the known

temperature input a measured uncertainty value can

be determined. Tbls sort of test permits a comparison

of measured end-to-end uncertainty with the theoretical

uncertainty values determinedby combining individual

component uncertainty specifications. In some instances
such tests would reveal calculation errors due to

omissions or bad information. The end result, when

all the differences are resolved, should be an increased

level of confidence in the stated uncertainty value.

(2) Ambient temperature readings coupled with continuity

measurements can give a good indication of system

operation.

Slightly less of an overall test can be made by such

electrical simulations as voltage or resistance sub-

stitution. This type of check verifies the entire

system except for the transduction portion and is

used to determine scaling factor, verify amplifier

gain, etc. Some combination of ambient temperature

continuity test and voltage or resistance substitution

should be performed before everyengine test.

(3) Simple polarity verification can be accomplished using

heat guns or Freon gas. A make-and-break test, where

individual transducers are electrically disconnected
(at the transducer) while an observer monitors the

output, is also of value. These kinds of tests are

advisable when there has been any significant change

in instrumentation channel assignment or if channel

identification for some other reason becomes necessary.

They are performed infrequently, usually only when

changes are made.

4.3 STANDARDS

Systems used to calibrate temperature transducers must contain

these elements: (I) a temperature source, (2) a way of determining the

applied temperature to a greater accuracy than the device being calibrated,

(3) equipment to measure the electrical output of the transducer and (4)
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auxiliary electrical equipment such as power Supplies_ electricai simdia-

tiofi and _esistance substitution circuits. WhateVer the case, the error

in the calibration system must be take. into account in the deveiOpmeht

of accuracy statements for the calibration.

Calibration standards Should be traceable to a better Standard.

In most situatlons traceability to the National Bureau of Standards is

required. In any event,the traceability of a static calibration system

'should be identified and included in the calibration rep6rtof every
test measurement transducer. "

4.3.1 Temperature SourCe

The temperature sources used for calibration are fixed and

Variable temperature baths as weii as melting and freezing standards_

Reference thermometers or thermocouples are used to measure the bath

temperature accurately.

4.3.1.1 Fixed Points. Fixed points are transition poin@s at which a

material changes its state (solid, liquid, gas) at a precisely knowh tem-

perature. Frequentiy used fixed points are the boiling poih_ts of nitrogen,

oxygeh, and sulfur, the sublimation poipt (solid-gaseOus) of carboh dioxide,

the freezing points of water (ice point), tin, zinc, and ant'imony, and

the melting point of silver and gold. (See Table IV-B-4.)

The temperature of a fixed point bath is usually monitored

with a platinum resistance thermometer, the calibration of which has

been certified by the Nationai Bureau of Standards.

4.3.1.2 Freezing Points. Freezing point standards, used to determine

freezing points of metals, are usually not monitored by a reference

thermometer or reference thermocoUple. Instead, the pure m_tal samples
themselves ane certified.

Since the ice p6int_ O°C (32°F)_ is basic to most temperature

calibrations,: the ice bath is the most commonly used fixed point bath.

The triple point of water, 0_01°C (32.02°F), can be measured
accurately and with relative ease by using a triple point cell. This

measurement is preferred over the ice point if a very accurate determination

is reqUired.

4.3.1.3 y_mperature Baths. TeMperatfi_e baths are el_dtricaiiy heated,

double Wall tanks containing a bath medium appropriate for a given temper-

atu_e range. The tank is Set in a housing or consoie and is equipped with

an agitator for stirring; A cboiing tube may be coiled around the inner

tank to permit rapid reduction of the bath tempeDature. Commonly used

batB media include a mikture of dry ice and trichioroethylene, acetone,

or methanol (dry ice mixture bath) for temperatures between -730 and O°C

(-I00 d and +32°F), acetone or m6thanol for temperatures between 06 and 38°C
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(32° and 100°F), silicone oil (such as Dow Coming No. 550) for the range

21° to 260°C (70 ° to 500°F) for oil bath, and eutectic salts (e.g., sodium

and potassium nitrates and nitrldes) for temperatures between 205 ° and

705°C (400 ° and 1300°F) for salt bath.

The bath temperature is controlled by very accurate thermo-

static or proportional control circuitry so that its stability within
narrow temperature limits can be relied on.

4.3.1.4 Ovens. Electrically heated muffle ovens, kilns, and other

furnaces are used primarily for the calibration of thermocouples at high

temperatures. Optical pyrometers are employed for calibration above the

gold point of I063°C (1945°F).

When an oven is used, the test specimen and standard element

should be welded together or located very close to one another in a block

of highly conductive material such as copper. The entire block should be

well insulated.

4.3.2 Readout Instrument

The following are examples of suitable devices:

(I)

(2)

Manually balanced potentiometer. Typical range is 0 to

11.11 V with an uncertainty of +--0.006% of reading +__100pV.

Digital electronic voltmeter/ratio meter. Practically

infinite ranges with uncertainties of +--0.01% of reading

+I digit (4 digits display) and ±0.005% of reading +I

digit (5 digits display).

(3) Precision resistance bridges (for use with resistance

thermometers).

5.0 OPERATING PROCEDURES

In order to insure that maximum quality measurement data

are produced during each test run, oertaln inspections and verifications

must be made. Some of the recommended procedures are shown below for

both the pretest and the posttest periods.

5.1 PRETEST PROCEDURES

(i)

(2)

(3)

Inspect installation visually.

Set up and verify data acquisition system.

Verify that reference Junction is operating properly.
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(5)

Record calibration and/or electrical simulation

data and. cheek ?o_ conformance t_ predicted values

for the measurement system.

Estab!ish run zero reference and record.

5.2 POSTTEST PROCEDURES

(I)

(2)

!3)

R,e_prd zero Feferenqe.

Record c.a,libnation and(gr electFical si.mql_tion da.ta
and cheek for conformance to predicted values.

Inspect installation visually.

6.0 DATA AC_UISI?!O_ AND pROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Many geneFallzed standard technigues mqst be applied in the

acgu!sition and propels!rig Of the callbration, verlflcatloq, and run

data even though a _i_e hangs Of equipment types and handling _echniq ues
will be used for these functi0n@_ Certain!y no attempt is!made in this

handbook"to specify the detailed techniques which are appropriate to
the'=Various items of equipmentsupplied by different ma_ufacturens]

6..1 CALIBRATION AND VE'RIFICAT!ON DA_A

Recommended pfactices for the acquisitipn and Processing

qf cali_Fat_o_ aqd verification temperature measurement da_a are as

fo!lows:

!!) Calibration and verification data should be _ecorded

on the same equipment as run data.

(2) .Initial" system caZi.bration data must be used .to d.etermine

whether, or. not the system design requirementS, e:_,,

sensitivity, nepeatability, etc., have been met.

(s) Ve_ificatlon data are used to compute the measurement

u_¢eFta_tY _f the sy@tem, to compqte a Period Of

pnedicted satisfactory performance, and to check

If the calculated uncertainty of the system exceeds

the allowable limit, the system should b_ tmDr.oved

until such time as the allowable limit is not. exceeded.

The total uncentainty o_ the measurementp produced

by a system designed in accordance with the practices

oqtllned in this handbook is obtained by_ ¢0m.bining

all. th,e elem.enta I .uncertainties (Appen.dix. !V_A).
The accepted method for. the calcula£ion Bf total

uncertainty is presented in Refer.enos _-.J.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

Posttest verification data should be carefully examined

for any deviation from pretest calibrations and/or

verifications. If such deviations are outside acceptable

limits, corrective action should be taken immediately

and the validity of the test data should be Questioned.

A periodic reevaluation of the measuring system uncertainty

should be made as long as the system is in use. This

data may revise the claimed system accuracy or its
calibration interval.

Calibration and verificaton records should contain

at least the following data:

(a) Test stand identification

(b) Parameter identification

(c) Becording system identification

(d) Date, time'and ambient temperature

(e) Identification of the standard used

(f) Identification of the temperature transducer

(g) Reference Junction temperature

(h) Bange of the temperature transducer

(i) Calibration range of the system

(j) Run number (where applicable)

(k) Propellant conditioned temperature

(i) Test cell conditioned temperature

(m) Test cell ambient pressure (altitude simulation

level)

(n) Test engine identification

(o) Identification of the operators

B

6.2 RUN DATA

Recommended practices for the acquisition and processing
of run measurement data are as follows:

(I) Engine test data should be accumulated with a temperature

measurement system only after the uncertainty reauirements

have been met.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

Data reduction for each run should be based on the

average factor as determined from the pretest and

posttest verifications.

Run data should be examined to identify gross malfunctions

such as failure to record, intermittent connections,
dropouts, and other equipment malfunctions,

The period of observation for data reduction must

be chosen such that the system meets the requirements

for the specified test conditions.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Data reduction using a predetermined procedure should

be done as quickly as possible after temple:rich of

a test so that, in the event of data discrepancy,

troubleshooting will be expedited.
j,

Final reduced data should be tabulated for convenient

comparison with user specifications.

All calibration, verification, calculated dncertainty,
and engine test data should be retained until a data

release is dictated by the program requlrements.

In general, this includes all information related

to the interpretation of the measured temperature.

In the event of equipment malfunction, all data

associated with that equipment should be examined for

validity. This process will be simplified if all

equipment used is appropriately identified and the

identification is made a part of the permanent test
records.

7.0 GLOSSARY

_&_T_.E. The closeness or agreement between a measured value and
a standard or true value.

Ambient Conditions. The conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.) of

the medium surrounding the case of the transducer.

_. A test during which known values of measurand are applied

to the transducer and corresponding output readings are recorded under

specified conditions. (Only during a calibration may adjustments be

made so that a relationship convenient for data reduction purposes
can be established.)

C_libration Traceability. The relatiQn of a transducer calibration,
through a speeCfied step-by-step process, to an accepted national standard,

usually maintained by the National Bureau of Standards.

_K{L__. The outputs at the specified upper and lower limits of

the temperature range.
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_/_F_9/1. The indicated value minus the true or ideal value.

_. The band of maximum deviations of output values from a

specified reference line or curve due to those causes attributable

to the transducer, as measured over two consecutive calibration cycles

unless otherwise specified.

_ror. Limit of. The limit of error of a thermocouple or extension

wire is the maximum allowable deviation in degrees from the standard

EMF-temperature values for the type of thermocouple in question when

the reference Junction temperature is at the ice point and the measuring

junction is at the temperature to be measured.

_. The external electrical voltage and/or current applied

to a transducer for its proper operation.

Extension Wire. An extension wire is a pair of wires having such

temperature-EMF characteristics relative to the thermocouple with which

the wires are intended to be used that, when properly connected to

the thermocouple, the reference Junction is transferred to the end

of the wires which is opposite the thermooouple.

Full Scale Output. The algebraic difference between the outputs at

the end points.

Knout Imoedance. The impedance (presented to the excitation source)

measured across the excitation terminals of a transducer.

Junction. Measuring. That junction of a thermocouple which is subjected

to the temperature to be measured.

Junction. Reference. That junction of a thermocouple which is at a known

temperature.

_. The maximum rate at which a specified fluid applied

to the sensing element at a specified pressure is determined to leak
into the ease.

_./2,_._Y.E/_. The specified minimum number of full range excursions

or specified partial range excursions over which a transducer will

operate without changing its performance beyond specified tolerances.

hl_. The closeness of a calibration curve to a specified straight

line (such as the line between end points). (Nonlinearity is expressed

as the maximum deviation of any calibration point on a specified straight

line, during any one calibration cycle. It is expressed as "less than

+ % of full scale output.")

Measurand. A physical quantity, property or condition which is measured

(such as temperature).

Output. The electrical ,quantity which is produced by the transducer

as a function of the applied temperature.
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0utout ImPedance. The impedance across the output terminals of a transducer

presented by the transducer to the associated external circuitry.

._.' Quality of being exactly stated or sharply defined. The

preclslon of temperature measurement is the degree Of reproducibility

among several independent measurements of the same value under Specified

condltions.

P_ise Mode Oberation. For the purpose of this section, pulse mode

operation ds defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is
commanded closed prior tO the attainment of 95% of the steady sta£e

catalyst bed temperature as measured at the outer wall surface_ or

(b) the performance of the thruster is to be monitored Over a time

period which includes both the start-up and shut-down transientS_ and

d_ring which time the transientportions of any measurement are signi-
ficant with respect £o any steady state measurementS.

_Rgg._i_/J.i2_. The ability of a transd0cer to reproduce output readings

When the game temperature is applied to it repeatedly, under the same

conditions', and in the same direction. (Nonrepeatability is expressed

as the maximum difference between output readings; it is expressed

as "less than + % of full scale output").

_#sistance Thermometer. A temperature measuring device consisting of

a coil or gridof wire whose resistance varies with temperature in a

precise and predictable manner.

_svonse Time. The length Of time required for the output of a transducer

to rise to a specified percentage of its final value as a result of a

step change Of temperature.

_. The length of time required for the output of a transducer

to rise from a small specified percentage of its final value to a large

specified percentage of its final value.

Sensin_ Element. That part of the transducer which responds directly

to temperature.

_/__. The ratio bf the change in transducer outpu_ to a change

in the temperature.

_. The ability of a transducer to retain its performance throughout

its specified operatihg life and storage life.

$_atic Calibration. A calibration performed under stated environmental

conditions by application of the measuran'd to the transducer in discrete

amplitude intervals (in the absence of any Vibration, shock, or a_'eleration).

Steady State. Steady state measurements ideally require a measuring

system that is capable b_ producing an exact eleotrloal analog of what

m_Y be a Slowly varying temperature, in this geheraiiZed StateMent,
the term slowly must b_e b onsidered as relative to the response of the

overali measuring system. The period of observance fob a specified

Vaiue _or the parameter (or in real£ty,, the average of that value)

!.,.'-
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must be at least 5 times the natural period (5/f n) of the temperature

measuring system as determined from the response to a step change in

temperature. The system is considered to be at steady state conditions

for the period of observance when the average value of the parameter

for this period of observance differs by no more than 0.25% from the

preceding or succeeding average over a like time period.

Steady State Ooeration. For the purpose of this section, steady state

operation is defined as that portion of a test after which the temperature

at the outer surface of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 95% of its

equable asymptotic value, but prior to the time at which the propellant

valve is commanded closed. Steady state measurements should be made

only after the attainment of this condlton.

Temperature Range. Operatln_. The temperature range in which a transducer

may be operated without damage.

_. A thermocouple consists of two dissimilar thermoelements

so Joined as to produce a thermal EMF when the junctions are at different
temperatures.

ThermocouDle. Sheathed. A sheathed thermooouple is a thermocouple

having its thermoelements, and sometimes its measuring junction, embedded
in ceramic insulation.

_. A thermoelement is one of the two dissimilar electrical

conductors comprising a thermocouple.

Threshold. The smallest change in temperature that will result in

a measurable change in transducer output.

Total Error Ban4. The band of maximum deviations of calibration output

.values from a specified reference line or curve due to thqse causes
attributable to the transducer.

Transducer. A device which provides a usable output in response to

a specified measurand.

Uncertainty. Measurement. The collective term meaning the difference
between the true value and the measured value. Includes both bias

and random error. The term _ implies small measurement error

and small uncertainty (see Reference 4-7).

._. A verification confirms an established relationship

to a standard. (Confirmation implies that no adjustments have been

made since the last calibration because an adjustment might void the

statistical history of the system.) Verification data are also used

to compute the measurement uncertainty of the system, to compute a

period of predicted satisfactory performance and to check the system
for trends and excursions.
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NOTE: Definitions and nomenclature used in the

glossary and throughout this handbook conform

to the Instrument Society of American Standard
for Electrical Transducer Nomenclature and

Technology (Reference 4-8) wherever applicable.

4--I •

4--2 .

_--3.

4--4,

4--5.

_--6.

4--7.

_--8.
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APPENDIXIV-A

TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTSYSTEM

ELEMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

g
The following identifiable elemental uncertainties must

be qualified in order to ascertain the overall uncertainty in the

reported temperature measurement. The reference document for the cal-

culation of this uncertainty is the ICRPG Hand_QQk for EstimatiD_ the
Uncertainty in Measurements M_de With LiQuid ProPellant Rocket Engine

Systems (Reference 4-7).

I. STANDARDS CALIBRATION SYSTEM

A. National Bureau of Standards

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision

B. Interlab Standard

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision

C. Reference Standard

Overall uncertainty, including bias and precision

D. Working Standard

I. Residual bias from curve fit

2. Variance of the data about the data curve

E. Transfer Standard

I. Residual bias from curve fit

2. Variance of data about the data curve

II. TEST STAND

A. Stand Calibrator

I. Residual bias from curve fit

2. Variance of the data about the data curve

B. Transducer

I. Bias caused by transducer stem conduction

2. Bias caused by propellant flow

3. Bias caused by lead resistance drift

4. Bias caused by resistance network drift
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ili.

IV.

V,

VI.

ELECTRICAL CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT

A. Electrical Excitation

I. Balance units

2. Power supplies

B. Electrical Simulation

Shunt calibration. See Appendix III-C.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

A. Power Supply

Drift

B. Amplifier

I. Gain stability

2. Nonlinearity

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

A. Nonlinearity

B. Stability

C. Resolution

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Resolution
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APPENDIXIV-B

TABLESANDEQUATIONSFORUSEWITHTHERMOCOUPLESANDRESISTANCETHERMOMETERS
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Table IV-B-2. Callendar-Van DusenEquationa

The Resistance-vs-Temperature Relationship of a Platinum Wire Element

Rt = Ro . Roa[t -6(0.01t- I)(0.01t) -_(0.01t - I)(0.01t) 3]

iwhere Rt = resistance at temperature (°C)

Ro : resistance at 0°C (ice point resistance)

a, B,6 are constants; typical values are:

a = 0.003925 (temperature coefficient of resistance near O°C)

6= 1.49

: 0.11 (if t is negative)

= 0 (if t is positive)

aThis equation is applicable over the range -183 ° to +630°C. Values

of decreasing accuracy are obtained when these limits are exceeded

on either side of the applicable range.

r
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Table IV-B-3. Thermocouple Materials, Type Letters, and Color Codes

for Duplex Insulated Thermocouples and Extension Wires

Typical Conductor Material ANSI Color Code

Material ANSI

+ - Abbreviation Type Overall +Cond. -Cond.

Thermocouples

Iron Constantan FelCN J Brown _ite Red

Copper Constantan CulCN T Brown Blue Red

Chromel Alumel CR/AL K Brown Yellow Red

Chromel Constantan CR/CN E Brown Purple Red

90% Platinum Platinum Pt-1ORh/Pt S

10% Rhodium

87% Platinum Platinum Pt-13RO/Pt R

Extension Wires

Iron Constantan Fe/CN JX Black White Red

Copper Constantan Cu/CN TX Blue Blue Red

Chromel Alumel CR/AL KX Yellow Yellow Red

Chromel Constantan CR/CN EX Purple Purple Bed

Copper Alloy 11a - SX b Green Black Red

Iron Alloy 125 a - WX c White Green Red

aTypical material as used by Thermo Electric Co., Inc.

bused with type R and S thermocouples as alternate extension wire.

CUsed with type K thermocouples as alternate extension wire.
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Table IV-B-4. Fixed Points Available for Calibrating Thermocouples

and Resistance Thermistors

Values on the International

.Temperature Scale a

Thermometric Fixed Point Assigned,

Primary Points

Determined,

Secondary Points

oC OF oC oF

Boiling point of oxygen
Sublimation point of carbon

dioxide

Freezing point of mercury

Melting point of ice

Boiling point of water

Boiling point of naphthalene

Freezing point of tin

Boiling point of benzophenone

Freezing point of cadmium

Freezing point of lead

Freezing point of zinc

Boiling point of sulfur

Freezing point of antimony

Freezing point of aluminum

Freezing point of Cu-Ag eutec-

tic alloy (28.1% Cu - 71.9% Ag)

Freezing point of silver

Freezing point of gold

Freezing point of copper

Melting point of palladium

Melting point of platinum

-182.97

0.000

10o.000

444.60

960.5

1063.0

-297.35

32.000
212.0oo

832.28

1760.9

1945.4

-78.5 -109.3

-38.87 -37.97

217.96 424.33

231.9 4a9.4

305.9 582.6

320.9 609.6

327.3 621.2

419.5 787.1

630.5 1166.9

660.1 1220.2

778.8 14.33.8

1083.0" 1981.4

1555 2831

1773 3223

aThe values in the table are accurate to 0.I°C and apply for a pressure of

one standard atmosphere.
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SECTIONV

EXHAUSTGASCOMPOSITIONMEASUREMENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recommendedpractices are outlined for the design, installation,
checkout and operation of an exhaust gas composition measurementsystem
to be used during tests of a liquid monopropellant rocket engine.

2.0 SCOPE

This section has beenwritten to serve as a guide for the
experienced engineer in the design, installation, and operation of an
exhaust gas composition measurementsystem for collecting and analyzing
the exhaust gas from a liquid monopropellant rocket engine. Design guide-
lines rather than detailed specifications are provided for the critical
componentsof each portion of the system. These guidelines, whenused
in conjuction with current state-of-the-art, commercially available
equipment and good engineering practices, will provide an exhaust gas
composition measurementwhich meets the performance criteria specified.

2.1 OBJECTIVE

The measurementof exhaust gas composition for a monopropellant
rocket engine' provides an alternative method of determining performance.
It is assumedthat the composition of this gas mixture remains frozen
upon leaving the catalytic bed and that no further changeoccurs during
the collection and analysis process.

In the case of a monopropellant hydrazine rocket engine the
exhaust gas composition analysis will determine the mole percent of
ammoniadissociation that has taken place, thus providing an assessment
of the adiabatic reaction temperature. Using this temperature and the
measuredpropellant flow and reaction chamberpressure, it is possible
to calculate the thrust, thrust coefficient, characteristic velocity,
and specific impulse.

This recommendedpractice is directed toward an exhaust
gas composition measurementuncertainty goal of less than ±2.0%.

m

2.2 LIMITATIONS

It is recommended that the exhaust gas composition measurement

be limited to discrete samples collected under vacuum from a monopropellant

rocket engine operating at steady state conditions. At present there

is no proven method of collecting gas samples during pulse mode operation

that does not interfere with or compromise the normal engine operation.
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3:0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design of an exhaust gas composition measuring system

requires.......consideration as tO the location of the sampling, port,' the

location of the sampling cylinder, the size add operating p_essure of

the sampling cylinder, and the location and method of analysis. Since
it is seldom possible to have an onsite gas analysis facility, the gas

sample normally has to be transported to an offsite analytfcal chemistry

laboratory. The gas samPling system will be covered in this section and

the gas analysis system Will be discussed in Section 7.Q, 6at a Acquisition

and Processing.

3.1 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

The location of the gas sampling port will determine the

0perating pressure requirements of the system. A sampling port attached

directly to the rocket engine reaction chamber will require a high-
• ,' , ,

pressure system. If the sampling port or probe is located at the engine

exhaust nozzle exit, a low-pressure collection system is required. Both

systems,.,are shown in the schematic diagram, Figure 5-I . ,

3.11

3 1.2

General
)

(I) The gas samp!ing system should be designed to withstand

the maximum anticipated operating pressure with a safety

factor of 4.

(2)

_(3)

All piping and components should be compatible with the

propellan _ exhaust products. Stainless steel is
normally specified for monopropellant hydrazine

(Reference 5-I). Glass can be used in low-pressure

applications, but requires extra care in handling.

The sample cylinder should be limited in size to

that volume reqqired by the analysis method.

The sample cylinder should be designed f_r easy flow

through cleaning and should be provided with manual

isolation valves and threaded unions for ease of

installation.

(5) The sampling system Should be provided with pressure
and temperature instrumentation to monitor the gas

samplSng operation.

)

iHigh-Pressure System

(I) The gas sampling port for the high-pressure system

should be located in the reaction chamber downstream

of the last catalyst bed retainer and upstream of

the exhaust nozzle entrance. The tap used for
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C2)

monitoring chamber pressure can normally be used

for sampling purposes.

The system piping should be designed for'close coupling

of the sample cylinder to the engine and shoul d be

provided with both manual and remotely Operated va!ving.

These valves should be made from stainless steel,

have seat material which is compatible with high-

temperature exhaust gases, and be capable of sealSng

both pressure and vacuum.

3.1.3 _ Low-Pressure System

" (1)

(2)

The gas sample port for the low-pressure system should

be a probe or rake located at the exhaust noz_!e

exit plane.

The probe should be provided with an inert gas purging

system to keep the probe clean when not in use.

(3) The pipin E system should be designed to'conduct the

exhaust gas from the probe out through the test cell

wall to an externally connected sample cylinder.

(4) The sample cylinder should be provided with both

manual and remotely operated valving. These valves

should be made from stainless steel, have seat

material which is compatible with high-temperatur@

exhaust gases and be capable of sealing both pressure

and vacuum.

(5) The sample cylinder should be provided with a vacuum

purging system including an intercooler to protect the

vacuum pump. This will assure that a r@presentative sample

is drawn into the cylinder through the long delivery line.

3.2 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The electrical and electronic components of the gas sampling

system consist of the remote valve operators and pressure and temperature

instrumentation. Pressure and temperature measurements are covered

in the preceding sections of this handbook.

(I) The remote valve operator's Principal design requirements

are reliability and compatibility with the existing

test facility power and control circuitrY. Valve

position indicators are recommended.

(2) Power and control cabling for valve operation

must be installed in conduits which are separate

from the instrumentation cabling.
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4.1

4.0 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES

PIPING SYSTEM

(i)

(2)

(3)

All components of the gas sampling system should be

cleaned prior to initial installation (Reference 5-I).

The system should be leak checked at a pressure level

equal to the maximum allowable operating pressure.

The system should be vacuum leak checked at an absolute

pressure of 6.7 N/m 2 (50 mtorr) or lower.

(4)

(5)

The system should be flow checked with filtered,

inert.gas at the normal operating pressure.

The system, including all sample cylinders, should be

passivated with anhydrous ammonia for 48 hours, purged

with nitrogen, and subjected to a vacuum prior to

operational use.

4.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

(i) Inspect electrical cables and connectors of the remotely

controlled valves and associated instrumentation trans-

ducers. Power and control cables should be isolated and

identified separately from the instrumentation cables.

(2) A functional check of all remotely controlled valves and

instruments should be conducted using simulated test

operating procedures.

5.1

5.0 CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES

GAS SAMPLING SYSTEm4

(I) A mixture of gases should be prepared that simulates the

anticipated exhaust gas composition. A suggested mole

fraction mixture for hydrazine decomposition is 30% N 2,

50% H2, and 20% NH3 at 7435 N/m 2 and 21°C,(450 psia and
70°F).

(2) The gas mixture should be injected into the exhaust gas

sampling system under conditions simulating a normal

test operation. Three or more samples should be taken.

(3) Using normal handling procedures, the prepared gas

samples should be delivered to the analysis laboratory.
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5.2 _GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The gas analysis system should be calibrated using standard

laboratory methodology specified for the particular system

in use. The limits of detectability and degree of uncertainty
in the measurement of typical exhaust gases and cohdensable

vapors should be ascertained.

(2) A minimum of three composition analyses shouid be made of

the simulated exhaust gas taken directly from the supply

cylinder. This will provide information as to the expected

accuracy and repeatability of the analysiS process.

(3) The gas samples obtained from the simulated engine test

should be analyzed using the verified laboratory method.

A favorable comparison of these results with those obtained

directly from the supply cylinder should #erify ah uncertainty

of less than ±2.0% in the test gas composition measurement.

6.0 OPERATING PROCEDURES

-The operating procedures for the gas sampling system Will

vary depending on which system is employed.

The high-pressure method has the advantage of beifig much

simpler and requiring less facility equipment; it does, however, require

a direct attachment port on the rocket engine chamber. This results

in a measurable loss in chamber pressure during the brief eXtraction

period. The magnitude of this loss varies depending on the relative

sizes of the test engine and sample cylinder. In addition, the test

cell is normally required to be at atmospheric pressure for the manual

installation and removal of the close coupled sample cylinder.

The low-pressure method does not require any fixed attachments

to the rocket engine and the sample cylinder can be installed and removed

without back filling the test cell, a distinct advantage during live

cycle testing. 'The two principal disadvantages of this method are the

considerably more complex equipment and operating procedures, and a longer

extraction time required to thermally stabilize the gas transmission line.

The recommended Operating procedure for each method is presented below.

6._

6.1.1

HIGH_PRESSURE SYSTEM

Pretest Procedures

(1) Verify that the gas sample Cylinder has been cleaned

and evacuated;

(2) Check out the operation of the gas sampling control
circuit.
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6•I .2

. ..:,:L,

(3)

(4)

C5)

i

Install the gas sample cylinder making sure the cylinder

is secured, the interconnecting line isleak tight,

and that there is no undue strain on, the engine sample

port. Open the manual cylinder inlet valve•

Close up the test cell and establish desired test

conditions of pressure and temperature.

Before the engine test firing, when the test cell

is at lowest vacuum condition, open solenoid sample

valve to evacuate sample cylinder.

(6) During the operation of the test rocket engine allow

approximately 10 seconds to obtain the gas sample,

preferably after the engine has reached thermal
equilibrium.

(7) Verify that the sample cylinder has been pressurized

up to the normal engine openating chamber pressure
and has stabilized. II_

• <:" ,-/

Posttest ,Procedures

(I) Vent up the test cell and verify that the test area
_is safe to enter

(2) Confirm that the sample cylinder is still at test

pressure.

(3) Clos_the manual isolation valves and remove the

sample cylinder. Cap all ports and plug all lines.

(4) Transport the sample cylinder to the analysis laboratory
as quickly as practical. . "

(5) If the high-pressure sample has to be held for many

\ hours or days before the analysis, it should be trans-

ferred into a larger cleaned and evacuated low-pressure

cylinder to reduce the possibility of gas leakage.

LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEM

Pretest Procedures

(i) Verify that the sample cylinder has been cleaned
and evacuated.

(2)

(3)

Check out the operation of the gas sampling control circuit.

Install the sample cylinder, make sure the inter-

connecting lines are leak tight, and open the manual
isolation valves.

"f i" "" "
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6.2.2

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8.)

(9)

(!0)

(1!)

(12)

(13)

Verify the position pf the gas sampling probe to
assure that it will not make contact with the engine

exhaust pozzle during normal operations.

Check out the operat$on of the probe inen_ gas pwrge

system.

Check out the operation of the gas samplSng vacuum

system and intercooler.

Close up the test eel! and establish desired test

popdit_ons of pressure and temPerature.

Activate the probe purge system and set the _elive_y

pressure to slightly above the maximum aqticSpated

nozzle exit plume total pressure.

Activate the vacuum system and intercooler-

Energize to open the exit valve on the samPle pylSnder

and verify that the vacuum level has stabilize d i_

the gas sampling system; leave valve open.

During the operation of the test rocket engine, allow

approximately 30 seconds to obtain the gas sample_ pref-

erably after the engine has reached thermal equilibrium,

unless otherwise specified.

Valve sequence is as follows:

(a) Close the inert gas purge valve.

(b) Open the sample cylinder inlet valve for 20 seconds

allowing exhaust gas to flow through the system

under vacuum purging.

(c) Close the sample cylinder exit valve amd allow

10 Second s for the pressure to stabilize.

(d) Close the sample cylinder inlet valve.

(e) Open the probe inert gas purge valve.

Verify that the sample cylinder has been pressurized up

to normal engine nozzle exit pressure and ha s stabilized.

Posttest Procedures

(I) Verify that the test area is safe to enter.

(2) Verify that the gas sample cylinder is s_ill at test

pressure.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Close the manual isolation valves and remove the

sample cylinder. Cap all ports and plug all lines

or install a second sample cylinder.

Transport the sample cylinder to the analysis laboratory

as quickly as practical.

If the low-pressure gas sample has to be held for a

long period before analysis, no special handling is

required. The sample is normally at less than 1-atm

pressure so any leakage would be recognized as oxygen
contamination.

7.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

7.1 DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

The measurement of exhaust gas composition is normally

performed in an analytical chemistry laboratory using standard methods

and equipment including the following:

(I) Manometric measurement

(2) Mass spectrometry

(3) Gas chromatography

(4) Spectrophotometry

(5) Colorimetric techniaues

Special methods have been devised to measure those constituents

which are difficult to identify or are present in such small Quantities

that they are below the detection limit of standard gas analyzers.

A recommended gas analysis block diagram is shown in Figure 5-2.

7.1 .I Manometric Measurement

The quantity of sample gas collected can be determined manomet-

rically using a mercury-filled manometer. A high-pressure sample is slowly

expanded into an evacuated collecting vessel before the volumetric measure-

ment. The sample cylinder is evacuated with a Toepler pump while the wall

of the cylinder is heated slightly to ensure that all condensed vapors are

driven out; heating should not be great enough to yield a sample cylinder

wall temperature which will cause distortion of the constituent gases.

7.1.2 Mass Spectrometry

The exhaust gas sample to be analyzed with a mass spectrometer

is first separated using a series of two liquid nitrogen cold traps held

at -195°C (-320OF). The gases not frozen in the cold traps are measured



GAS
SAMPLE
CYLINDER

.l
LIQUID NITROGEN
COLD TRAP
-195oc

HEAT

VACUUM
PUMPING OF
NONCONDENSABLE

MASS SPECTROMETER OR
GAS CHROMATOGRAPH ANALYSIS

FOR H2 + N 2 (02, AR & CH 4 TRACES)

MANOMETRIC
VOLUME
MEASUREMENT

1

LN2+ ACETONE
CO].D TRAP
-30oC

WATER RINSE
OF COLD IRAP ,

+20°C

VACUUM
PUMPING OF
CONDENSABLES

MASS SPECTROMETER OR
GAS CHROMATOGRAPH ANALYSIS

FOR NH 3 (CO 2 + H20 TRACES)

_ SPECTRO PHOTOMETER ._

ULTRAVIOLET TEST
FOR ANALINE

MANOMETRIC
VOLUME
MEASUREMENT

COLORMETRIC
TEST FOR
HYDRAZINE

Figure 5-2. Exhaust Gas Sample Analysis Block Diagram

manometrically and analyzed with the mass spectrometer; these gases

normally consist of hydrogen and nitrogen, with small amounts of oxygen,

argon and methane appearing as contaminants. The cold traps are then

warmed to -30°C (,23°F) by the addition of acetone. The condensable gas

residue is drawn off and collected using the Toepler pump. This gas is

also measured manometrioally and analyzed with the mass spectrometer.

Typically, the cond_nsables consist primarily of ammonia with trace

amounts of carbon dioxide and water vapor.
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7.1.3 Gas Chromatography

The gas samples collected above can also be analyzed using the

method of gas chromatography. A 6-foot molecular sieve 13X (Reference 5-2)
can be used for the noncondensable gases, including hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxygen and methane using argon as the carrier gas. A Porapak T column
(Reference 5-3) can be used for the condensable gases, including ammonia,

carbon dioxide, and water vapor. Gas samples in the collector vessels are

at subatmospheric pressure (0.1 to 0.3 atm) following manometric measure-

ment and have to be compressed back to atmospheric pressure before injecting

into the gas chromatograph. This could be accomplished by using a rising

column of mercury. A minimum volume of 0.5 ml at I arm is normally required.

7.1.4 - Liquid Residue Analysis

Any condensable vapor present in the gas sample will normally

be caught in the first cold trap during the separation process. The

closed cold trap, when warmed to room temperature, is rinsed out with
a small amount of distilled water to collect any unreacted hydrazine

and traces of analine. In general, the quantity of hydrazine will range

from very small to none with analine only a very small fraction of the

total collected. Special detection and analysis methods have been used

with some success. The spectrophotometer ultraviolet test (Reference 5-4)

is recommended as the most sensitive analysis for analine and the colori-

metric technique using 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulfonlc acid is recommended

for hydrazine detection (Reference 5-5).

7.2 DATA PROCESSING

The main constituents measured in the gas sample analysis

are hydrogen, nitrogen and ammonia. The mole percent of nitrogen measured

in the exhaust may be slightly greater than the theoretical decomposition

of hydrazine would predict. This may be caused by saturation of nitrogen

pressurant in the hydrazine. Since this is a variable which is not

readily predicted, the mole percent of ammonia dissociation is determined
from the mole fraction ratio of hydrogen to ammonia (see Section VI,

Paragraph 4.3.6). No-correction is made for the small amount of ammonia

initially present in the liquid hydrazine. Any loss of hydrogen through

leakage or ammonia absorption on the walls of the sample cylinder is

minimized by expeditious and careful handling of the sample and heating

and evacuation of the cylinder during the extraction process.

8.0 GLOSSARY

_monia Dissociation. The endothermic reaction in which the ammonia (NH 3)

molecule is broken into its constituent molecules of nitrogen (N 2) and

hydrogen (H2) according to the following equation:

, 4NH3_2N2 + 6H 2
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Gas Chromatography (GC). A method used to measure and record bY graphi-

cai means the identification and concentration of components in a gas-

vapor mixture. The process involves volatilizing the sample mixture

into a carrier gas stream which is passing through and over a column of

dry granular solid or a liquid supported by the granules or by the walls

of the column or both. Separation is achieved by differences in partition

- distribution of the components in the sample mixture - and carrier gas

causing them to move through the column at different rates. Thus, they
appear one a£ter the other at the effluent end, where they are detected

and measured by thermal conductivity changes, density differences, or

various types of ionization detectors.

Manometri_ Measurement. The method of measuring the volume and pressure

of an evolved gas or vapor by means of the measured displacement of

liquid (usually mercury) in a manometer.

Mass Spectrometry. A technique for the analysis of matter by means of

ionization of the molecules followed by the separation of ions according

to mass-to-charge ratio and the recording of the numbers of various ions.

The mass distribution and relating abundance of ionic products provide

the mass spectrum which is a unique fingerprint representing the mole-

cules of matter from which it was formed. Information thus provided

includes the exact molecular formulas and molecular weight and in some

instances the molecular structure.

Measurand. A physical quantity, property, or condition which is measured

(such as pressure).

Pul_e Mode Operation. For the purpose of this section, pulse mode

operation is defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is

commanded closed prior to the attainment of 95% of the steady state

catalyst bed temperature as measured at the outer wall surface, or

(b) the performance of the thruster is to be monitored over a time

period which includes both the start-up and shut-down transients, and

during which time the transient portions of any measurement are significant

with respect to any steady state measurements.

Reaction Chamber. The structural component of a monopropellant rocket

engine between the propellant injector head and the exhaust nozzle. It

encloses the catalyst bed, the bed retainer grids or screens, and the

plenum leading to the exhaust nozzle.

Steady State OPeration. For the purpose of this section, steady state

operation is defined as that portion of a test after which the tempera-
ture at the outer surface of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 95% of

its equable asymptotic value, but prior to the time at which the pro-

pellant valve is commanded closed. Steady state measurements should

be made only after the attainment of this condition.

Thermal Equilibrium. A thermal state in the rocket engine operation

where the heat addition originating from the reacting propellant is in

balance wi_h the heat loss through conduction, radiation and expulsion

of exhaust gases. This is normally witnessed by a constant temperature
measurement on the wall of the reaction chamber.
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Toepler Pump. A method used to transfer gases at subatmospheric pres-

sure utilizing an alternating rising and falling column of mercury in a

cylindrical glass vessel. Two valves are operated in sequence with the

movement of the mercury column to allow introduction and expulsion of

the gas from the cylinder.
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SECTION VI

DATA REDUCTION AND PERFORMANCE DETERMINATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This section provides the definitions, algorithms, and pro-

cedures for the reduction to performance parameters of the monopropellant

thruster measurements which have been obtained as per the recommendations
outlined in Sections I through V of this handbook. A brief discussion of

acquisition and recording systems is also included. Emphasis has been

placed upon monopropellant hydrazine engines, and some parameters relate

specifically to the catalytic decomposition of hydrazine (e.g., percent

ammonia dissociation). Performance of other types of monopropellant

thrusters may, however, be determined by using procedures similar to

those discussed herein. Two appendixes are included: VI-A, Theoretical

Performance of Monopropellant Hydrazine, and VI-B, Calculation of Rotational
Performance.

A fundamental objective in the development of these procedures

is the promotion of a uniformity of methodology in the reduction of thruster

test data by the engine manufacturer, thus providing a potential user with

a common basis for comparing the performance of various engines. To achieve

this end, it becomes imperative that the manufacturer directly measure

those quantities which are the thruster's primary purpose to provide;

specifically, steady state thrust and pulse mode impulse. The primary

derived performance parameter, specific impulse, similarly requires

the direct measurement of steady state propellant flow and pulse mode

propellant usage. Emphasis has been placed on minimizing indirectly

obtained or calculated performance.

The user, on the other hand, may not have impulse measurement

or steady state thrust measurement instruments available. A secondary

objective ot the following procedures is to have the manufacturer provide

the user with a thrust and impulse correlation which will allow the

user to verify the manufacturer-supplied characterization.

2.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING

The preferred system for the acquisition, recording, and

reduction of monopropellant thruster test data is the digital system.

The digital system is frequently combined with analog magnetic tape,

graphic recorders, or oscilloscopes which yield high-frequency response,
quick-look data, and flexible calculational abilities.

Q

2.1 DIGITAL SYSTEM

The digital system may provide acquisition uncertainties of

±0.25% or less and, in addition, entire test sequences may frequently
be programmed for automatic execution.
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The most Co_on type of dlgitai system Consists of _ m_iti-

plexer, analog-to-digltal converter, format and control unlt; and a
recording device employing magnetic tapei magnetic dlscl punched cards,

6_ punched paper tape as the Ofitput med[d_.

Another b_oh type of d!gitii system consists of a Vblti_e-to-

frequency converter ahd _igitai counter. The voltage-to-frequency converter

get,rates a frequency £he Vaiue of _ich is proportional k_ kh_ _easure-

#_4 £otai co_n£ £hus prbd_ed is prbDo_klbnal, to the £1me integrai
of the measurement over the period of interest. The eodnte_ _adi_S

may be _corded at known i_tervais So that a £1me history of §ubhessiPe

measurements _ay 5e _staised.

Major characteristics of £H_ _igltai system are _esulGtibn and

_iiHg rate. System reSoihtion s_0uid exceed i part in 2000 for chamber

_esS_re and £h_hst m4asSr_nts. In _d_itioh, the sa_plin_ rate

(measurements per seho_) s_o_id be s_ficie_hly high tb characterize tSe

_{g_ai be{ng sampied (R_fe_enee 6-i). The _ecor_ing system chosen shbuld
_ive fr4que_cy response capabie of faithfuiiy recording all fre0uencies of

ihteres£.

2.2 GRAPHIC RECORDER

The _Sst i5_MOh tyP_ of graphic recorder is t_e shri_ _£art

recorder _hic_ typicall9 introduces uncertainties of from ±0.2 to ±0.5_ of

strlp c art ....span.

Strip b_art recorders a_e often Used to augment the more

_ccurate digital S_Stem 5y SUpP!yin_ a o_iek-look display, wh4n these two

d_Vices are operated in parallel, e_e s_ouid be taken to prevent off-null

error voltages (prodUced by the strip chart recorder undert_ansient or

dithering conditions) from affecting the digital data.

2.3 ' _CILL'OGRAPH

0sciiI0kraph _eco_ders prbd_c? measureme'nt hnUert_intles Of
_2.0 to _3.0_ of full scale. Oscillographs are ofte_ used to aumment the

more aecur_te digital recor'der by supplying higher frequency data.

Multiplexing and quantlzation generaily assoclated with multlehannel

digital /ecorders usually limit information bandwidth to i00 Hz or lower.

Osciilographs _ay record freouencies to 5000 Hz or higher, but are normally
'used at less than 1000 Hi.

Initial system cSeckou_ shouid include theuse of galvanometers

_it'h Treq'uency response capabilities high enough to determine t:h_ presence

of _y _'ch hlgh-_r_queUcy fiUch0ations. Once the system frequency
'resPonse eharacteristics are evaluated, it may be advisable to substitute

galvanome%ers Whose respons'e capabilitfes are no hi_her thah reouired to

mOnitUr the freqUen.cies o_ interest. For monopropellant rocket engine

tes:ting a-frequency'_espons4 of 300 Hz is usually sufficient.
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When an oscillograph and digital recorder are operated in

parallel, system design should insure no degradation of digital data

caused by the higher current requirement of the oscillograph galvanometer.

W

2.4 ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPE

FM analog tape recorders usually have measurement uncertain-

ties of at least ±1.0 to ±2.0% of full scale and are therefore not used

as the primary recording device for steady state measurements with low

uncertainty. They are used primarily to record high-frequency data up

to 40,000 Hz. They have the additional flexibility of being able to

play back the data at a rate other than that at which it was recorded.
This permits time expansion of the data for increased resolution, which

is especially helpful when High-frequency phenomena are present.

In a special application the analog tape recorder can be used

without an increase in uncertainty when obtaining time integrals of

measurements. This is accomplished by recording the frequency of the

voltage-to.frequency converter on a direct analog channel and then

integrating the signal digitally.

2.5 VISUAL DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

A real time visual display in engineering units of measured

thruster data, along with other critical operating parameters, is required

for both pretest and posttest calibrations and for monitoring during the

engine test. This alphanumeric data can be presented in hard-copy

(printed), non-hard-copy (no record) form, or both. The non-hard-copy is

usually displayed on some type of cathode ray tube (CRT) device through a

selective preprogrammed format.

3.0 RAW DATA REDUCTION

As a first step in the data reduction procedure, signal

quantities are converted to engineering units. It is strongly recommended

that a standard computer code be developed for compatible use with all

digitally acquired monopropellant engine test data.

3.1 CALIBRATION DATA

Calibration information for each channel sampled by a digital

data acquisition system may be supplied to the raw data reduction program

in any of several ways, depending upon the instrument involved and its

behavior in use. For example, coefficients describing a polynomial fit to

the calibration data may be input for each transducer, or a table of values

may be employed. This calibration data for each transducer is typically

input to the raw data reduction program in the form of magnetic tape or

punched cards. Shunt calibration, or calibration of the acquisition system,

is performed immediately prior to a run by introducing an electrical signal

to each channel sampled by the data acquisition system. This calibration
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is then combined with thetransducer calibration to convert the transducer

signal quantities to engineering units. Digital integration routines

may be checked in a similar manner.

3.2 ZERO SHIFT

During any given test, a measurement system may undergo chan_es

due to thermal expansion of test hardware, temperature and pressure

effects on the transducer, or electrical component specification ch_n_es.

These effects manifest themselves by causing a change in the level of

recorded system output signal for zero applied sensor input, and the

phenomenon is labeled zero shift. Raw data is to be corrected for zero

shift as described in the following Daragraphs..

3.2.1 Steady State Measurements

Steady state thruster data is obtained over a time interval

after the thruster has reached equable asymptotic conditions. It is

recommended that this time interval be defined as occurring at the end of

any particular run and that the data be corrected for the .posttest zero

shift, where the zero is determined immediately after shut-down transients
have decreased below the measurement threshold, but prior to the onset of

any detectable thermal soakback effects. For a very long steady state

burn (several minutes to hours), it is recommended that steady state

measurements also be acquired as soon as possible after reaching steady

state conditions. Pretest zero is to be applied to this measurement

interval and posttest zero applied to the final measurement if zero shift

is noted to have occurred after the test. Discrepancies between pretest

and posttest zeros of greater than 3% of the maximum value registered for

the given parameter will be cause to doubt any measurements intermediate

to the first and the last since the time into burn and the manner of shift

occurrence will be unknown. Intermediate measurements for shifts of less

than 3% may be corrected by assuming that the shift occurs linearly with

time between the zero determinations.

3.2.2 Pulse Mode Measurements

For a single pulse, or for a series of pulseslfor which the

time between pulses is sufficient to aceuire a zero, the prepulse data

may be corrected either by averaging the prepulse and postpulse zero

or by assUming that the zero shift occurs linearly with time during

the period between zero determinations. If the frequency of the pulses

is such that a zero cannot be acquired between pulses, the pretest and

posttest zeros shall be assumed to vary linearly with the time between

acquiring the first and last zero reading. In any case, discrepancies

between pretest and posttest zeros of greater than 3_ of the maximum

value registered for the given parameter during any pulse shall be cause

to terminate the test, rectify the problem responsible for the shift,

and repea@ the run sequence.
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3.3 TIME INTEGRATION

m
For some measurements, reduction of raw data will include the

time integration of a signal quantity. This integration may be performed

electronically in real time as the signal quantity is varying or numerically

by the raw data reduction program after all the data to be integrated has

been acquired. In either case an estimate of integration uncertainty must
be made.

3.3.1 Numerical Integration

The numerical integration of digitally acquired data is the

preferred method for obtaining time integrated values of any variable.

Ideally, the data recording system (whether magnetic tape or computer core

memory) will be capable of storing the discretized data until the posttest

zero is obtained. After the data have been corrected for zero shift

(Section 4.2), the integration can be performed by using any of a number

of numerical integration schemes (References 6-2 and 6-3). However, a

minimization of the integration uncertainty can be achieved only by

considering both the digital sampling rate (Reference 6-I) and the

integration algorithm.

3.3.2 Analog Integration

Electronic integration is used extensively throughout the indus-

try to obtain real time display of integrated data. Operational amplifier

integrators of the type used in general purpose analog computers may produce

integration uncertainties as low as ±0.1%. The use of simple R-C circuits as

integrators will yield approximate integrals with somewhat higher uncertainties.

A disadvantage of electronic integration is the difficulty of

rigorously accounting for zero shift after the run is complete and the

integral has been obtained; this is particularly true if track-and-hold

amplifiers are utilized to obtain integrals of a time varying parameter

over a series of pulses. In this case, even if a zero is acquired between

pulses, the total integral must be corrected by assuming a linear variation

of zero shift over the integral period; i.e., a quantity equal to one half

the zero shift times the integration interval is algebraically subtracted

from the integration total. This correction is only to be applied if the

zero shift is less than 3% of the maximum value for the parameter which is

being integrated. Zero shifts of greater than 3% shall invalidate any
integral obtained by electronic means.

3.4 UNIT CONVERSION

After the data have been acquired, signal quantities converted

to engineering units, corrections for zero shift included, and certain

quantities time integrated, the conversion from miscellaneous units into

Syst_me International d'Unit_s (SI units) must often be performed. This

conversion is to be made using the physical constants and conversion

factors given in NASA SP-7012 (Reference 6-4) or equivalent.
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4.0 THRUSTER PERFORMANCE

This section details the measurements which are required

to determine thruster performance, the corrections which are to be

applied to those measurements, and the definitions and algorithms for

the calculation of performance parameters.

4.1 MEASURED PARAMETERS

Any monopropellant thruster test program will include a

variety of measurements taken for the purpose of ensuringcorrect and

safe operation of the test facility. The number and location of such

measurements will necessarily vary from facility to facility and will

not be discussed in this section. However, the minimum acceptable

number and type of measurements which are necessary to determine the

performanc e of a monopropellant thruster can and must be Specified

if a standardization of data reduction procedures is to be achieved.

These measurements are discussed in the following paragraphs. Additional
measurements which may be useful in characterizing thruster behavior

are included in the glossary at the end of this section. The measurement

uncertain_y limitations established in Sections I through'V of this

handbook apply to the measurements discussed in this paragraph.

4.1.1 Steady State Measurements

A typical catalytic hydrazine thruster may require 30 seconds

to several minutes of firing to achieve thermal equilibrium at the outer

surface of the catalyst bed wall; other parameters respond much more

rapidly. For the purpose of this handbook, steady sta_ is defined as

that portion of a test after which the temperature at the outer surface

of the catalyst bed wall has achieved 95% of its equable asymptotic value,

but prior to. the time at which the propellant valve is "commanded closed.

The following measurements should be made after the attainment of this condi-

tion and immediately prior to engine shutdown and zero reference determination.

4.1.1.I Thrust. Thrust shall be determined by digitally acquiring

no fewer than 100 samples of the load cell signal over a period of not

less than I00 ms_ These values may be either averaged or time integrated

over the sampling period to obtain a characteristic thrust value.

4.1.1.2 Mass Flow. The transducer signal corresponding to propellant

mass flow shall be digitally acquired during the same time interval that

the thrust measurement is being obtained.

4.1.1.3 i Chamber Pressure. Chamber pressure shall be determined

by digitally acquiring no fewer than 100 samples of the transducer

signal over the same time interval as that used for determining thrust.

These values may be either averaged or time integrated over the sampling

period to obtain a characteristic chamber pressure value.
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4.1.1.4 A_cillar7 Measurements. The following measurements are useful

for data corrections and correlations or are necessary to characterize the

thruster operating conditions and test environment. These measurements should

be obtained during the same time interval that the thrust is being defined.

(I) Propellant pressure at thruster valve inlet

(2) Propellant temperature at thruster valve inlet

(3)

(4)

Vacuum pressure within the test facility

Catalyst bed outer wall temperature

(5) Nozzle throat temperature

(6) Propellant temperature at the flow measurement device

4.1.2 Pulse Mode Measurements

For the purpose of this handbook, pulse mode operation is

defined as occurring whenever (a) the thruster valve is commanded

closed prior to the attainment of 95% of the steadystate catalyst bed

temperature as measured at the outer wall surface, or (b) the performance

of the thruster is to be monitored over a time period which includes

both the start-up and shut-down transients, and during which time the

transient portions of any measurement are significant with respect to

any steady state measurements.

It will be noted below that several of the "measurements"

are time-integrated totals of a directly measured signal. These integra-

tions are taken here to be measurements also. During operation of the

thruster in the pulse mode, the following measurements will be obtained

for each pulse for which thruster performance is to be determined.

4.1.2.1 Impulse Bit. Impulse bit is defined as the time integration of

the thrust signal for a single pulse. The digital sampling shall be at a

sufficiently high rate to characterize the load cell signal and to perform

the integration within the uncertainty limitations established in Section I

of this handbook. Integration of the signal shall begin at the valve open

signal and may not extend beyond the time at which it becomes impossible to

distinguish the thruster-induced signal from the background noise environment.

4.1.2.2 Propellant Usage. The mass of propellant admitted to the

catalyst bed shall be determined by digitally acquiring, at a minimum,

the prepulse and postpulse signal from a volumetric displacement flowmeter.

The postpulse sample shall be acquired prior to the onset of any detectable

thermal soakback effects which may alter the volume of propellant between
the thruster valve and the propellant measurement device. Other types of

flow measurement devices shall be digitally sampled at a rate sufficiently

high to obtain the time integration of propellant flow within the uncertainty
limitation specified in Section II of this handbook.
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_i_2_3 C_mber Prds_br_ inte_rai. The S1_bi frb_ th_ chamber b_eS-

§bb_ trahS_ucer shaii be digltally sampled at a ratewhich is suffl_lehtiy

_a_i_ to accurately character£ze the si_bal and Derfdr_ the ti_e inke_ration.

THe ihtegbatldn Shall begin at the Vaive open signal And Shall not _xtend

b_dhd th_ tlme at whic_ thd transddeer Signai has deca#e_ to i_ Of _he

_xi_u_ _esSure reedrded during the puiSe or to 6.9 RNim Z (I psi)_ _hich-

e_r is less.

_f ib@_£ia i_ defih@d as £he £ime i6£e@r_i of chambdr br_Ss_ _Diti_iied by

t_ £ime fro_ the Vaive open bommand. Thi_ product _hd int@_atib_ should be

fo_ed a£ the sam_ time ahd aeeo_dihg to the same _dideii_s _s e_£_51ished

f6r the bhamber pre§sur_ {nt_ai. (The chamber pr_ssb_e,pPo_£'_ inertia

_iii be _sed in a shbseqO@_t caicuia£{bh £o degihe thb ti_=£5-_bi§e eehtroid;)

4. J_2_5 AndiliarV Measd_bme_ts, The f_iiowlng _as_drem_hk_ _re usefui

fbf _ata Correbtions and cbrreiation_ or are'heoessa_ td _aradterlze the

t_tef operating conditions and test environment during pulse mbde measube-

(i)

(2)

ihitiai pbopellant inlet pressure

Initial pPopeilant inlet temperature

(3) Initial catalyst bed temperature

(_) Valve Supply voltage and current

(5) Eiectrical pGise Width

(6) VacUum facility back pressure

ii.i_3 Resbonse MeaSurements

The measbremen£s whidh describe the transient respohse of the

t_bster _rd defined in the following paragraphs: These .response terms

A_e h_t h_pt_ali_ determined _or eVery pulse and ma_ be defihe_ by a

dbMbination of digital ah'd analog te_hniques_ ineiudlhR oseillo_raph or

b_biilosdope trad_ o_ vaive du_rent_ valv_ voltage, _hd chamber pressure

as depiet_d in Fight% 6-I_ Additional response measurements are defined

i_ the gidssary at the ehd of this section.

4_i_3.i Vaiv_ Op_ni_.R_sb'ohse Time. Th_ Valve op_hln_ _espohse

ti_e i_ the i_t_rVal which eiaps es between thruster Valve bpehing signal

_ £he attainment bf a _hlly Open Valve poSitioh.

4.I._3.2 Rise T_'me. Rise tlme IS _efihed as tBe ti_e _ht_vai which

_I_S 5'_tNe_n atta£nm_nt of a fui_y open vaive p0gition and _ chamber

'_s_ur_ Increase co'rrespondlng to 90% of:
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Figure6-1. Thruster/Valve Response Definitions
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(1) The peak chamber pressure obtained for electrical

pulse widths of less than 40 ms, or

(2) The average chamber pressure, measured over an interval

which excludes any thrust overshoot, for electrical

pulse widths of greater than 40 ms.

4.1.3.3 =Valve Closin_ Response Time. The valve closin_ response

time is the:interval which elapses between thruster valve closinF signal

and the attainment of a fully closed valve position.

4.1.3.4 Decay Time. Decay time is defined as the time which elapses

between the attainment of a fully closed valve position and chamber

pressure decay to 10% of the peak or average chamber pressure as defined

in Paragraph 4.1.3.2.

4.1.3.5 -Ancillary Measurements. The measurements necessary to

characterize the thruster operating and environmental conditions during

thruster and valve response measurements are the same as those given

in Paragraph 4.1.2.5. These measurements should be recorded at the

same time that response is determined.
.t

4.2 CORRECTIONS

The following corrections are the only approved chan_es

to be made to test data. Any other manipulation of measured data,

excluding accountability for zero shift as discussed in Section 3_2,

is discouraged.

4.2.1 Vacuum Facility Back Pressure

Measured thrust and impulse values should be corrected to

vacuum conditions by accountin_ for the finite back pressure which

exists during engine firing in most space simulation facilities. This

is usually done by adding the product of exit area and back pressure

to the measured instantaneous thrust. However, this correction is

only valid if flow separation has not occurred within the nozzle due

to expansion of the gases below a critical fraction of the back pressure.

Several theories have been proposed which attempt to establish what this

fraction of nozzle exit static pressure to test cell back pressure should

be to preclude separation (References 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7). Since these

results are functions of nozzle chamber pressure and nozzle expansion

contour as well as exit static pressure and back pressure, it is recom-

mended, based primarily on the conclusions drawn in Reference 6-8, that

the vacuum _acility back pressure not be allowed to exceed the static

pressure at the nozzle exit. This recommendation is appllcable to

nozzles operating with throat Reynolds numbers of greater than approxi-

mately 2000-(Reference 6-9). For nozzles operating at or below this

range, tests must be conducted to ensure that the nozzle is flowing
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full; this criterion may also become important for pulse operation where

a significant portion of the impulse is produced at a low throat Reynolds

number. For these low-density nozzle flows, back pressures below 10-2

N/m 2 (10 -4 torr) may be required to obtain accurate thrust and impulse

data (Reference 6-10).

The following corrections apply to full-flowing nozzles only.

4.2.1.1 Steady State. The steady state thrust should be increased by

an amount equal to AePb, where Ae is the nozzle exit area and Pb is the

back pressure as measured in a region near the thruster upstream of the

nozzle _xit and at a time corresponding to the measurement of the steady
state thrust.

4.2.1.2 Pulse. Impulse bit measurements may be corrected for facility

back pressure by adding a term equal to Ae Pb " (EPW), where Ae is the

nozzle exit area, EPW is the electrical pulse width, and Pb = (Pbi ÷ Pbf)/2,,

where Pbi and Pbf are the prepulse and postpulse facility back pressures
as measured near the thruster upstream of the nozzle exit.

4.2.2 Propellant Mass Flow

Measured propellant mass flow or per-pulse propellant mass

usage may be corrected for the density and viscosity differences which

exist between the fluid used to calibrate the flow measuring device and

the propellant. In addition, the mass of propellant measured may be

corrected for the density differences which exist between the measurement

device and the thruster inlet due to a measured temperature difference

between these two points.

4.2.3 Chamber Pressure

Ideally, the chamber pressure tap will be located so as to yield a

true chamber stagnation pressure measurement. However, due to the small size

of some monopropellant thrusters, the taps are often unavoidably placed flush

with the inside surface of the convergent portion of the nozzle. If the tap
must be placed in this position, care should be taken to locate it downstream

of the circular arc transition between the chamber cylindrical section and

the convergent conical portion since boundary layer separation may occur in
this region (Reference 6-11). See Figure 6-2. Assuming that the chamber

pressure measurement has been taken at a point where the boundary layer has

reattached to the wall, and further assuming that the pressure variation

across the tap itself is small, the measured pressure can be corrected to a

chamber stagnation pressure using the following relationship (Reference 6-12):

Pc_m = I - _7 f2

Pc \Am/2 \7+I/
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Figure 6-2. Chamber Pressure Tap Location

where Pcm is the measured pressure at the tap, Pc is the calculated chamber

pressure, A t is the nozzle throat area, Am is the cross-sectional area at

the convergent portion of the cone where the tap is located, 7 is the ratio

of specific heats for the gas at chamber stagnation temperature, and f =

I/2(I + cos _) where _ is the half angle of the convergent section.

Measurements of thruster chamber pressure made with trans-

ducers which are referenced to the vacuum facility pressure may be

modified for this effect by subtracting the facility pressure from the

measured chamber pressure. This correction is expected to be negligibly

small if the conditions of Paragraph 4.2.1 are met.

4.2.4 Chamber Temperature

The temperature as measured at the outer surface of the

catalyst bed may have been correlated with measured internal gas tempera-

tures at some point during engine development. This correlation may

be used to convert from the external wall temperature measurement to

an internal gas temperature, providing the thruster operating conditions

and environment are similar to those for which the original correlation

was formulated.
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4.3 CALCULATED PARAMETERS

The defining formulations to be used in the determination of

thruster performance from test measurements are given in this section.

Additional definitions are included in the glossary.

4.3.1 Specific Impulse

The fundamental parameter describing thruster performance

is the thrust per unit mass flowrate or directed impulse per unit mass

of propellant expended. This parameter is termed specific impulse

and is to be calculated from corrected engine measurements as follows.

Steady State. Steady state specific impulse (Isp) is defined

F
n

ISp

where F is the steady state thrust and m is the steady state propellant
mass flow.

Pulse. Specific impulse for a single pulse (Isp p) is defined

Ibit

Isp p :
mp

where Ibi t is the measured impulse delivered during the pulse (Paragraph

4.1.2.1) and mp is the total mass of propellant expended during the pulse.

I

4.3.1.3 Pulse Train. For a series or train of pulses, the specific

impulse (Isp T) is defined as:

ISPT

N

(ibit) i

i=I

mT

where N is the number of pulses in the train, (Ibit) i is the impulse bit

produced during i, and mT is the total mass of propellant expended during
the train.
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4.3.2 Time to Centroid

A second fundamental performance parameter for pulse operation

is the time from some reference time to the point at which the total

impulse produced may be assumed to act. This is called the time to

centroid (or centroid) and may be defined as follows.

4.3.2.1 Pulse. The time to centrold (C) for a single pulse may

be Obtained by dividing the time integral of the product of chamber

pressure and time by the time integral of chamber pressure:

C =

tfPct dt

t
o

ttfpc dt

o

where to is the time of valve signal open, tf is the point at which
the integral is terminated (see Paragraph 4.1.2.3), Pc is the measured,

time-varying chamber pressure, and t is the time, measured from to,

at which the chamber pressure measurement is taken.

4.3.2.2 _.

(C T) may be defined as:

The time to centroid for a train of pulses

CT :

Pct d

i:I

where the sumation is performed over the number Of pulses N in the

tralh, to is the time of Valve signal on for the ith pulse, tf is the

time at which the integration over the ith pulse is terminated, Pc

is the tlme-varying Chamber pressure, and t is the time as measured

from valve signal open of the first pulse in the train.
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4.3.3 Throat Area

Throat area may change by a significant percentage due

to thermal expansion during firing. In some cases the throat static

pressure may also have an effect on the throat area.

As the throat material is heated by the exhaust gases,

the throat area first decreases (unless pressure stress dominates)

as the hot region near the throat expands under the constraint of the

still cold outer material, and then increases as the entire wall is

heated (References 6-13 and 6-14). Approximate relationships are shown

in Figure 6-3.

4.3.3.1 Steady State. Steady state throat area may be calculated

using the following expression:

2p tAt : Atr 1 + -- (I
E

+ v) + 2a(T t - Tr)]

where At is the hot throat area at temperature Tt, Atr is the throat

area as measured at temperature Tr, Pt is the static pressure at the

throat, and E, u, and a are the modulus of elasticity, Polsson's ratio,

and ooefficlent of linear thermal expansion, respectively, of the nozzle

material. In most cases involving monopropellant thrusters, the throat

static pressure contribution can be shown to produce a negligible area

change and can thus be ignored.

4.3.3.2 Pulse. Due to the thermal transients within the nozzle

material, the throat area may vary in a manner which is not amenable

to simplified analysis. It is thus recommended that the steady state

throat area formulation given in Paragraph a.3.3.1 also be used to

evaluate the throat area fop a pulse, where the temperature Tt is taken
as being the prepulse throat temperature and the throat stati6 pressure

term is Ignored.

4.3.4 Characteristic Velocity

The characteristic exhaust velocity is an indication of

the effectiveness of reactions taking place within the combustion chamber.

It may be calculated as follows.

4.3.4.1 _. The steady state characteristic velocity
(c*) is defined as:

I AtgcPc
Cl _- .....--..
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Figure 6-3. Throat Area Variation With Temperature
(Reference 6-13)

where At is the throat area, go is the proportionality constant in Newton's

second law, Pc is the chamber pressure, and m is the mas_ flowrate.

.3.4.2 _.

(cq) is defined as:
P

The characteristic velocity for'a single pulse

c_ At_ c ftfp

p : Jt 0 c dt ,
mp

_here At 'is calculated as described in Paragraph 4.3.3.2, gc is the

proportionaiity constant in Newton'S second law, _p is the mass Of

propellant expended ddrihg th_ pulse, to is the time of valve signal

open, tf is the time at Which the integration is terminate_, and Pc
is the time-varying chamber pressure.
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_.3.5 Thrust Coefficient

P

f

The thrust coefficient is an indicator of nozzle performance

and is often used as a correlation parameter between thrust and chamber

pressure. It may be calculated as follows.

4.3.5.1 Steady State. The steady state thrust coefficient (Cf) is
defined as:

F
Cf = --

AtP c

where F is the measured steady state thrust, At is the calculated steady

state throat area, and Pc is the measured steady state chamber pressure.

4.3.5.2 Pulse. A thrust coefficient for a single pulse (Cfp) may
be defined as:

Cfp =

Ibit

where I... is the measured impulse bit, A. is the throat area, t is
DiD

the time of valve signal open, tf is the _ime oat which the integral

is terminated, and Pc is the measured time-varying chamber pressure.

i

4.3.6 Percent Ammonia Dissociation

The performance of a monopropellant hydrazine reactor may

be determined by examining the characteristic exhaust velocity, cm.

However, there is another single parameter unique to monopropellant

hydrazine thrusters which is sufficient to completely specify reactor

performance. This parameter pertains to the amount of ammonia remaining

in the decomposition products as the gases leave the catalyst bed and

is termed percent ammonia dissociation.

The overall decomposition of hydrazine within a catalyst

bed may be thought of as occurring in a two-step process. First, the

hydrazine is decomposed exothermioally according to:
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4 I
N2H4----_NH3 + _N2

£

which is followed by the slower, endothermic, catalytic dissociation

of the ammonia:

i:

While these two relations are not intended to represent the details

of the overall decomposition mechanism, which is in fact much more

complex, they are useful for relating the initial and final chemical

species (Reference 6-15). Combining the two equations yields:

N2H4----_(I - X) NH3 + (I + 2X) N2 + 2X H2

where X is the percent of the originally formed ammonia which has
dissociated into hydrogen and nitrogen. The reactions may:be assumed

to cease after the gases have left the catalyst bed, thus freezing the

chemical composition of the gases and fixing the performance of the

reactor.

If the mole fractions of the ammonia, hydrogen, and nitrogen

are determined by extracting gas samples as described in Section V, the

percent ammonia dissociation may readily be calculated from the above
relation. In those instances where nitrogen has been used as a pressurant

in contact with the hydrazine, the nitrogen-saturated propellant will

yield a larger nitrogen mole fraction in the decomposition products than

would otherwise be expected. The recommended procedure is_to determine
J

percent ammonia dissociation from the ratio of the mole fraction of

hydrogen (yh) to the mole fraction of ammonia (ya):

X "

5.0 SUGGESTED REPORTING REOUIREMENTS

5.1 REPORT OUTLINE

The reporting requirements outlined here represent the information

which would ideally be included in a report on thruster performance. The
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intent is to provide a performance characterization of a given monopropellant

engine and to include correlations for reconstruction of thrust or impulse

from chamber pressure measurements. While it is suggested that manufacturers

and users of monopropellant thrusters report performance according to the

following outline, it is recognized that some programs may not be willing

to pay for this level of documentation, while other projects will require

a far more detailed reporting of performance than outlined here.

I° Engine Hardware Description

Schematic Diagram

Component Description, Parameters, Photographs,

Drawings

Thorough Narrative Description

II.

III.

Test Facility DQscr_ption

Overall System Schematic Diagrams, Drawings

Vacuum Facility Schematic Diagrams, Drawings

Test Stand Diagrams, Drawings

Instrumentation Schematic Diagrams

Instrumentation List

Thorough Narrative Description

Measurement Uncertainties An_lysis

IV. Test Program Description

D

V,

VI.

Data 8eduction Techniques

Deviations From Recommended Practices

Data Corrections Applied

Rocket Engine Performance Test Data

Steady State

Thrust vs Propellant Inlet Pressure

Vacuum Specific Impulse vs Propellant. Inlet Pressure
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Pulse

Impulse Bit vs Electrical Pulse Width, Propellant

Inlet Pressure., Initial Catalyst BedlTemperature

Vacuum Specific Impulse vs Electrical Pulse Width,

Propellant Inlet Pressure, Initial Catalyst Bed

Temperature

Centroid vs Electrical Pulse Width, Propellant

Inlet Pressure, Initial Catalyst Bed Temperature

Pulse Train

Impulse vs Electrical Pulse Width, Percent Duty

Cycle, Propellant Inlet Pressure, Initial

Catalyst Bed Temperature
[

Vacuum Specific Impulse vs Electrical Pulse

Width, Percent Duty Cycle, Propellant Inlet

Pressure, Initial Catalyst Bed Temperature
[

Centroid vs Electrical Pulse Width, _Train Length,

Percent Duty Cycle, Propellant Inlet Pressure,

Initial Catalyst Bed Temperature

Pulse or Steady State Performance vs Accumulated

Time on Thruster

VII. PerformaDce Correlations

Steady State Thrust Coefficient vs Chaiber Pressure

Pulse Thrust Coefficient vs Chamber Pressure Integral,

Initial Catalyst Bed Temperature

/,

5.2

VIII. Response Parameters

IX. Other Te.rms As Specified in Test Program Description

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The following additional notes are applicable to engine performance:

(I) Normalization. Normaiized data shall not be reported.

Standard Inlet Conditions. Correction of test data

tO standard inlet Conditions shall not be performed.

It is thus required that test conditions be carefully

established prior to initiating a run sequence.
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4

(3)

(4)

Pulse Mode Performance. Enough information should be

shown on each plot of pulse modeperformance to completely
establish the run conditions. This information should

include, at a minimum, the electrical pulse width,

initial catalyst bed temperature, propellant inlet

pressure, and propellant inlet temperature.

Units. The recommended units for reporting thruster

performance are SI units optionally followed by

English engineering units in parentheses.

6.0 GLOSSARY

This glossary contains the terminology and nomenclature

as introduced and used in this section. Heavy reliance has been placed

upon the relevant Chemical PropulsionInformation Agency work in mono-

propellant hydrazine technology (Reference 6-16) as well as other similar

publications (References 6-17 and 6-18). In addition to the nomenclature

introduced thus far, additional performance terminology has been extracted

from Reference 6-16 and incorporated here for completeness.

e

I

6.1 ASSIGNMENT OF SYMBOLS

Another document (Reference 6-17) has outlined policies for

the assigning of symbols to concepts. Some of the more relevant of

these recommendations may be su_arized as follows:

(I) Subscripts. The preferred order for subscripts is

to indicate first the substance or function and then

station, when double subscripts are used.

(2) Current vs Improved Svmbol_. Letter symbols already

adopted in other American Standards and symbols generally
used in the literature on rockets shall be retained

wherever practicable. Preference will be given generally

to the symbol of widest usage among several possible

symbols. In specific cases where an improved symbol

is indicated, it should resemble the symbol currently

used in rocket propulsion. Improvement will consist

of, in order of importance, (a) a symbol or concept

consistent with usage in other fields as set forth

in existing standards, (b) a technically more accurate

concept, and (c) a simpler symbol.

(3) Fundamental vs Hardware Terminology. Principal symbols

will be assigned to basic concepts only; relation

to configuration or parts should be by subscript.

(4) Specific Definition of _Q_cept_. A basic concept may

have variations in definition. Therefore, only one

primary symbol (and its alternates) will be identified

with any one basic concept. Variations in definition of
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(5)

a concept may arise from (a) arbitrarily selected values

used in the definition, or (b) differences in terminology

describing the concept. These variations should be

resolved by use of appropriate subscripts where necessary.

Upper Ca$_ V_ Lower Case. For primary symbols, lower

case letters should be used for total quantities to

the extent consistent with conventional employment in

related fields and standards. For subscripts lower

case usage is to be preferred (upper case should be

employed only in established symbols or to avoid

confusion).

6.2 MODES OF OPERATION

In addition to the above, the monopropellant community

must often_dlstinguish between different modes of engine operation.

The following subscripts are suggested for delineating these operations:

Operatin_ Mode

: Steady state

Single pulse

Train of pulses

Single pulse, rotational

Train of pulses, rotational

6.3 STATION

none

P

T

R

J
RT

]

The following subscripts are suggested for deiineation among

measurements made at various locations of a monopropellant rocket engine:

Axial Location Subscrip t

Inlet to thruster valve (feed) f

Downstream of valve, upstream of

injector exit (injector)

Downstream of injector, upstream of

catalyst bed, within chamber

Downstream of catalyst bed at

•entrance to nozzle, within chamber

CU

At nozzle throat

At nozzle exit e
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APPENDIX VI-A

THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF MONOPROPELLANT HYDRAZINE

This appendix presents results from thermochemical performance

calculations for the decomposition of hydrazine. Theoretical specific

impulse and thrust coefficient are shown as functions of percent ammonia

dissociation and nozzle expansion area ratio in Figures VI-A-I and

VI-A-2. Characteristic velocity and adiabatic reaction temperature

as a function of ammonia dissociation are presented in Figure VI-A-3.
The ratio of specific heats at chamber conditions and the molecular

weight of the product gases are shown in Figure VI-A-4.

The values used in the generation of these figures were

taken from Reference VI-A-I and extended by assumin_ a constant gamma

expansion from the last point given in Reference VI-A-I. The chemical

composition of the product gases was assumed frozen at chamber conditions

and any potential condensation of ammonia during the expansion was

ignored. Specific impulse and thrust coefficient were calculated assuming

zero divergence loss.

A stagnation pressure of 1030 kN/m 2 (150 psi) was used for

all results presented here. The effect on the calculated values of

varying the pressure is quite small over the range of operating conditions

utilized by most monopropellant hydrazlne thrusters; however, tabular

results at various stagnatlon pressures are presented in Reference VI-A-I.

VI-A-I.

REFERENCE

Lee, D. H., Performance Calculations fo_ MonoDroDellant

HYdrazine and Monopropellant Hydrazine - Hydrazine Nitrate

Mixtures, JPL TR 32-348, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

California, December 3, 1962.
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APPENDIX VI-B

CALCULATION OF ROTATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Thrusters which are operated while firing in an outward

radial direction from a spinning platform lose a portion of the total

impulse due to the fact that the impulse is delivered over a finite

angle (Figure V1-B-I). The rotational terms which describe thruster

operation in this situation are discussed below.

ROTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Rotational efficiency is a measure of the efficiency with

which impulse is delivered along a given radial direction from a platform

which is spinning at a rotational angular velocity of _ rad/s. It

may be calculated for a single pulse (_R) and for a train of pulses

(_RT) as follows:

nR =_

1Pc sin (_t) d + Pc cos (_t) d

t t

tfP c dt

o

Q

and

nRT

- I _ 0

sin (_t) d + c

i:I

cos (_t)
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